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WORKING HARD TO STOP GLOBAL POSIONING
Bioremediation Inc. provides state-of-the-art products for the application of biological remediation
methods to eliminate hazardous environmental pollutants from contaminated soil and groundwater.
Our products control, clean and biodegrade contaminants on domestic and industrial sites in a safe,
environmentally responsible manner.
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labor time.
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• Removes stains, dries quickly and removes
oily residues
• Neutral pH, non-corrosive, non-hazardous
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• Renders flammable liquids (i.e. gasoline)
non-flammable
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a hard surface sanitizer
that is registered with
the EPA. Based on
Citric Acid and is nonhazardous.
Cleaning with Decosan©
kills 99.9% of germs
from hard surfaces in
60 seconds!!
It is very effective
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well as other problematic
microbes.
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any hard surface
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porcelain and stainless
surfaces.
100% biodegradable,
non-toxic and
non-hazardous.

Meth-Lab Neutralizer-Acidic
and Meth-Lab Neutralizer-Base

easily neutralizes hydrochloric acid (HCL) and acidic- based chemicals used in methamphetamine production.
The acidic chemicals are transformed into non-toxic and non-hazardous organic salts and water.
• Formulated to decontaminate structures used for clandestine
drug laboratories.

• Contains two formulas: One dealing with acidic-based chemicals,
such as hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid, red
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I have an interview with Tim Hayes in this issue. Many will remember
in 2003 while Tim was working a minor accident on a local interstate, a
tractor-trailer slammed into the scene.Tim’s legs were severed above his
knees. We talked about the changes made to keep first responders safe and
Tim’s achievements since the accident and his incredible attitude since the
tragedy. See my interview with Tim on page 31.
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Safety for first responders is an ongoing topic for Carolina Fire Rescue
EMS Journal. Jonathan Olson continues his series on ambulance safety
on page 26. He says there has been some outstanding work done by industry leaders to
improve the safety for you and your patients if involved in a collision. With over 4,500 motor
vehicle crashes involving ambulances in the U.S. every year (and with 35 percent resulting
in a death or injury), it is good news to hear new ambulance construction standards are on
the way. Jonathan also hopes to see new standards to retrofit many of the safety features into
remounted and refurbished ambulances.
Sherry Brooks

Gwen Shuford
gwen.shuford@carolinafirejournal.com

We’re very fortunate to have an article in this issue from Brittany Haigler, assistant chief of
administration at Concord High School Fire Academy. North Carolina has 38 high schools that
offer this opportunity to their students. Brittany was homeschooled until her sophomore year
of high school and her reason for attending public school was the chance to attend the fire
academy. Her enthusiasm is refreshing as she tells us about her growth as a firefighter and her
personal growth as she’s become part of the brotherhood, learning teamwork and leadership.
Read more on page 21.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Salisbury Battalion Chief David Morris has a story on the value of training and preplanning.
His article on page 54 takes us through the fire at Okey Dokey in the downtown area of
Salisbury and how training and planning keep everything safe and got the job done. He
says many success stories were found in the operations of that particular fire, including the
interoperability with regional fire departments from Charlotte, Concord and Kannapolis. Chief
Morris says if you “check your equipment thoroughly, train with meaning and create good
habits daily, everything else will fall into place.”

Anthony Bulygo, EVT TechTalk
Ron Cheves, Retired Chief - Idlewild VFD
Glenn Clapp, NC HazMat Association
Dedra Cline, Columnist, “The Homefront”
Doug Cline, President, International Fire Service
Ken Farmer, Section Chief National Firefighter Academy
David Greene, Chief, Colleton County
David Hesselmeyer, On Target Preparedness, LLC
Mark Lamplagh, Captain, Lower Chichester Fire Company
Karen Leatherman, President, Fitness Forum
Jim McClure, President-FireHouse Design
Bobbie Merica, President, Moulage Concepts-Author
Ken Newell, Stewart-Cooper-Newell Architects

Obviously, there were many good leaders at the Okey Dokey fire that day. What makes
a good leader? Doug Cline gives us a roadmap with“8 Attitudes of a Servant Leader”in his
story on page 56. A few indicators of a servant leader include someone that expresses
encouragement, has genuine empathy, and is humble and not politically motivated. Most
reading this article will recognize someone they know or maybe a few qualities in themselves
or leadership qualities they would like to adopt.
Hope to see many of you at the South Carolina Fire Rescue Conference June 8 at the Myrtle
Beach Convention Center.This is a chance to hear some outstanding speakers and attend
hands on training classes. For more information see page 71.
Please let me hear from you.You can reach me at editing@carolinafirejournal.com. I’m always
interested in your thoughts and comments.

Johnathan Olson, Chief of Operations, Wake County EMS
and Assistant Fire Chief, Wendell Fire Dept.
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Mark Schmitt, Captain, Greensboro Fire Department
James Winslow, NC EMS Director
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Congratulations to the NCAFC Chief of the Year,
Chief T.J. McLamb, Spring Lake Fire Department
and Volunteer Chief of the Year, Chief Len Needham,
Bahama Fire and Rescue.
On The Cover:
Image coutesy of Barry McRory
Captain- Colleton County Fire and Rescue
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RESCUE A-Z

Using aviation as
search and rescue support
Last fall I was
down at my hangar
doing general
maintenance when
an officer from
another fire-rescue
agency called
to discuss using
By Bob Twomey
aviation in rescue
support roles. A
couple years ago he had taken the class
“Helicopter Use in Search and Rescue
Support” offered through the Western
North Carolina Fire and Rescue College
and McDowell Fire and Rescue College.
Since this class he had been working
through his local department to see
if the general aviation community
could offer or supply aerial assistance
to them during lost person searches,
flood searches and damage assessment,
aerial scene management, personnel
transport and so forth.
In this class, there was detailed
discussion about how the general
aviation community — the nongovernmental private and commercial
pilots — could be of assistance to local
rescue agencies during emergencies,
if they were willing to be of service in
such circumstances. He had listened
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intently and subsequently has been
attempting to secure the assistance of
local pilots in his county.
There are some things to think
about when a department is
contemplating using general aviation
for assistance in search and rescue
(SAR) work. Some questions to ask:
•D
 oes our department or agency
perform the type rescue work
where aerial assistance would
be of any benefit, either to us as
rescuers, or to the victim?
•D
 oes our terrain lend itself to
a reasonable expectation that
aviation assistance would be of
assistance in SAR work?
• I s the local terrain so rough that
aerial searching would save a lot
of time and man-hours in a SAR
event?
•D
 oes our department have SAR
responsibilities in remote areas of
our jurisdiction?
• Are state sponsored aviation
resources readily available when
the true need arises?
•H
 ave we had SARs in the past
where aerial resources could have
made a difference?
• Would our department be willing,

Locating fall victim on large rock face.

and able, to learn all the additional
things we would have to know in
order to work with an aircrew that
is assisting us?
• Do we have an airport in/around
our service area?

www.carolinafirejournal.com

• Are there any pilots available to
even contact to see if they would
be interested in helping us?
• What kind of resources are we
needing? Fixed-wing aircraft?
See USING AVIATION page 10
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Using Aviation
Cont’d from page 8
Helicopter?
As you can see — many things to
think about!
So why in the world would a
department even want to consider
aviation resources? Several reasons:
risk-benefit to rescuers and victim(s),
SAR efficiency, the financial logistics
of an extended SAR event, possibly
the reduced availability of qualified
volunteers in your department and/or
lower man-hours available, unavailable
mutual aid, just to name a few.
In any rescue, Incident Command
should always be assessing the risks to
rescuers relative to the tasks at hand
and how they are to be performed. You

know your rescuers, their capabilities
and limitations, so in any given
rescue, what will be the risks to your
rescuers in the performance of their
duties? How will terrain and field
conditions effect how the rescue is to
commence? What is the urgency of a
“find” in your search?
If your department routinely
conducts land searches in rugged
terrain, for example, a SAR commander
must evaluate high probability
areas (POAs), ingress to these areas,
resources needed to effectively
search the areas, and calculate the
probability of success (POS) of finding
the victim(s) in the least amount of
time. If you remember, POS = POA x
POD, or, the probability of success — a

“find” in minimal
time — equals the
probability that
the victim is in
that area times that
victim’s probability
of detection.
So, what if you
could search an
area from the air
with a reasonable
probability of
detecting the
victim. Wouldn’t
Castle Rock and rough terrain where aviation resource could save victhat be of benefit
tim search time.
to your SAR plan?
useful could a local helicopter be to
Or, what if you
you to search the river and floodplain
receive a call that a rock climber is
for this victim, in a fraction of the
stranded and possibly injured on a
amount of time needed by even highly
large rock face on an unusually warm
trained swift water rescue techs? If
Sunday afternoon in January, but the
located, the victim’s location could be
temperature is expected to drop to 20
relayed to command, and even a boat
degrees that night. How useful to you
rescue team could be guided to the
would it be for a pilot to “fly the rock”
victim’s location. The list of scenarios
and locate your victim?
where aviation assistance could be of
The pilot could radio the victim’s
benefit to you is almost endless.
location to the CP, likely saving you
Being the owner and operator of a
hours of time trying to locate the
helicopter, and having been in rescue
victim on a large rock face before
work for the last 41 years and aviation
you are even able to begin the rescue
operations for the last 20 years, to me
phase. The pilot could likely guide a
it is almost unconscionable as to why
ground team to a victim, again saving
any department would NOT want to
time. It should be remembered that
utilize local aviation resources, should
this time might be time the victim can
they be available, qualified, and offered
ill afford to loose.
for assistance. Now, not every pilot is
A flood has wreaked havoc in your
willing to assist in search and rescue
community and a car has been driven
into the floodwater. The driver thought support, but you don’t know that until
you ask him or her. Some pilots have
it wasn’t so deep that the car couldn’t
past military experience and now just
make it through, but then the engine
fly for pleasure. Others just fly for the
floods and the current sweeps the car
sheer adventure of it. But if they were
off the roadway. The driver attempts
asked if they could assist locally in
to escape the sinking car, only to be
searches, and train accordingly with
swept away and is now missing. How
your department, they just might
readily agree. Normally, who doesn’t
want to help their local volunteer fire
department or rescue squad?
It is likely that some departmental
officers reading this article are now
getting a hernia over insurance and
liability concerns. Possibly, some are
thinking “we cannot chance getting
assistance from a pilot who is not
a rescuer or member of our local
emergency services.”To this I say:“you
just answered your own question.”
Make the pilot some type of member
of your department!
“But we have never done that
before.”To this I say:“whose fault is
that?”
“But our charter doesn’t allow
for introduction or use of aviation
resources in our jobs.”To this I say:
“that’s what boards of directors, pens
and computers are for — to make
things legal and above board — so
they can happen.” Look for ways to
make things happen, and not reasons,
or excuses, for why they can’t.
ANYTHING is possible if you work out
ways to make it happen, and you value
the assistance enough.
Rescuers who have “been around
the block a few times” realize the
occasional value of outside resources
under certain circumstances. In many
of my past articles, I have talked about
“thinking outside the box” when faced
with unusual circumstances. This does
NOT mean tossing all training, SOGs
and protocols out the window. But it
does mean a proactive approach as
See USING AVIATION page 12
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Using Aviation
Cont’d from page 10

to how different SAR scenarios could
be handled — with forethought and
planning. Through proper preplanning,
discussion, and well-understood
procedures, an aviation resource can
become one of your most powerful
“tools in the toolbox” when faced with
SAR situations.
State aviation resources are available
to your department under specific
circumstances, through the North
Carolina Department of Emergency
Management. These are tremendous
resources for you, such as the North
Carolina National Guard, North
Carolina Highway Patrol, and possibly
others, depending upon the situation.
However, in a regional disaster, for
instance, you may have to wait your
turn to get this assistance, based
upon other more urgent situations
occurring at the same time. But, if you
have a local, dependable, qualified
general aviation resource with whom
you have worked and trained with
before the need arises, with whom any
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“legaleze” has been properly handled
beforehand, would this not give you a
tremendous advantage in performance
of your SARs?
Perhaps the next issue would be
what type of aircraft would provide
the most useful, efficient assistance to
you, given your terrain and common
SAR responses?
Much of that would depend upon
the type of terrain within your service
area — flat, hilly, rugged mountains,
steep slopes, rock outcrops, etc.
It would depend in large part on
the field conditions also, such as
open, sparsely vegetated terrain,
water bodies — lakes, rivers, ponds,
waterfalls — heavily forested terrain
and grasslands. Other issues would
be land elevation, common wind
patterns, average long-term victim
detectability from past searches in
your area, and the like.
Small fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters both have their advantages
and disadvantages. The usual size
of your average search areas can
sometimes dictate which type
aircraft would serve your needs more

A local pilot and small helicopter

efficiently. Air speed of the aircraft
is generally not a deciding issue;
however, in land searches, slower
airspeeds allow for more “scan time”
per unit of ground covered. In search
management, this translates into a
higher probability of victim detection,
because of extended visual “sight
time” over that unit of land. So, from
long experience with many searches,
I would have to say that a helicopter
would, in most circumstances, provide
you greater efficiency.
Helicopters generally can safely fly
lower and slower over the search area
because of their unique mechanical
abilities. They can hover in a fixed
position, allowing for a detailed scan of
the terrain, especially with the aid of
gyro-stabilized binoculars or thermal
imagers. Should an object of interest
be spotted from a higher altitude,
the helicopter can, under calculated
parameters, be piloted in for a closer
view. Fixed-wing aircraft usually have
longer flight duration for extended
search operations, and are usually less
expensive to fly and operate compared
to helicopters.
So, you can see that both general
aviation resources have their pros
and cons. If you are able to secure a
local pilot and aircraft, I think that, for
the most part, you are ahead of the
game for SAR operations. You added a
powerful SAR tool to your operational
capabilities. But you must remember
that it is all about communications,
understanding, and training.
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One of the most dangerous things
your department could do is fly a search
with a pilot you don’t know, of whom
you don’t know their capabilities and
limitations, and with whom you have
never trained.This is NOT the way to
proceed with a local general aviation
resource. If you are lucky enough to
secure the services of a wealthy aircraft
owner who will donate his or her
time without cost, go for it. But from
my experience around pilots, most of
them are just average folks like us, who
just happen to have a very expensive
passion: flying.You should consider at
least paying for fuel used in the search.
All FAA certified pilots know what
they can charge based upon their pilot
ratings and certification(s). Be willing
to help them. It isn’t cheap to own
and operate an aircraft, especially a
helicopter.
I hope this article has spurred
your thinking about available, local
aviation resources. Properly secured
and managed, this resource can greatly
enhance your SAR response capabilities.
Bob Twomey is the founder and past chief
of the North Carolina High Level Extraction
Rescue Team, Inc. a volunteer helicopter
search and rescue support team based in
Transylvania County, North Carolina. He is the
senior helicopter pilot for Wolf Tree Aviation,
LLC operating out of Transylvania Community
Airport. He has served in numerous officer and
training positions in the Transylvania County
Rescue Squad. He has been active in SAR for 41
years. He can be reached at 828-884-7174 or
btwomey@citcom.net.
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HAZMAT

So you want to be a

Hazardous Materials Instructor?
In previous
articles, we have
discussed the
possibilities of your
joining a Hazardous
Materials Team
or becoming a
By Capt. Mark J. Hazardous Materials
Schmitt, EFO
Team Officer. In this
issue, we’re going to
complete the triangle and discuss what
it takes and what you need to consider
in order to become certified as a
Hazardous Materials Instructor. While
talking specifically about becoming a
Hazardous Materials Instructor, most of
our discussion points will also apply to
other emergency services instructors
as well.
What exactly does an instructor
do? One definition states that the job
of an instructor is “to furnish with
knowledge, especially by a systematic
method; to teach, train or educate.”
In our case, you will be furnishing
knowledge about hazardous materials
and hazardous materials response. The
systematic method involves the Power
Point presentations, lesson plans and
practical and written testing procedures
as established by the North Carolina
Office of the State Fire Marshal. You may
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already teach now in an informal way
in your station by conducting company
level evolutions and drills. We are now
talking about taking this a step further
and entering the formal teaching
environment of the classroom.
The first thing we have to do is
never say,“Those who can, do. Those
who can’t, teach.” While there are
always good and bad instructors, just
like there are good and bad employees
in every line of work, think about
some of the instructors that taught
your classes, showed you the ropes
and that you really learned from. Would
you have said this to them? Probably
not. Therefore, let’s never use that
line again. It’s insulting to teachers
and instructors in every field, not just
emergency services.

What Do You Have to Do to Teach?
That depends on what you have
in mind and how far you see yourself
going as an instructor. The first step
is the Level I Instructor Course. This
course gives you the tools to present
a prepared program such as the
Hazardous Materials Operations Course
created by Jones and Bartlett, IFSTA,
etc. The second step would be to take

the Level II Instructor Course. This
course takes your classroom journey to
the next level by giving you the tools
necessary to create your own Power
Point presentations, lesson plans, tests,
etc. Level II is more difficult than Level
I, but it will open more doors and
instructional opportunities for you in
the future.
After you have the general
requirements out of the way, it’s time
to become qualified to teach Hazardous
Materials. You do not have to be a
member of a hazardous materials team
in order to teach hazardous materials,
but you do need to be certified at the
level you’re teaching. For example,
you must be a Hazardous Materials
Operations (Level I) certified to teach
operations level classes. You must
be a Hazardous Materials Technician
(Level II) in order to teach technician
level classes. This will require you to
attend a one day (usually six hours)
Qualification Course where you will
review the Power Point slides, testing
policies, etc. You will also be required
to demonstrate every practical skill that
you will be evaluating. This practical
skill evaluation requirement was just
added this year.
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Teach For the Right Reasons
Now that you know what you need
to do to get certified to teach, you
have to stop and ask yourself,“Why do
I want to teach?” If your first or only
answer is to make extra money, STOP!!
You’re going into it for entirely the
wrong reasons.You will not be a good
instructor because your intentions are
purely mercenary and you will not be
willing to dedicate the extra time —
that you are not compensated for —
that is needed in order to become a
really good instructor. If you are doing
it just to get another certification for
extra money on the job or just to pad
your resume, don’t waste your time.
There may come a day when you will
be asked to actually teach.You will
do a disservice to yourself and your
department, but it is your students who
will suffer the most.They deserve better.
For those of you who are still reading,
let’s talk about what you need to do
in order to be a good, if not great,
Hazardous Materials Instructor.Teaching
involves not just getting up in front of
a class, but also hours of preparation
time before and during the class as well.
You will not need to memorize every
slide.This is discouraged in fact. If you
memorize every slide, your presentation
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will be robotic and monotonous.You
will come across as disengaged and your
students will lose interest rather quickly.
You should be familiar with each
slide, but use them only as a memory
jogger.You will be more engaged and
your presentation will be much more
interactive and interesting.Your students
will be able to tell the difference and
become more engaged themselves.
As a Hazardous Materials Instructor
— either Operations or Technician
— you will be given all of the slides
that you will need in addition to any
evaluation paperwork that you will
need in order to conduct and teach a
class. Will you be satisfied with this?
Maybe, but a good instructor will
always take the time to augment the
program with additional information.
Remember, you can ADD information to
the program, but you cannot CHANGE
the program or DELETE anything from
the program.You should customize the
program to fit your individual style.This
may take several hours, if not longer, to
scour the Internet and other sources to
look for additional information to add to
your program or extra visual aids such
as images or video clips.You must also
be able to discuss any major hazardous
materials incidents that may happen
while you’re teaching the course
because your students will be interested
and they WILL have questions.

Stay Current
Even when you’re not actively
engaged in teaching a class, your
responsibility as an instructor does
not end.You still have to maintain an
active awareness of what is happening
in the world of hazardous materials.
A significant event that happened
last week may serve as an excellent
case study for years to come. A
National Transportation Safety Board
or Occupational Safety and Health
Administration report may have just been
issued about an incident that occurred
several months or years ago that will
shed some light on an incident that you
have been using as a case study.The
advent of social media makes this a lot
easier. Do you have any idea how many
hazardous materials related pages there
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are on Facebook alone? New tools and
techniques are being produced all of the
time. In order to be a good instructor, it
is up to you to be current on these new
trends.You cannot take the easy way
out and just wait for the next Instructor
Upgrade from OSFM.
Don’t worry about being nervous
in front of a group of people or a
perceived lack of public speaking ability
on your part. Everybody is nervous
when they first start teaching. It gets
better the more you teach. Just as your
techniques in stretching hose improve
with time and practice, so will your
teaching technique.The same goes for
using Power Point. It may be difficult
to get used to at first, but the more you
use it, the better you will get and the
more comfortable you will be with
not only using the program, but also in
developing your own presentations as
well.
As a Hazardous Materials Instructor,
you never know where your path
may lead.You may start out teaching
operations level classes for the local
community college’s recruit program.
You may be called upon to teach an
upgrade or annual refresher class for
your department or a neighboring
department.This may lead to
opportunities teaching at national
conferences such as Firehouse Expo or
FDIC. Who knows, at some point you
may even start teaching at the National
Fire Academy.The longest journey starts
with the smallest step.Take that step,
get qualified as a Hazardous Materials
Instructor and start teaching!
Mark Schmitt is Captain/Hazmat Specialist
for the Greensboro Fire Department in
Greensboro, N.C., and a veteran of over 20
years in the fire service. The majority of his
career has been spent in special operations.
He is a graduate of the National Fire
Academy’s Executive Fire Officer Program and
holds a Master of Public Administration in
Emergency Management. Schmitt has taught
numerous hazardous materials courses
for the Greensboro Fire Department, local
community colleges and the North Carolina
Office of the State Fire Marshal in addition to
serving on several hazardous materials related
committees at the local and state level.
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SIXTY ONE DELTA ONE

When ‘Old School’ is the right tool
Colorimetric Tubes
When hazmat
specialists and
technicians think
about the topic of air
monitoring, the latest
high-technology
air monitoring
By Glenn Clapp
equipment with all
CHMM, CFPS
of the requisite “bells
and whistles” often
comes to mind. While the advances
in air monitoring equipment have
progressed by leaps and bounds over
the last 20 plus years; and the choices
of air monitoring equipment now offer
unparalleled features and accuracy, there
remains a time and place in which more
“old school” technology is the right fit
for the bill.The “old school” technology
we are referring to happens to be a tried
and true air monitoring methodology —
the use of colorimetric tubes.
Colorimetric tubes are glass tubes
that are filled with a reagent that
is known to react with a chemical
or family of chemicals. Air is pulled
through the tube by a pump — which
can be of the manual or powered
type, depending on the design at hand
— and the reagent in the tube then
tells us qualitatively if the product is
present through a color change in the
reagent.The reaction within the tube

also can serve a quantitative purpose
in that a graduated scale is imprinted
on most colorimetric tubes so that
the length of the discoloration of the
reagent is read against the scale to
display the concentration of the product
encountered. For the purposes of this
discussion we will refer to colorimetric
tubes in a generic sense, as we are not
advocating the use of any specific brand
of equipment.
Such pieces of equipment have
a rich history in the realm of air
monitoring. The first colorimetric tube
in the U.S. was patented in 1919 and
contained a mixture that provided a
visible reaction — qualitative only —
when exposed to carbon monoxide.
The design was a direct replacement
for the live canaries used in coal mines
to warn miners of the presence of
carbon monoxide. The basic design
has not changed drastically through
the years, although the quantitative
function of colorimetric tubes
appeared at a later time. When used in
a quantitative manner the integral scale
normally is demarcated in either parts
per million or percent volume.
Colorimetric tubes offer a simplistic
reliability due to their design, in that
when a manual pump is utilized no
external power source is needed, no

mechanical parts are present other
than the pump itself, and no electronic
components are used. Manual pumps
usually take the form of either a
bellows type or piston type pump.
A bellows type pump is comprised
of two rigid “shells” that surround a
bellows mechanism.The pump halves
are compressed and then released,
which then draws an air sample
through the tube inserted into the
pump. A mechanical counter records
the number of strokes completed.
Piston type pumps resemble a smaller
version of old-fashioned tire pumps in
which a piston connected to a T-shaped
handle is actuated to draw an air sample
through the associated tube. A dot
indictor displays the completion of
each intake stroke.
To utilize the colorimetric tube itself,
both ends of the glass tube are broken
off so that the air sample can be drawn
through. A fitting is normally provided
on the pump to accomplish this task,
and the user should break off the ends
of the tube facing away from him or her
to preclude any pieces of glass entering
the eyes or striking the user.The tube
is then inserted into the pump — the
direction of airflow is indicated on
the tube — and the pump is activated
through a given number of full strokes.

The number of strokes varies according
to the type of tube utilized, is printed
on the tube itself and is also indicated
in the accompanying tube literature.
The user should use the proper tube
designed to indicate the chemical or
product that is being monitored.

When to Use This System and Why
We can use colorimetric tubes not
only to indicate the presence of a
substance, but just as importantly to
also indicate when a substance is not
present by using the colorimetric tube
system as a “classifier” to narrow down
our possibilities. As we have previously
discussed, the systems can also be
used to indicate the concentration of a
substance.The user does have to bear
in mind that the quantitative function is
of a more relative “ballpark” nature than
results obtained from higher resolution
digital meters due to the inherent
characteristics of the process.
When the change in color of the
reagent is at a right angle to the
graduated scale, all is well and good.
Oftentimes, however, the color change
of the reagent lies at an angle to the
scale. In those instances, the user
should take the “average” measure
See OLD SCHOOL page 18

BUDGETS
WE HAVE
SHRINKING? THE ANSWER!
NEW AND USED AMBULANCES NATIONWIDE.

“Peach State’s mission is simple.
We serve our customers!”
- Jim Olson (Owner)
The nation’s largest ambulance remounter
can save you thousands and extend the life of your
existing fleet with our custom ambulance remounts.
Our Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles can put you
into high quality, low mileage emergency vehicles.

Proud to be a member
of the HGAC,
buying cooperative

Call Peach State Ambulance

800-553-7724
Peach State Ambulance Inc. Ext.112
www.peachstateambulance.com
It’s Our Devotion to Quality
Since 1993
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Old School

Cont’d from page 16

change.
3. E
 nsure appropriate lighting is
available for reading the tube
results.
4. U
 se a light background behind the

at the midpoint between where the
oblique angle starts and ends. Another
challenge that sometimes arises
is that when the change in color
of the reagent is not a readily
One additional factor to take into
discernible line, but rather fades
gradually. In those instances, the
account with the use of colorimetric
user should use the final edge of
tube systems is the perishability of
the color change as the correct
value.
the tubes themselves. The tubes not
There are also five general
only have the propensity to be easily
guidelines for the reading of
colorimetric tubes, as follows:

CAUTION

1. O
 bserve the tube during
the entirety of the sampling
process in order to notice
any color change.
2. O
 btain the reading of the
tube immediately following
the sampling process to avoid any
diffusion or fading of the color

broken due to the nature of their
construction, they also
have a definitive shelf life.
tube during the reading process
to assist with visibility.
5. C
 ompare the sample tube with an
unused tube of the same type to
highlight any color change.
As hazmat specialists and
technicians in an emergency
response setting we normally utilize
colorimetric tubes designed for shortterm use — normally defined as being
utilized for measurement time frames
of from 10 seconds to 15 minutes.
Such tubes may employ one single
indication layer, may have a pre-layer
or layers in the flow upstream of
the indication layer to provide the
proper reaction, may have a reagent
contained in an ampule upstream
of the indication layer for the same
purpose, or may even employ multiple
tubes for simultaneous measurement
capabilities.
One additional factor to take into
account with the use of colorimetric
tube systems is the perishability
of the tubes themselves.The tubes
not only have the propensity to be
easily broken due to the nature of
their construction, they also have a
definitive shelf life. Hazmat teams that
do not adequately prepare for the
replacement of tubes as they reach the
end of their shelf life or for the array
of diverse tube types that oftentimes
are required for the possible chemical
hazards in their jurisdiction can be
easily shocked by the budgetary
impacts of the aforementioned
characteristics.
In conclusion, colorimetric tube
systems are reliable and robust systems
that can provide real-time qualitative
and quantitative air monitoring
capabilities. We should not overlook
these tools in our air monitoring
“toolbox” when they are the right
equipment for the job, as sometimes
“old school” is the right tool. In closing,
stay safe out there and be sure to visit
the new North Carolina Association of
Hazardous Materials Responders web
page at www.nchazmat.com.
Glenn Clapp is Past President of the
North Carolina Association of Hazardous
Materials Responders and is a Fire Training
Commander (Special Operations) for
the High Point Fire Department. He is a
Technician-Level Hazmat Instructor, a Law
Enforcement Hazmat Instructor, and is a
Certified Hazardous Materials Manager and
Certified Fire Protection Specialist.
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Ammonium Nitrate —

Fertilizer or Foe?
On April 17,
2013, in the town
of West,Texas,
an Ammonium
Nitrate explosion
occurred which
killed at least 15
people (including
By David Greene
11 firefighters),
injured 160 people
and damaged or destroyed over 150
buildings.The explosion was well
documented on YouTube (http://
youtu.be/on-M7z_xFBE) and has
become a source of both mystery and
conspiracy. As part of new federally
mandated initiatives, understanding
Ammonium Nitrate is essential to safe
operations throughout the fire service.
Many are familiar with Ammonium
Nitrate as a component of Ammonium
Nitrate and Fuel Oil (ANFO).This is
the tertiary explosive that was used in
the Murrah Federal building terrorist
attack in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on
April 15, 1995. But fires and explosions
involving ammonium nitrate are not
new. In 1988, six Kansas City, Missouri
firefighters died in the line of duty
fighting a fire at a construction site
that involved Ammonium Nitrate
and fuel oil. On April 16, 1947, one
of the largest non-nuclear explosions
occurred in Texas City,Texas and
involved Ammonium Nitrate.
A cargo ship, the S.S. Grandcamp,
was moored in its dock when smoke
was observed from the cargo hold
at around 8:00 a.m.The Grandcamp
was loaded with over 2,300 tons of
ammonium nitrate. Over the next hour,
attempts to extinguish the fire failed.
Shortly before 9:00 a.m., the captain
ordered his men to steam the hold, a
fire fighting method where steam is
piped in to put out fires in the hope
of preserving the cargo. Meanwhile
the fire had attracted a crowd of
spectators along the shoreline, who
believed they were a safe distance
away. Spectators noted that the
water around the docked ship was
already boiling from the heat, and the
splashing water touching the hull of
the ship was vaporized into steam.The
cargo hold and deck began to bulge
as the pressure of the steam increased
inside. At 9:12 a.m., the Ammonium
Nitrate reached an explosive threshold
and the vessel detonated, causing great
destruction throughout the port.
The tremendous blast sent a 15foot wave that was detectable nearly
100 miles off the Texas shoreline.The
blast leveled nearly 1,000 buildings
on land.The Grandcamp explosion
destroyed the Monsanto Chemical
Company plant and resulted in ignition
of refineries and chemical tanks on
the waterfront. Falling bales of burning
twine added to the damage while
the Grandcamp’s anchor was hurled
across the city. Sightseeing airplanes
flying nearby had their wings shorn
off, forcing them out of the sky.Ten
miles away, people in Galveston were
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forced to their knees; windows were
shattered in Houston,Texas, 40 miles
away. People felt the shock 100 miles
away in Louisiana.
The explosion blew almost 6,350
tons of the ship’s steel into the air,
some at supersonic speed. Official
casualty estimates came to a total of
567, including all the crewmen who
remained onboard the Grandcamp, but
many victims were burned to ashes or
blown to bits, and the official total is
believed to be an under count. All but
one member of the Texas City volunteer

fire department were killed in the
initial explosion on the docks while
fighting the shipboard fire, and with the
fires raging, first responders from other
areas were initially unable to reach the
site of the disaster.
You may be wondering by now, why
Ammonium Nitrate even exists, since it
has been the cause of so many deaths.
Ammonium Nitrate is an odorless,
colorless or white, crystal salt produced
by the reaction of ammonia and nitric
acid. Its chemical formula is NH4NO3
which is simply Nitric Acid (HNO3)
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plus Ammonia (NH3). Ammonium
Nitrate is extremely beneficial in
agriculture as it is an important
component in fertilizer mixtures.
Ammonia Nitrate’s nitrogen content
is readily absorbable by plant life and
vegetation. Small quantities are also sold
as an additive for mining explosives and
other nonagricultural uses.
As previously mentioned, Ammonium
Nitrate and Fuel Oil otherwise known as
ANFO is a tertiary explosive. A tertiary
See AMMONIUM NITRATE page 20
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Ammonium Nitrate
Cont’d from page 19

explosive does not readily detonate
without other materials. Ammonium
Nitrate’s NFPA 704 marking with a blue
zero, red zero, yellow three, and OX (for
oxidizer) present in the white section.
Ammonium Nitrate is generally
not harmful. However, inhaling large
concentrations of Ammonium Nitrate
dust can cause respiratory problems
or even suffocation. Moreover, if high
concentrations of Ammonium Nitrate
are swallowed, it can cause cardiac
irregularities, vomiting, convulsions,
collapse and suffocation. When mixed
with water, Ammonium Nitrate forms a
mild acid which can cause irritation to
the eyes, nose and skin. Some effects of
exposure can be delayed up to 48 hours.
Ammonium Nitrate is not
flammable. However, it is a strong
oxidizer that can contribute to the
ignition of surrounding combustibles.
Ammonium Nitrate will only explode
under extreme heat and pressure in
a confined space. An explosion will
create a visible cloud of ammonia,
carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides.
Because Ammonium Nitrate is a strong
oxidizer, it can burn and support
the burning of other surrounding
combustibles even in the absence of
oxygen. This makes extinguishment
of fires involving Ammonium Nitrate
extremely difficult at best.
When responding to an Ammonium
Nitrate release with fire, flooding
amounts of water should be used in the
early stages of the fire. When massive
fires occur involving Ammonium Nitrate,
operational emphasis should be placed
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on public protective actions in the
event an explosion occurs. Ammonium
Nitrate decomposes during combustion
and produces toxic oxides of Nitrogen.
When water and dissolved Ammonium
Nitrate are heated, Nitrous Oxide is
produced. Nitrous Oxide is used as
an anesthetic (known as laughing
gas). It, too, is an oxidizer that will
support combustion and is dangerously
explosive. Solid streams of water may be
ineffective on Nitrous Oxide
The proper personal protective
equipment to wear during an
Ammonium Nitrate fire is difficult
to determine. Structural fire fighting
clothing provides limited protection
from Oxides of Nitrogen produced
during the fire. However, chemical
protective clothing provides little to no
thermal protection from fire.
As in all hazardous materials
research, multiple sources should be
examined and the worst-case scenario
should be considered appropriate.
The CHRIS manual recommends that
SCBA be worn and the surrounding
area be evacuated. The CHRIS manual
also recommends that fire fighting
only be conducted from a protected
location with unmanned hose holder
or monitor nozzles.
The Department of Transportation
Emergency Response Guide (ERG)
concurs with the CHRIS manual.
Fighting Ammonium Nitrate fires that
are large should be conducted from
maximum distance using unmanned
hose holders or monitor nozzles. If
this is impossible, withdraw from the
area and let the fire burn.The Wireless

Information System for Emergency
Responders from the National Library
of Medicine also concurs with the
CHRIS manual and ERG. Smothering
agents — such as inert gases, steam,
foam, dry chemicals or sand — will
have no effect as Ammonium Nitrate (as
an oxidizer) creates its own oxygen to
support combustion. Remember that
in the Texas City disaster, the ship’s
captain attempted to steam the hold to
extinguish the fire.This failed to prevent
the massive explosion that occurred.
Ammonium Nitrate can be detonated
if the initiating source is sufficiently
large or if it is heated under sufficient
confinement.The degree of confinement
necessary is dependent upon the purity
of the material. United Nations/North
American Number 1942 is used to
designate technical grade Ammonium
Nitrate while UN/NA Number 2067 is
used for fertilizer grade.Technical grade
may begin decomposition at lower
temperature due to chemical additives.
This decomposition generally follows
three stages. First, ammonia and nitric
acid will dominate the release during
decomposition. As temperatures are
increased, Nitrous Oxide will be the
main decomposition product. Finally,
at temperatures above 260 degrees
Celsius (or 500 degrees Fahrenheit),
Nitrogen Oxide gases are formed in
considerable amounts.
The National Fire Protection
Association Standard Number 490
is titled the “Code for the Storage
of Ammonium Nitrate.”The latest
published version is from 2002 and it
covers the building construction, pile
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sizes, spacing, and separation from
contaminating material that could
increase its sensitivity during a fire.
Fighting large fires involving
Ammonium Nitrate parallels attempting
to fight a tractor-trailer fire where the
contents are dynamite and the trailer
is already 25 percent involved on
your arrival.The key is to identify the
occupancies in your jurisdiction — and
any surrounding jurisdictions to which
you may be called to respond on “one
of those days” — that store Ammonium
Nitrate. While industries may be easier to
identify through their Tier II reporting,
farms are likely harder to identify.
Make no mistake, just because they
are not sending in Tier II reports or
otherwise not informing you, does
not mean that they don’t have a large
amount of Ammonium Nitrate storage.
You do not want to find out about
their large storage when it catches fire.
Instead, work with your local industries
and farmers to identify Ammonium
Nitrate storage beforehand. Develop
a pre-incident survey that includes a
worst-case scenario. In that scenario,
plans for public protective actions as
well as the protection of firefighters,
should be the primary, and perhaps one
of the very few, priorities.
Be safe and do good.

David Greene has over 20 years experience
in the fire service and is currently the Assistant
Chief with Colleton County (SC) Fire-Rescue.
He is currently working on his PhD through
Oklahoma State University. He is a certified
Executive Fire Officer through the National
Fire Academy. He can be reached at dagreene@
lowcountry.com.
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FUTURE FIREFIGHTERS

The N.C. High School Fire Academy
Concept Through the Eyes of a Recruit
Most would
never think
that having the
opportunity to
become a certified
firefighter would be
possible for a young
teenager. Being a
By Brittany
professional in such
Haigler
a prestigious career
right out of high school is not something
many get the chance to do. In North
Carolina, however, there are currently 38
high schools that offer this opportunity to
their students by establishing their own
fire academies.
I get the chance to not only be a
part of the model program in the state,
Concord High School Fire Academy, but
also to be the assistant chief of the whole
program.With that title I feel a huge
sense of honor, pride and responsibility.
Although it doesn’t take a big title for
any recruit across the state to feel the
same way in their own program, Honor,
Service, Pride, and Tradition are what
these programs were founded on.Those
are some of the most important things
to include in a fire academy for it to be
successful.
I was homeschooled until my
sophomore year of high school. My
reasoning for coming to public school
was mostly due to the fire academy.The
idea of public school wasn’t something
that appealed to me, but after I heard
about the fire academy and that Chief
David Barlow was instructing there, I had
no doubt in my mind that I wanted to be
a part of it.
Public school was a huge change for
me but one thing that made me feel
comfortable was the family environment
that Chief Barlow created in his fire
classes. No matter how out of place I felt,
I could always find a place in his class.
The fire service is all about family and
friends and that’s something I quickly
learned in the fire academy. I made
friends in that class that are like my family
now because of the things we’ve done
together and the things that Chief Barlow
taught us. I honestly can’t say that about
any other class I’ve taken in school.
When I first entered the program I was
only a recruit. I blended in with everyone
else because I never thought of myself
as a good leader.With the help of Chief
Barlow and my classmates, I soon learned
that I am a much better leader than I
ever thought I could be. Chief Barlow
noticed and encouraged me to apply
for an officer position, so I did. I became
a battalion captain which was like the
battalion chief’s assistant, in a way. From
there, I was nominated by my classmates
and voted as the next assistant chief of
the whole program for the year to come.
When my name was called as the new
assistant chief on awards night, I couldn’t
think of anything else that would bring
me such honor and pride. I never even
thought I had leadership potential but
thanks to Chief Barlow and the other
recruits I improved and accomplished
something I never dreamed of before.
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Soon after becoming assistant chief, I
had the privilege of presenting alongside
Chief Barlow and my other Assistant Chief
of Operations, Colton Cline, at the State
CTE Conference. It was the first experience
I had had in an environment like that. I
learned that there is much more to the
fire academy than just going to class every
day. It takes planning, resources, and many
important people to make it happen.
Colton Cline and I walked around the
building and soon realized how many
people already knew of us even though we
had never met them.We could overhear
people saying things like,“There’s the
legendary Concord High School Fire
Academy.”We didn’t think so many people
knew of us or looked at the things we do

that are posted on our Facebook page.
Cline and I were amazed at how we
were almost treated as adults when I
was only a junior in high school and
he a sophomore. People automatically
respected us more because of our
association with the fire academy and the
things they had seen or heard us do.
Other instructors who were trying
to get their own programs started were
asking us how we became so successful.
Anything from uniforms to structure
and leadership was talked about that
day. Everyone wanted to know how the
Concord High School Fire Academy did
it, and they wanted to know from us, the
students.
We both went home that day with
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no doubt in our minds that we were, as
Chief Barlow says,“under a microscope.”
Everything we do in our school or
community is watched by everyone who
knows us.The other recruits and I are
admired for the training we go through
and the leadership skills that not only I,
but also the whole academy portray.All of
our recruits know this but still continue
to stay humble because they know how
lucky they are to have this program. It
means more to them than fame or being
recognized.To a recruit, this program is
about working together, doing what needs
to be done and being better than they
were yesterday.
The fire academy has helped so many
See EYES OF A RECRUIT page 22
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Eyes of a Recruit
Cont’d from page 21

CPR, hot bottle swaps, ladder raises, rapid
dress and many other things.
We are currently building a smoke house
for more realistic training in the future.The
fire academy is also working on things like
entanglement props, Denver Drill, forcible
entry and sprinkler props.We hope to be
finished with the building of these by the
end of April.
Construction and improvement of our
training facility would not be possible

students reach their full potential and
realize what they can really do.The recruits
of the fire academy don’t just focus on
what it can do for them; they look at
what they can do for it.We get a lot out
of this program and only want to return
what we’ve gained.We, as the recruits
have learned that the best way to do that
is to train harder every day so only our
best is given back to the academy and the
community.
I know there are
I know there are some skeptics out
some skeptics out
there who find it hard
there who find it hard to believe that
to believe that such
such young teenagers can learn and train
young teenagers can
learn and train just
just like career firefighters. Honestly, it
like career firefighters.
sounded a little crazy to me at first too. I
Honestly, it sounded
a little crazy to me
never imagined myself bailing out of the
at first too. I never
second story window of a school onto a
imagined myself
bailing out of the
ladder at age 16. Although it was a little
second story window
shaky, I did it; and so did every other
of a school onto
a ladder at age 16.
recruit in these programs.
Although it was a little
shaky, I did it; and so
did every other recruit
without the hard work of the recruits and
in these programs.The instructors strive
the help of several donors including the
to make everything we do as realistic and
Concord Fire Department.
scenario-based as possible.They usually
Concord High School also has an
succeed with the help of many props and
EMT Academy that allows students to
some creative thinking.
prepare and study to take the state EMT
It takes a lot of equipment and props
certification test by the time they turn 18.
to get the proper training we need. Chief
This class is taught by Chief Earl Motsinger.
Barlow works very hard every day to
It includes all the basic medical practices of
acquire those things for the academy.
an EMT-basic. Several students have more of
Concord High School Fire Academy has
an interest in becoming an EMT rather than
a fully equipped Engine Company with
a firefighter.
forcible entry tools, ventilation tools,
The EMT Academy has a fully equipped
fire hose, high-rise packs, two 14 foot
ambulance and many items necessary
ladders, a 24 foot ladder, one 35 foot
for life safety.The students take every
ladder, chain saws and a K-12 saw.We also
opportunity to study and learn more
have a Rescue Company with a full set of
about saving lives.This class allows them
rescue equipment, cribbing and cascade
to achieve their dream careers as well.
system.We use this equipment regularly
Our program will be adding the law
throughout the classes.
enforcement component in the fall of this
Training is the most important
year to become a full Public Safety Academy.
thing about becoming a firefighter.As a
High school fire academies have been
firefighter, you never stop learning new
very successful in the past five years.They
things or possibly a better way
have helped create many volunteer and
to accomplish something that was already
career firefighters and military careers for
taught.We strive to improve every day by
students who graduated the program. Even
doing things such as: blind folded search
if recruits did not pursue a career in public
and rescue, bailouts, ventilation (using
safety, the program still had a huge impact
props), scramble drills, firefighter down
on their lives.
From this program, recruits have learned
so much about brotherhood, teamwork,
leadership, and even themselves. I’ve seen
people get competitive to break records
and achieve personal goals. I’ve seen people
overcome fears and look out for each other.
Witnessing things like that is one of the
best feelings of pride and honor there is.
Being Assistant Chief and helping to make it
all happen makes me proud of myself and
the other recruits.
The future has even more to offer for
high school fire academies. More training,
better training facilities, and more dedicated
recruits will continue to make this program
thrive. None of it is possible without great
instructors and support from those who
believe in the program.At this rate we’re
only going up from here.As we continue to
grow these programs I believe that this will
contribute significantly to the future of the
American fire service.
Brittany Haigler is the Assistant Chief of
Administration at Concord High School Fire
Academy. Learn more about the program at www.
chsfireacademy.blogspot.com.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Equipment Bags
Looks like we
are now ready to
move into some
much warmer and
dryer weather. I am
looking forward to
FDIC this year to
By David Pease
see what new and
cool equipment will
be coming out next. Hopefully I will
come across some tools and equipment
I can bring back to everyone. It has
been interesting to see how technology
continues to change and move forward.
Keeping up with it is sometimes a
challenge, but for some of us “old
school” rescuers, we need to accept the
good changes and be willing to move
forward with technology that will make
our jobs safer and better.
When we look at all the gear we
sometimes have to carry with us, we
have to also consider the best way to
move that gear from place to place.
This is especially true in the fire service,
where you have to have, or carry
your turnout gear with you almost all
the time. If you are going to a class
somewhere or even flying to a class, you
may have to carry your gear. Lightning
X makes some really good bags just for
this purpose.
The Lightning X LXFB60WD-B is their
premium turnout gear bag with wheels
and a retractable handle.The bag is large
enough to hold all your gear and also

has two outside zipper compartments.
have smaller bags.They have SCBA
One is on the end and the other on the
mask bags, as well as an assortment of
side.The zippers are large and heavy
medical bags and first responder bags.
duty to give you better performance.
For more information on the Lighning
It has heavy duty carry straps that are
X bags visit www.Lightningxproducts.
sewn in all the way down the side of
com.
the bag for better strength.There is
Velcro holding them together at the
top.The bag has reflective stripping
and a sewn in cloth fire patch on the
side.There is a name ID card slot on
the side as well.The zipper pulls are
ballistic nylon, and the bag is made of a
water resistant heavy-duty nylon.
It is one of the largest gear bags
e
ate of th
t
s
on the market.The bag will hold 100
a
g
in
r
ffe
ed
pounds of gear and could hold two Now o
d confin
in
k
a
f
o
sets.The bag measures 18 inches
art, one
ulator.
deep, 18 inches wide and almost 32
space sim
inches long.This premium bag has a
o
retractable luggage handle that zips
simple t
e
b
n
a
c
s
away, and the bottom of the bag is
Scenario
k out/tag
c
lo
ll
u
molded along with the sides. It has
f
,
mplex
ifferent
large wheels on the bottom for better co
d
e
v
fi
h
d.
out, wit
rolling and handling.The top also
e entere
b
o
t
ls
e
opens up the entire size of the bag. For
s
ves
traveling to places like FDIC, it would
eo
make an excellent bag for flying your
circuit vid r
d
e
s
lo
c
fo
gear and clothes. However, remember
Full
. Training g
g
in
r
that you can only fly 50 pounds
o
it
hin
mon
he real t
without having to pay extra.The gear
t
o
t
e
s
as clo
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Lightning X also makes a variety of
sizes in the gear bag market.They do

I’ll be reviewing more equipment this
year so stay tuned.
If you have any questions or comments,
please shoot me an email at reds100@aol.com.
Until next time, train hard, be safe, and know
your equipment.
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• Basic Vehicle Extri
cation
• Lifting & Stabiliza
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• Advanced Extrica
tion
• Bus and Heavy Ve
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scue
• Swift water & Surf
Rescue
• Rope Rescue
• Wilderness Search
• Survival Training
• Trench Rescue
• Dive Training

919-772-0483
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919-291-6201
WWW.REDSTEAM.COM
art, one of a kind confined
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE

New cutting fuel:
MagneGas2 cuts faster with less oxygen
It’s long been
recognized that
firefighter’s use
of acetylene as
an emergency
response tool has
been controversial
By Spyro Vassiliou at least and
dangerous at
best. It’s only because there simply
hasn’t been a safer and more effective
alternative that firefighters and first
responders in general have had to
work with. Acetylene is a fuel that
poses almost as many risks as it does
solutions to the myriad of often lifethreatening challenges regularly faced
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— until now.
There’s a new and proven tool
that’s beginning to impact the fire
fighting community that will change
emergency responder history and
save lives during extractions and
other emergencies where a cutting
fuel is required.That new tool is
called MagneGas2® and one of its
earliest adopters is the well-respected
Fire Department of New York (FDNY).
As first announced in January 2015,
the FDNY said it had completed 18
months of testing MagneGas2 and
approved it for use as a metal cutting
and extraction tool and has placed its
first order.

The FDNY highlighted the fuel’s
hotter flame temperature and the
ability to use its tanks in various
positions and not solely in the upright
position as required with acetylene.
Additionally sited was the fact that
it is more stable and safer to deploy
in harsh conditions and that its
tanks have lighter properties making
deployment faster.They also made it
a point to highlight the fact that it is
made in the U.S.A. from renewable
and less costly waste liquids.
The FDNY also went on to
distinguish MagneGas2’s concentrated
heat effect zone, which is virtually
non-existent.That means it is better
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and safer to use while rescuing
victims, especially during extractions,
because there is significantly less
heat transfer to the metal being cut
which can help avoid burning the
victim in the course of attempting to
save them. Finally, it is lighter than air,
meaning it will disperse in the event
of a leak versus acetylene which pools
to ground, becoming very dangerous
near an ignition source.
For those firefighters who have
been working with acetylene as
their primary metal cutting and
extraction tool, it’s likely no surprise
that its singular greatest hazard is
its intrinsic instability. Every day
and in every corner of the country
where acetylene is used regularly,
firefighters face its dangers. The
gas is generally very common and
therefore found almost anywhere,
extremely flammable, unstable and
when mixed together with air forms
a very explosive mixture. Of course,
this is not a welcome combination
for firefighters and first responders
to face in light of the fact they are
often using the gas in less than ideal,
and many times emergency, situations
with their own and the lives of others
at stake.
MagneGas2 is being lauded as a
revolutionary and safe alternative fuel
solution. From a safety standpoint
versus acetylene, it greatly reduces
backfire tendencies. As a hydrogen
based gas, it boasts lower toxicity,
burns cleaner and hotter with a more
concentrated flame.
Beyond its safety advantages,
MagneGas2 is priced 20 to 30
percent less than acetylene while
using 36 percent less oxygen. From
an environmental standpoint, it
produces less particulate and reduced
fumes and is always plentiful since
it’s produced from renewable liquid
waste resource.
Perhaps most important to
professionals, Magnegas2 has been
studied and tested by a variety of
prestigious and independent testing
centers and institutes. In summary,
what the testing has consistently
reported is that it cuts 38 percent
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faster than acetylene and uses 36
percent less oxygen than acetylene
resulting in a more efficient use of both
oxygen and gas.
A complete review of the testing lab
results can be seen at http://magnegas.
com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/
EWI-Gas-Comparison-Report-2.pdf.
Perhaps the most vivid depiction
of the advantages is that in
demonstrations MagneGas2 has shown
it cuts a two-inch thick steel bar at a
rate of 18 inches per minute.
Spyro Vassiliou has been involved with
MagneGas since 2009 having started as an
investor. As a firm believer in the product,
he started working with investor relations
helping to get the MagneGas name out to the
public. He was eventually brought on to do
sales for the company. For more information
about MagneGas and MagneGas2, please call
727-934-3448 or contact info@magnegas.
com.
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New ambulance standards on the way
to make occupant safety a priority
Have you ever
walked into the
apparatus bay
and taken a good
hard look at your
ambulance? Have
you wondered how
By Jonathan Olson well that module
would protect you
and your patient if
you were involved in a collision? If not,
I’d invite you to do that and give it some
thought before you head out on the
next run. As an industry, the safety of our
vehicles varies greatly and the presence
of a nationally accepted standard based
on validated safety parameters is not yet
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what it should be to protect our most
important resource — the providers
of care. Ambulances should be more
than a box on a truck bed with some
cabinets and shelves. And based on
some outstanding work on the part of
industry leaders, we are now moving
in the right directions to make that
become a reality.
The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) estimates
that annually there are 4,500 motor
vehicle crashes involving ambulances,
with nearly 35 percent resulting in a
death or injury. Between 1992 and
2011, 25 percent of the fatalities in
ambulance collisions were occupants of

the ambulance itself, with the majority
of those occurring while the vehicle
was in emergency use.You see stories
too often in the news or online of an
ambulance being involved in a collision.
By its physical characteristics, it often
ends up on its side or completely
overturned. So with one in four fatal
incidents taking the life of someone
in the ambulance, should we not as
a group pay more attention? And pay
attention to not only how we use the
vehicle but also what it is that we are
purchasing? Of course we should.
Over the past year, a group of
ambulance industry stakeholders
has been meeting to develop a new
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ambulance construction standard for
vehicles built for use in the United
States.The committee has representation
from numerous EMS constituent
groups, ambulance manufacturers,
EMS administrators, and government
agencies.This group, under the
direction of the Commission for the
Accreditation of Ambulance Services
(CAAS), released a draft for public
comment this past October.This draft
document, known as the Ground Vehicle
Standard (GVS), makes significant and
long needed strides towards ensuring
that ambulances are built with occupant
safety as a primary focus. Per CAAS,
the document was developed “to best
serve patients by providing ground
ambulances that are safe, nationally
recognized, properly constructed, easily
maintained, and when professionally
staffed and provisioned, will function
reliably in pre-hospital or other mobile
emergency medical service.”As Mark
Van Arnam, President of American
Emergency Vehicles and GVS committee
member stated in a conference this past
February,“this is the biggest change
in the ambulance industry since the
Cadillac ambulance went away in the
late 1970s.”
The GVS, officially referred to as
the CAAS Ground Vehicle Standard –
GVS 2015, represents to the industry
what will hopefully be regarded and
adopted as the replacement for the
Federal General Services Administration
(GSA) KKK “Star of Life” ambulance
specification.The original GSA
specification, version 1822-A, was
released in 1976 and was originally
intended to serve only as the purchasing
specification for ambulances bought by
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the U.S. Government. During this time,
any ambulance that was purchased with
federally funded grants was required to
use this specification as a procurement
document. As a result, the GSA
specification evolved unintentionally as
the ambulance standard in the United
States.There have been five revisions
since the initial release, with 1822-F as
the current and final rendition, to be
retired on October 15, 2015.The Federal
specification has served its purpose and
it is past time to move on to a consensus
standard that meets a broader spectrum
of needs in EMS.
So what particular things are included
within the GVS-2015 that will enhance
the safety of both personnel and
patients alike? First of all, the standard
establishes that when delivered with
all equipment options installed, the
vehicle must have a minimum payload
requirement of 1,300 pounds. For a
vehicle to stop correctly and for the
handling characteristics of the vehicle to
perform to the engineered standards of
the chassis, the module and its contents
cannot exceed the intended weight
the chassis was designed for. The
1,300-pound standard provides a sound
margin to allow the necessary addition
of bodies to perform the necessary
work during a high acuity transport
without overloading the braking and
suspension systems. It may seem like a
lot of weight, but when you start to total
the patient, two or three responders, a
firefighter or two, and maybe a family
member, it will consume it quickly.
The new standard calls for all
vehicles to meet NIOSH established
SAE standards for patient compartment
seating, litter fasteners and anchors, and
equipment mounting and retention.
These three required features alone
would go to significant lengths to
improve safety in the patient care
areas of ambulances. While many
manufacturers today install seating that
is compliant with the various listed
SAE standards, adoption of the GVS2015 will make it a requirement.The
biggest implication of these additions
is likely to be in the area of the litter
fasteners and anchors, SAE 3027. All
too often in medium to high speed and
rollover collisions, the cot is able to
break free from the current mounting
system, exposing both the patient
and any attendants in the module to
the potential for serious injury.The
new standard represents a significant
improvement over the common
technology used today — technology
that has been relatively unchanged for
over 30 years.There is however going to
be notable cost increase for compliance
with this standard. Currently, available
systems that are compliant with SAE
3027 average between $1000 and
$4000 in additional cost over the
legacy systems, while the power load
compliant systems can represent a
cost of $40,000 or more per vehicle,
inclusive of the mounting system and
the cot. On many of the ambulances
produced today, this represents an
increase of approximately 25 percent or
more in the delivered price. But if you
have ever had the opportunity to see an
ambulance that experienced a fastener
and/or anchor failure in a collision,
it is but a small and clearly justifiable
investment for the safety of the patient
and providers.
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While the GVS-2015 goes a long
way towards improving the safety of
those inside the ambulances, there
are a number of areas that the current
version does not address that hopefully
will be looked at in future revisions.
The first of those concerns is the one
factor that is most commonly a factor
in ambulance collisions — speed.
The committee noted within the
specification that the vehicle must be
“capable of a sustained speed of not less
than 65 mph over dry, hard surfaced
roads.” Nowhere within the document
was a top speed limitation established.
The standard states in explicit detail
how fast it should be able to go, but
does not limit the speed at which it
can travel.The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) clearly states within
the 1901 standard the speed to which
fire apparatus cannot exceed and such a
standard should be incorporated into an
ambulance standard that is focused on
improving occupant safety.
Secondly, the standard does not
provide any specific guidance in regards
to conspicuity requirements. While
there is no basis for a standard that
should dictate everything in regards to

the graphical package on an ambulance,
there is research to support there being
a fundamental standard in regards
to conspicuity.The 2005 document
“Emergency Vehicle Visibility and
Conspicuity Study” by the United States
Fire Administration cites a number of
“opportunities” to enhance a driver’s
ability to see and recognize emergency
vehicles.The opportunities, such as
contour markings outlining the edges
of a vehicle with reflective material,
the use of highly reflective materials
low on vehicles to maximize the
impact from other vehicle headlights,
and incorporating reflective material
into logos and emblems, should serve
as a basis for establishing a minimum
standard for ambulance conspicuity
and visibility.Too many emergency
vehicles continue to be hit from behind
on roadways to not have some future
consensus for safety.
It is the author’s hope that future
revisions to the GVS-2015 also take into
account the need to retrofit many of
the safety features into remounted and
refurbished ambulances. Remounted
ambulances represent a noteworthy
portion of the vehicles on the road
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today and if the industry is truly
moving into a provider safety-focused
environment, the standard will need
expanding in application to include
these vehicles as well.
So take a walk out in the apparatus
bay. Look at the mechanism by which
your cot is affixed to the floor of
the module. Look around and see
where portable equipment is or is
not appropriately mounted. Have
your vehicle weighed on certified
scales and calculate exactly what the
marginal payload capacity of it is. All
of these factors directly impact your
safety and these things should not be
taken lightly.The GVS-2015 standard
represents a significant leap forward
for responder safety and will soon
impact your safety as well.
Jonathan Olson is the chief of operations
for Wake County Emergency Medical
Services and assistant fire chief with the
Wendell Fire Department. He is a graduate
of the NFA Executive Fire Officer program,
has over 25 years of experience in EMS
and fire operations, and is a co-author of
“Management of Ambulance Services” by
NEMSMA.
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Creating complex wounds

Quick and convincing moulage

By Bobbie Merica

The following
is a Moulage
Minute, value
based training for
those times when
your scenario
calls for quick,
cost effective
and convincing
moulage
application.

Hypothermia and Frostbite
Objective: The objective of this
moulage-training scenario is to assist
responders in creating moulage specific
to frostbite and hypothermia; treating
the symptoms associated with it and
assisting educators in creating training
scenarios that enable utilization of
appropriate triage interventions and
wound management. (See Figure 1)
Time: 5 minutes

Skill Level:
Intermediate
Supplies:
Silifix Gel set
SIM-Safe stix, black
SIM-Safe stix, red
SIM-Safe stix, white
Equipment:
2 Palette knives
Make-up sponge
Blush brush
Paint brush, small
Technique: (See
figure 2)
Using separate
palette knives, remove
a small amount
Figure
(approximately the
size of a pea) of Silifex
gel A and B in equal portions and place
on palette board to activate. Note:To
ensure long term integrity of both
products, use separate palette knives

1
or utensils to remove
product from each container prior
to combining on palette board —
using the same utensil for both
materials will cause the Silifix to
“seize” in the container. (See Figure
3)
Using the back of the palette
knife, combine ingredients until
fully mixed.
Using a paintbrush or your
fingers spread a thin layer
(approximately one-eighth inch
thick) of Silifix over the upper
fingers and knuckle joints and
allow setting. (See Figure 4)
Using a blush brush that has
been dipped in translucent
powder, set the skin to ready it for
colorant. Use your fingers to gently
lift the edges of the Silifix (at the
bottom of the knuckle) to create a
“loose skin.” (See Figure 5)
Using a make-up sponge
that has been dipped in water
activated SIM-Safe red colorant,
create areas of skin reddening
along the upper fingers and back
of the hand.
Using a small paintbrush that
has been dipped in activated SIMSafe black colorant, create areas
of severe frostbite by applying the
black color along the ends of the
fingers and nail bed and extending
upward to bottom edge of Silifix
— hanging skin. (See Figure 6)
Optional: To create dying skin
use a small paint brush that has
been dipped in caramel coloring,
lightly tint the edges of the
hanging skin area (Silifix edges) to
highlight areas of dying, peeling
skin along the finger joints and
creases between the fingers and
knuckles.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Value-Based Training
In addition to being realistic
in appearance and waterproof,
Frostbite wounds can be easily
modified to extremities and patient
profiles to highlight training objectives
in adults and pediatrics scenarios.
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Figure 5

Cost Effective
Frostbite wounds are tremendously
cost effective. At approximately
twenty-five to seventy-five cents each
(depending on the area of frostbite
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PharmGuard®

desired,)
frostbite wounds
will handle
most triage
applications.

The Temperature Control
System for EMS Drug Storage

Quick
When
working with
Silifix, the bulk
of the time
Figure 6
spent is waiting
on the Silifix to
set. Depending on temperatures, this
may account for one to five minutes;
however, a hairdryer will speed up
the process. Enlist the help of your
patient in holding the hairdryer while
you utilize this down time to create
the accessory moulage — such as skin
mottling, cyanosis and blisters to ears,
lips, nose, fingers and toes.

Convincing
Rating: A —When combined with a
scenario that includes constrictive and/
or wet clothing, frostbite wounds offer a
realistic training scenario that develops
the responders sensory perceptions
while building skill sets specific to
training outcomes.

make-up and any remaining product
residue from the skin.Treated garments
can be laundered or stored together in a
sealed freezer bag in your moulage box
for future use.
Bobbie Merica is a medical/trauma
moulage expert, author and owner of Moulage
Concepts, an international moulage company
specializing in training, supplies and
education. Utilizing best practice techniques,
Merica’s teaching methods have simplified
the complex, enabling everyone to create
moulage that is quick, cost effective and
convincing. Find her free tutorial blog at www.
moulageconcepts.com/blog.

• Provides proper storage
temperature for EMS drugs.
• Single piece construction for
easy installation and reliability.
• 12 volt DC powered from
your EMS vehicle.
• Integrated front panel digital
thermometer for easy monitoring.
FULLY AUTOMATED TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Biomedical Equipment
and Engineering Services Company, Inc.
www.pharmguard.com637 Horseshoe

804-932-9830

Dispatch
Medic 15, respond Code 3, Dry Creek
Hunting Camp, missing hunters found;
unknown injuries — 1322 Dry Creek
Camp Grounds, nearest cross street, Dry
Creek Hwy. County and City Search and
Rescue on site. 1115 hrs. Dispatch clear.

On Scene
At campsite:Three adult men are
being retrieved from the backcountry of
Dry Creek Mountain after not arriving
at their destination four days ago.
Search and rescue attempts have been
hampered due to rough terrain and
severe weather.
Two victims are in fairly good health.
Using a make-up sponge, apply white
makeup to the face of victims, blending
well into hairline. Using a make-up
sponge, create various stages of skin
mottling and cyanosis to ears, nose,
lips, fingers and toes. Apply superficial
abrasions and swelling to exposed skin
of hands and face.
The third victim had separated from
his friends during the storm and was
found partially clothed several hundred
feet away near a tree. Using a makeup sponge, create pronounced stages
of skin mottling, cyanosis and frostbite
to ears, nose, lips, fingers and exposed
extremities. Apply superficial abrasions
and bruising on knees, feet and hands.
Patient should exhibit:
• Slurred speech or mumbling
• Loss of consciousness
• If using a simulator: Weak pulse and
shallow breathing
Use in Conjunction With:
Abrasions, superficial
Bruise, fresh
Cleanup and Storage:
Carefully remove frostbite wound
from skin of victim. Using your fingers
to lift the wound around the edges
of the silifix, gently lift in an upward
motion, continuing to peel away the
wound until all Silifix has released from
the skin. Using a soft clean cloth or
make-up remover towel, remove the
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Prehospital emergency care:
OXYGENATION
I wanted to
review one of the
most important
areas of prehospital
emergency care,
oxygenation. If
a prehospital
By James Winslow provider cannot
oxygenate his or
her patient then
the patient will die. Many providers
automatically think they should go to an
endotracheal tube or a blind insertion
device when presented with a severely
hypoxic patient.This is often not the
case. A recent article by Weingart and
Levitan in the “Annals of Emergency
Medicine” changed how I practice both
prehospital and emergency medicine.
The article is titled “Preoxygenation
and Prevention of Desaturation during
Emergency Airway Management.”The
article emphasizes two very important
concepts. The first concept is that
there are multiple noninvasive ways
to drastically increase a patient’s
oxygenation.The second concept is
that if a provider does not address
severe hypoxia before administering
paralytics and or sedatives to facilitate an
intubation then there is a high risk that
the patient can go into a cardiac arrest.

There are three fairly easy ways that
oxygenation can be increased.The first
method is by simply sitting the person
up.The second method involves 15
liters per minute via nasal cannula.The
third method utilizes a very cheap PEEP
valve attached to a bag valve mask.
These three simple methods can greatly
improve a patient’s oxygenation.

Sit the Patient Up
When a person is lying flat it is
more difficult for them to fully expand
their chest.This is especially true if
the patient is obese or pregnant. Also
when a person is supine the increased
pressure from the abdomen causes
many of the alveoli to collapse, which
can further decrease oxygenation. One
study showed that for sedated and
paralyzed patients it took an additional
103 seconds to drop their oxygen level
versus the supine group. Sitting a patient
up during preoxygenation is important.
Also if an intubation is performed the
patient — when possible — should be
kept sitting up until the last possible
moment before the intubation.

Crank Up the Nasal Cannula
A nasal cannula cranked up to 15
liters per minute can greatly increase

JOIN US FOR THE 42nd ANNUAL
EMERGENCY MEDICINE TODAY
CONFERENCE
Saturday, October 3rd 2015 — Wednesday October 7th 2015

Sheraton Koury Center

the amount of oxygen a patient is
receiving. If a patient is spontaneously
breathing the patient should first receive
a non-rebreather (NRB) mask.The NRB
will only provide the patient with about
60 percent oxygen. If the patient still
has low statistics then 15-liter nasal
cannula can also be added. An even
more important use of 15 liter per
minute nasal cannula is during rapid
sequence intubation. Even if a patient
is paralyzed and apneic a nasal cannula
set at 15 liters per minute will give the
patient close to 100 percent oxygen.
Until I read the Weingart article I was
not aware of this.The article states that
under optimal conditions with 15 liters
of nasal cannula it can take a patient
100 minutes, not seconds but minutes,
to drop his or her oxygen saturations. I
see very few downsides to using a nasal
cannula to provide passive oxygenation.
The cannula does not get in the way and
it provides a significant safety margin.

PEEP Valve
A PEEP valve can serve two important
functions. First, it can provide positive
pressure in the lungs and open up
collapsed alveoli as well as push fluid
out of the lungs.This alone can greatly
improve oxygenation. In general if a
patient’s statistics do not come up after
three or four minutes of a NRB then they
have a shunt physiology possibly from
fluid filled or collapsed alveoli. If there
is a tight bag valve mask seal provided
and a PEEP valve is attached then
the providers are basically providing
CPAP to the patient. This can be done
while the patient is still spontaneously
breathing. Second, a PEEP valve allows
providers to administer much higher

3121 High Point Road Greensboro, NC 27407

CONFERENCE: HTTP://WWW.REGONLINE.COM/EMTODAY2015
Registration open June 1st

VENDORS: HTTP://tinyurl.com/EMT15TRADESHOW

REGISTRATION IS OPEN NOW!
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levels of oxygen to their patients. With
most bag valve masks the patient
only receives room air unless being
actively bagged. A bag valve mask/PEEP
valve combined with a nasal cannula
set at 15 liters per minute gives 100
percent oxygen.The BVM/PEEP valve/
nasal cannula combination will greatly
improve a provider’s ability to oxygenate
their patient.

Rolling the Dice
If a provider attempts to intubate a
patient with paralytics and sedatives
when a patient’s pulse oxygen
saturations are below 92-93 percent
there is a very good chance that the
patient will go into cardiac arrest.This
is because once the patient becomes
apneic from the sedatives/paralytics the
oxygen saturations will rapidly drop.
On the oxygen disassociation curve the
curve gets very steep at 90-92 percent.
At this point the statistics can drop very
quickly. Below about 93 percent there
is little to no safe period of apnea for
an intubation to take place. It is very
important for providers to resuscitate
their patients appropriately before
attempting advanced and possibly
dangerous procedures such as rapid
sequence induction. One possible way
to help providers better resuscitate
their patients prior to intubation
could possibly involve sedation with
ketamine. Ketamine normally does not
compromise airway protective reflexes
or respiratory drive. Sedation with
ketamine may better allow providers
to provide lifesaving interventions with
a bag valve mask. Either way providers
are urged to exercise great caution if
See OXYGENATION next page

12 YEARS LATER

Tim Hayes speaks on life and

what he’s made of it

When Tim Hayes was 16 years
old he started volunteering with the
community’s local Emergency Services.
He became an Emergency Medical
Technician at 18, and a paramedic at 23.
Tim then worked with several different
EMS agencies, before working with
Mecklenburg EMS Agency Charlotte,
commonly known as MEDIC.This is
where his beloved career would end
tragically.
In January 2003, while working a minor
accident on a local interstate, a tractortrailer slammed into the scene.Tim’s legs
were severed above his knees.Tim has
completely recovered and now shares
his story of faith and triumph around the
world.
CF: You’ve come a long way since your
accident 12 years ago.What changes have
been made to keep first responders safe?
Hayes: “Fortunately, there have been
things put in place in the past 12 years for
the first responder — we’re talking EMS,
Fire, police, hazmat, tow truck operators
and utility workers.The TIMS system,
which is a traffic incident management
system, has been put in place.This system
strategically places vehicles, like an
ambulance for example, on an accident
site so that the first responders are now
blocked and the injured and their vehicles

are out of harms way.The remaining issue
is in the community where the drivers
need to be educated, outside of fire and
police.”
CF: It makes a lot of sense to use
vehicles as protection.
Hayes: “It does.Actually Tennessee
first started this system. It was called
a hash tag movement. Last year North
Carolina adopted the same hash tag
movement. Now they have people trained.
I spoke last March at the Charlotte Police
Academy.They have retired highway
patrol officers, medics, fire personnel, etc.
and they are training these guys to run
this system.TIMS is an actual plan that
first responders can take back to their
departments.”
CF: Is this a written plan available
for everyone, or do you have to go for
training?
Hayes: “It’s a written plan done in a
teaching type format that anyone can use.
Motor vehicle accidents are unfortunate,
because we live in an ‘I don’t care’ world
right now.The other driver is thinking,‘it
is about me. I don’t care if you wreck your
car, I have to get where I’m going.’That is
sad.”
CF: You’ve lived with what happened
to you for 12 years now.What advice do

OXYGENATION from previous page
attempting an RSI when oxygen saturations are below 92 percent. Some ways
to address low saturations are sitting the patient up, higher flow nasal cannula
and PEEP valves. I strongly recommend the Weingart article which has other
helpful strategies in addition to the ones described above.

you have for those that find themselves
in a similar situation? You have done well
and have a great outlook on life.
Hayes: “Workers comp required me to
go through one year of counseling after
this type of trauma. My psychologist really
could not figure out how I operated.
This accident, as tragic as it was, it never
really bothered me.When I woke up in

the hospital, I thought, I’m OK. I’ve lost
my legs. I’m still breathing. I still have my
family. Let’s go on with life.”
CF: A lot of people would not have that
attitude waking up in the hospital and
knowing what the future was going to be.
Hayes: “My family and I continued on
See TIM HAYES page 69

Dr. Winslow graduated from Emergency Medicine residency from UNC-Chapel Hill in 2002
and completed his EMS Fellowship in 2003. He has worked at Baptist Hospital in WinstonSalem for the past 11 years. He was appointed as the Medical Director of the NC Office of
EMS in 2011. Before serving as state medical director he was Assistant Medical Director for
Forsyth and Orange County EMS in North Carolina and Medical Director of Person County
EMS. This document contains all protocol, procedures, and policies for all EMS agencies in
North Carolina.
(Weingart SD, Levitan L. R. (2012). Preoxygenation and prevention of desaturation during emergency airway
management. Annals of Emergency Medicine, 165-75.)
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Department Name: Concord High
School Fire and EMT Academy
County: Cabarrus Co. North Carolina
Type Department: Concord High
School Fire and EMT Academy — High
School Career and Technical Education
class with Direct Delivery State
Certification from OSFM and NCOEMS.
Structure: The program is
operated much like a recruit school
and JROTC program. Course work is
the state firefighter curriculum and
EMT curriculum from the OSFM and
NCOEMS and is offered through direct
delivery. We have three Honor Guards,
Officer Corps, and an I-Women Chapter
for our female recruits.
ISO: N/A
Number of Stations: Two
classrooms, One Station, three
vehicles including Engine Co., Rescue,
Ambulance and Training Facilities
Provide EMS?: EMT certification
class Instructor is a paramedic and
EMT instructor. EMT students provide
standby at football games and special
events.
Specialty Operations: The fire chief
is an OSFM Level II Fire and Rescue
Instructor, EMT, HazMat Technician and
Technical Rescue Specialist.
Annual Budget: None. We rely totally
on donations and fund-raising.
Area Covered: Program is open
to all students in Cabarrus County
Schools — seven high schools serving
approximately 8,500 students
Population: 242 Recruits (adding
both first and second semesters
together)
Total calls for service: Recruits
assisted with 427 fire and EMS calls last
year while on ride a longs and as junior
members and full members of various
departments.
Fire Chief: David M. Barlow
EMS Chief: Earl Motsinger
Law Enforcement and Public
Safety Chief: In the process of hiring
Assistant Chief of Administration
and PIO: Brittany Haigler (recruit)
Assistant Chief of Operations:
Colton Cline (recruit)
Other Officers: Battalion Chiefs – 9;
Captains – 38; Lieutenants - 9.
Each class is a Battalion with a
Battalion Chief. Each row of four recruits
is a company led by a captain. Each class
has a Watch Commander/Quartermaster
with the rank of Lieutenant. All Officers
must present a resume, letter of intent,
and interview with alumni and chief
officers before attaining rank.
Number of Members: 242 recruits
(adding both first and second semesters
together). We have six that are members
of the Concord Fire Department
Explorer program and 12 others that
are members of six local volunteer fire
departments
Address: 481 Burrage Road Concord,
North Carolina 28025
Website: www.chsfireacademy.
blogspot.com
Phone: 704-239-3706 - Chief Barlow;
704-786-4161 - School
Community Outreach: Each
year our recruits perform a multitude
of community service hours and
participate in many events such as: Safe
Kids Safety Palooza, Cabarrus County
Fire Safety Bowl, Special Olympics,
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College Fair Parking Details, Fire
Safety Education Programs to local
Preschools, Parades, Fire Musters and
Competitions, Live Burns to assist local
fire departments, etc. We also attend
the County JROTC Military Ball each
year. We average between 5,000 to
7,000 man hours by recruits beyond
the classroom.This includes an average
of over 50 separate fire rescue classes
through the community college as well
as ride-a-longs, medical standbys, Honor
Guard performances, and other training.
Our Honor Guard performs an
average of 22 times during each school
year. We have a strong Skills USA Team
and have competed at both the State
and National level each of the last four
years. In national competition we have
placed as high as fourth in the nation
and as low as 19th. Our assistant chief
officers present sessions at the State
CTE Conference as well as our fire and
EMT chiefs.
Top two concerns in your
community: Not a concern, but an
interesting statistic was observed

shortly after this program was started.
Within one year of the start of the
Concord High School Fire Academy
there was a sharp drop — almost 50
percent — in the number of working
fires in the geographic area served by
Concord High School. It is difficult to
prove, but we believe that it just might
be due to the heightened awareness
of fire safety that the Fire Academy
projects in the school.
What upgrades will you make
in your department this year?
Upgrades to the program this year
include many more training props and
the addition of a Smoke House and
training facilities adjacent to our station.
Hopefully, we will also be able to add
extrication tools to our Light Duty
Rescue Company.
In the fall of 2015 we plan to offer a
Law Enforcement curriculum making
our program a full Public Safety
Academy.
Statistics:
To date, we have produced six career
firefighters and more than 29 volunteer
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firefighters in less than five years.
These young professionals are serving
their communities in four different
states — North Carolina, Virginia,
Illinois and Maine. We have 11 career
military including Army, Air Force,
Navy and Marines. Chief Barlow serves
on the Rowan Cabarrus Community
College Advisory Board for the two
year Fire Protection Technology
Associates Degree Program and the
two year Associates Degree Emergency
Management Program.To date we have
24 of our recruits enrolled in these or
similar programs elsewhere. Several
will graduate this semester. One of our
female alumni recruits has graduated
from Aircraft Mechanics two year
Associates Degree program and is a
certified aircraft mechanic with several
types of aircraft including jets.Two
other alumni are attending four year
college degree programs and working
as a volunteer medic and volunteer
firefighters while attending Western
Carolina University and Campbell
University.
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stipulation insures that equipment
added over the years does not
overload the vehicle. If the apparatus is
overloaded, it is stipulated that it must
go on a diet to bring the apparatus into
compliance with all applicable laws,
regulations and standards. If, and when
an accident occurs, the weight of the
apparatus will come into question. If the
standard is adhered to, any arguments
that the apparatus was overloaded will
be nullified.

What is the purpose of getting
weight tickets signed annually?
Too many apparatus are overloaded
as stipulated by the physical
components of the apparatus or by
local, state, or Federal weight laws.The
NFPA mandate is that all apparatus
above 10,000 pound GVWR (Gross
Vehicle Weight Rating) be weighed
annually and documented.The annual

What causes the rear tandem tires
on my aerial to wear out so quickly
and what can I do to prevent this?
Actually, there is little that you can do
to prevent this from occurring. In your
case, if you check the actual weights
carried on each rear tandem axle — as
indicated during the annual weight test
— you will most likely determine that
the forward axle is carrying more load
than the rear tandem and therefore the
apparatus will pivot on the forward axle
in turns.The result is that the rear axle
tires will drag/scrub, which results in
the rear tires wearing out before the
forward axle. Visa/versa, the opposite
can occur when the greater weight is on
the rear tandem axle, whereby the front
drive tandem tires wear first. Due to the
high cost of tires these days, Uncle Ernie
suggests that you swap tires from one
axle to the other when the most worn

tires are at half wear, extending the total
life of the tandem tires. Another cost
savings is to recap your tires with a high
durometer-rated cap from a high quality
recap facility — Bandag or Michelin.
Cap only your known good casing and
cap it only once.The recap will go more
miles than the original tire tread and
cost about 60 percent that of a new tire.
Make sure the recap agencies X-ray the
casings for damage.
Is there any specific paint color
recommended for apparatus to be
the most visible?
Back in the mid-to-late 1970s a
leading optometrist wrote a lengthy
paper on what color emergency
vehicles should be to be better seen
and result in fewer accidents.The
light spectrum and the conspicuity of
the vehicles, especially at night, was
determined (by him) that lime green
was best, followed by white. White had
less favor because of the possibility of
the white apparatus blending in where
snow was present. Many apparatus
spec writers and manufacturers
recommended going to the lime color.
That time has come and gone. Some
argued that accident rates increased.
Today we know that it makes little
difference what color the vehicle. Code
3 (response) lighting and the usage of
full four-side conspicuity taping has
diminished accidents. Rear Chevron
patterns are now required to cover at
least 50 percent of the rear flat panel
of the apparatus and a percentage of
the sides and front bumper. NFPA spells
it out chapter and verse.There is now
a question as to whether the Chevron
material is helpful in warning oncoming
traffic or acting as a target for the inept
or impaired driver.
What are the pros and cons of an
on-board foam system?
Pros: It is well known that both
Class A and Class B foams are extremely
helpful in suppressing fires of the class
for which they are intended. Foam
systems are very beneficial.
Cons: They are also costly.They
are also complicated to the degree of
which type of foam system is installed
and requires constant monitoring to
assure that the systems are doing the
job intended. Some foam has a life
expectancy. Some congeal under the
agitation of the product and the heat
of the engine surrounding the foam

reservoir and therefore must be utilized
prior to becoming congealed.The
congealing of the product in the foam
system can be expensive to rectify.The
end product of the congealing process
is something likened to a long chain
polymer growth.
What is the proper preventative
maintenance for apparatus roll up
doors?
Each roll-up door manufacturer has
different instructions on how to clean
and maintain their apparatus roll-up
doors. Primarily, washing with soap
and water works for most all roll-up
doors. Keeping salts (especially mag
chloride) washed out of the door
slats is especially important.The door
tracks must be kept clean. I like to use
“Break Free CLP” as a lubricant in the
tracks. Only a very light sheen of the
lube is needed.Two suggestions for
maintaining a good-looking door and
keeping moisture and dirt out of the
compartment:
1) When the door is opened, the
door rolls up into the header of
the compartment. Any dirt or
water on the slats gets brought
into the compartment with the
roll. I recommend that you specify
that a roll catch pan be installed
below the roll so that it catches
the dirt and water in the pan and
drains through a drain tube to the
atmosphere.
2) The installation of the pan will
prevent equipment stored below
the pan from contacting the slats
of the roll, resulting in damage to
the outer face of the door slats.
What is a good life span for the
batteries on my apparatus?
This is a question that has no
defined answer.The battery life span
is predicated by the type of battery
utilized, the frequency of use, the type
of use, the number of deep cycles
incurred — how many times they
have been run very low or dead — the
condition of the charging system, and
the age of the batteries. Batteries are
only required to start the vehicle and
supply added power if and when the
charging system has been overtaxed.
Understanding that once the vehicle is
started and the alternator has recharged
the batteries, the batteries are along
for the ride and the properly specked
alternator(s) provides 100 percent of

Have A Question About
An Issue On Your Truck?
“Ask Ernie” The Expert
Call: 866.761.1292 ext. 106
or e-mail: askernie@carolinafirejournal.com
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the electrical power to operate the
vehicle during all operations, even at
idle. Batteries require a clean top, clean
enclosure and clean cables. When there
is a white or green growth of debris
anywhere on the cables, or at the posts,
the cables require professional attention.
The old baking soda solution or cable
cleaning solution to clean the top of the
battery and cables will not suffice on
the newer fully electronically operated
apparatus.
If the growth on the battery or cables
is evident, get it to your EVT (emergency
vehicle technician) for proper repairs.
Many times just replacing a cable will
rectify the issue. The question of where
the generation of growth came from
will need to be addressed and will
usually be from electrolyte leakage from
the battery post area. If so, the battery
will need to be replaced or the identical
issue will arise with new cable on the
old battery. So, what kind of life can you
expect from your battery(s)? Two to
six years is common.You may get more
or less depending on the quality of the
battery and the care that it receives.
How often should an aerial
inspection and service be
performed?
The inspection and maintenance
procedures are threefold.
1) Manufacturers maintenance/
service procedure mandates
2) NFPA Standards for Annual
Inspection
3) NFPA Standards for five year NDT
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(Non Destructive Testing
The manufacturer’s operations/
service/maintenance stipulations are
the minimum required mandates.There
are things like a 10 hour; 40 hour, 100
hour, etc. Each has a set of inspection/
maintenance items and differs from
manufacturer to manufacturer.The 40
hour includes items in addition to the
10 hour and the 100 hour includes
items on the 10 hour plus the 40 hour.
Ernie recommends that after the first
five year NDT of a new aerial, that
all future NDT tests be performed
as an annual and shall include the
annual visual, timing, weight and
visual inspections.The argument is
that as aerials age, they become more
susceptible to indications of wear and
damage through use. Where panels
are in place that have aerial items that
should be inspected, remove those
panels prior to the inspector arriving.
When operating the aerial, require an
employee or the owner of the aerial to
operate the aerial.
Why do we no longer really see
any two-stage pumps?
While you may no longer see any
two-stage pumps, they do exist and are
used for the specialized purpose for
which they are intended. If you take into
consideration that a two-stage pump is
more complicated and requires properly
trained personnel to properly operate
that pump style, it deters some agencies
from specifying and purchasing the
costlier and more complicated pump.

Budgeting personnel may strike a twostage pump from the specifications and
require a single stage pump on cost
alone. Many inner city agencies will
require a two-stage pump to pump a
high-rise standpipe in pressure mode
to move water to higher levels. Some
agencies will effectively create a twostage pump by putting two single stage
pumpers in series to get the same job
accomplished — call it relay pumping if
you wish. Uncle Ernie’s fire department
is 99 percent two-stage and has a
couple of pumpers with single stage
pumps through mergers.There are as
many varied opinions for each style as
there are fire service agencies. And, if
you are not aware, there are three-, four, and six-stage pumps in service, some
with extreme high pressure and low
gallon use.
What does my in vehicle
recorder actually record?
Per NFPA 4.11 Vehicle Data Recorder
(VDR): “All apparatus manufactured
after January 01, 2009 shall be equipped
with a VDR.The VDR shall be capable
of recording each item at least once
per second and shall record on a 48hour loop.The items included shall be a
minimum of:
a) Vehicle Speed in MPH
b) Acceleration in MPH/sec
c) Deceleration in MPH/sec.
d) Engine speed in RPM
e) Engine throttle position in percent
of full throttle
f) Anti-lock braking system event in
ON/OFF notation
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g) Seat Occupied status (occupied:
Yes/No) ( Buckled:Yes/No/by
position)
h) Master optical warning device in
ON/OFF notation
i) Time in 24-hour mode
j) Date in Year/month/day format.”
Section 4:11 includes additional
mandates for the VDR.The above is the
initial items required.
What are pros and cons of an air
primer?
Pros: There is no detrimental shock
load to the electrical system caused
by the electrical primer — a high
amperage draw starter motor to run the
electric primer.
Cons: The air primer consumes
copious amounts of pressurized air to
run the primer.The air primer works
well for pumps up to 1500 GPM. Some
large cavity 1250 GPM or larger pumps
will have difficulty priming the pump
on a single charge of air.The primer
system must be pressure protected
at 80 PSI from the brake system to
keep from depleting the air from the
brake system. It is advisable to install a
dedicated large volume air reservoir to
properly supply the needed air to the
air primer. Many times the air primer
cannot meet prime time parameters set
forth by NFPA.
(Disclaimer: Uncle Ernie does not sell
any product and is simply the purveyor of
available information.)
— Ernie questions answered by
Anthony D. (Tony) Bulygo.
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15 Tips for Planning a
Fire-Rescue Facility in 2015
2. Architect References
Before selecting your architect, be
sure to speak with several of their past
public safety clients to gauge their
level of satisfaction with the architect’s
performance.

3. Consider Soft Costs
There are many non-construction
costs associated with a project.These
are typically referred to as “soft-costs”
and can include items such as; land
acquisition, surveys, special inspections,
furnishings, equipment, design fees, etc.

4. Free Property

Providing space for other agencies, such as the separated-entry police substation above, may secure additional funding sources.

Manufacturer of Quality Tools
for Your Firefighting Needs
The FIREMAXX TOOL — 14-in-1 features in a one piece
tool! MAXX tools are always versatile and dependable!
• Axes & Sheaths • Hydra Ram • Farr-Bar
• FireTuff Saw • Hand Tools • Pike Poles
• Hooks• Harnesses and Straps • Saws and
Blades• Pro-Bar Halligans • Hook Systems
• Glove Straps • Loop Systems • Ground Zero
• S.O.R.D. • Streamlight • Mounting
• Truckman’s Belt • MAXX Tools • Wildland
Tools • Eska Fire Gloves • MAXXIMUS-REX
and More!

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CATALOG

Fire Hooks Unlimited

732-280-7737

www.firehooksunlimited.net

“Free property” often turns out
to be very expensive based on its
development cost, unusable easements
and right-of-ways, or what is below the
ground surface, i.e., unsuitable soils,
rock, high ground water, buried debris,
etc.

After a design
firm spends 40-plus
years designing
fire-rescue facilities,
they often are asked
by public safety
personnel beginning
the facility planning
By Ken Newell
process,“What are
some of the tips
you can give us for our station project?”
This is not a Top 15 list, but is simply a
random list of ideas we find ourselves
repeating to our clients and those in the
pre-planning stage.

5. Combine Agencies

1. A Full Site Survey

7. Include End Users

This includes topography and many
other data characteristics, will be
necessary for design and construction.
With the proper “survey checklist” there
is nothing to keep you from having the
survey performed even before you hire
a design professional.

Try to include “end users” on your
planning committee.They have a
vested interest in being dedicated to
the project’s success. If they are not
included, they will certainly find items
in the finished facility that doesn’t meet
their expectations.

You may be able to secure additional
capital funding sources if you provide
minimal space for other agencies like
EMS, a police substation, or parks and
recreation space.

6. Decide on Equipment
Collect literature or cut-sheets on
the equipment you plan to purchase
for the new facilities, such as extractors,
compressors and alerting systems.This
information will be needed during the
facility design.

For over 44 years, we’ve helped departments in more than 27 states
design durable, affordable, functional stations that help public
safety professionals safety focused on what matters most.

Collect and provide specs to the designer
for all specialty equipment that the
department will provide.
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There is normally a significant price increase to build a multi-story station compared to
single-story.

8. One Story or Two?
It is almost always less expensive to
build a one-story station compared to
a two-story station, assuming that you
have the proper site to do so.

9 Consider Future Growth
Plan the site and facility for future
growth and modifications. It will
happen.

10. Training Props
You can incorporate indoor and
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outdoor training props into the design
for relatively little cost.

11. Material Selection
Select durable, maintenance-free
materials and systems for inside and
outside.

12. Using Glass
If you chose to use glass on the
apparatus bay doors, consider not using
it at the bottom panel. The glass at the
See 15 TIPS page 36
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15 Tips

Cont’d from page 37

15. Grants

bottom of the door is what requires
cleaning most often.

Your department may be eligible
for grants or low-interest loans from
government agencies such as FEMA,
FHA, or USDA.

13. Warranties
There are many systems that apply
color to the apparatus bay floors during
construction, but very few of them
provide a meaningful UV color fastness
warranty in writing.

14. Sample Flooring
Prior to pouring the apparatus bay
floors, have the building contractor pour
a sample floor panel so that you can
approve the floor finish you expect to
receive with the final product.

For more information on these
ideas or many others, contact us or
any experienced public safety design
professional.
Ken Newell is a senior principal with
Stewart–Cooper-Newell Architects, an awardwinning firm whose growing resume includes
architectural and consulting services for fire
departments and municipalities in 26 states
across the U.S. Newell has personally been
involved with the design of over 200 Fire/EMS
station projects and fire training facilities
since 1988. Visit www.fire-station.com or
email, info@scn-architects.com or
800-671-0621.

Station 2 was designed with a by-pass truck lane that can later become the third apparatus bay..

Materials selections that do not require painting and constant cleaning will reduce operating costs and increase the station lifespan.
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Architecture for Firefighter #10
In the Fall 2014
issue I wrote about
my experience
with the worst
architectural firm
I had worked
with in 15 years.
Unfortunately, we
By Jim McClure
are returning to that
project to continue
the process of developing the CDs. In
that issue I included a screen shot of
a Mark Up sheet. It was labeled 100
percent CD. At this point the next steps
should be that we verify what we have
already seen and any minor fine-tuning
to the documents. From there we would
go to the Bid Set.That would be the plan
set that goes to contractors for them
to bid on the job.You would hope it is
complete and correct.
What I didn’t say in that issue was
that the incomplete nature of the CDs
caused us to stop the project completely.
I am going to tell that story now using
emails and memos to show how bad it
got.They are focusing on just one of the
many flaws in the plans. I have put the
dates on all of them and the times on
a few to show how quickly responses
were triggered.
The architect was calling for steel I
beams standing straight up out of the
App Bay floor on the drivers side of each
door. See photo.This was to carry the
door control buttons. As you will see I
was vehemently opposed to them.
Aside from the bad behavior of the
architect, there was internal pressure on
city staff to stay On Schedule, On budget
no matter the final result.The process
was more important than the product. I
had to fight the design architect and our
staff.
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Warning — I can get very snarky
when provoked.
Aug. 29, From: Jim — I do not
recall agreeing with the design team
regarding the interior bollards since we
finished our conference call yesterday.
Once again, decisions are being made
behind my back.Thank you very much.
Sept. 2, 10:36 a.m. From: My Boss
— Jim,This was my error. I was going
to call you to discuss this issue. I want
to apologize for not contacting you on
Friday; I was out of the office. However,
after a thorough discussion at the PS
Bond Coordination meeting it became
apparent that given the project’s stage
of design, it would not be in the best
interests of the department and the

program to go back and redesign
the area surrounding the apparatus
bays. But we are well past the point
of no return on this design element.
Thus, I saw few alternatives to what
was being proposed. I did insist that
the consultants and staff are sure the
bollards would not impact our ability
to open apparatus cab doors. While
I understand that we are attempting
to design stations that reduce crew
maintenance requirements, the design
of the station, as I mentioned earlier, is
too far along to change directions and
thus will require the station crews to
clean the glass behind the supporting
steel structures.
Once again Jim, this one is on me

and I apologize for not getting back to
you on this.
Sept. 2, 11:23 a.m. From: Jim
— All, you will have to find another
solution for the door controls.Those
bollards are an accident waiting to
happen. I will not have a firefighter
unfamiliar with the building running
into one of them in the middle of the
night and believe me, there will be
firefighters unfamiliar with the building
in there every week. Even if they see it
during the day, at 2:00 in the morning all
bets are off. We cannot have a building
that is so “one off” from the rest of the
inventory.The architecture is getting in
See ARCHITECTURE page 40

FIRE STATION EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Air Cleaning Specialists is a
full service company offering
the most proven and time-tested
features of any exhaust removal
system built today.

CALL FOR PRICING AND
GRANT ASSISTANCE TODAY!
800.344.7751
info@acscarolinas.com

www.aircleaningspecialistsinc.com
www.plymoventexhaust.com
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Architecture
Cont’d from page 39

the way of an operational firehouse.
Sept. 16, From: Jim — OK, let
me get this straight. Everyone would
rather meet an artificial deadline rather
the design be a workable, functional
building?
Dismissing the 70/75 percent set and
pushing all our comments to the 95
percent set is making everyone behave
exactly as I predicted. God forbid that
any changes are suggested,“It’s too late
and we’re at 95 percent.”Well, guess
what, when you make a quantum leap
and double the amount of information
from one review set to the next, there
will be mistakes, assumptions and
corrections and these take time to make
right. My “changes to the design” aside,
there are major inconsistencies from
Architecture to Mechanical, Electrical,
and Plumbing.
Sept. 23, 6:04 p.m. — From: City
Architect — To: My Boss
In our recent discussion regarding
the requested changes to the design
of Fire Station #36, you recognized
that any modifications to the current
plans and specifications at 95 percent
CD phase, would cause a delay in the
scheduled delivery of the 100 percent
Construction Documents due on Sept.
29, 2008. Furthermore, the Bid and
Award dates would also have to slip,
accordingly.
Additionally, you should realize
that some of the fire department’s
recommended changes at this time
would carry additional project delivery
costs. More specifically, consultant
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design fees and city staff review costs
will increase. Additional Services
will need to be negotiated with the
consultant and approved before we
can proceed with any revisions.These
changes will also require the consultant
to negotiate any unplanned design
revisions with their sub-consultants
that could also lead to further delay.
One last consideration is that the longer
design and construction documentation
phase may require council approval
to amend the consultant agreement
to increase their compensation and
extend the agreement in order to allow
for consultant services to be available
for the entire construction and project
close-out period.
If you would like to proceed with the
requested design revisions at this time,
please provide a formal written request
to the Assistant Director of Public Works
and the Division Manager, City Facilities
Architectural Services.
Sept. 24, 10:08 a.m. From: My
Boss — We need to meet to discuss the
following request. Perhaps obtaining
more clarity on the process of plan
review will help me understand
how we went from 50 percent to
95 percent CDs — which according
the city architect should be called 80
percent vs. 95 percent); skipping the
opportunity to review 75 percent
CDs, how comments forwarded after a
review of the 50 percent CDs review
phase were not incorporated in the “95
percent” CDs; and how we can go about
obtaining an estimate of the additional
cost that we may potentially incur if we
extend the design phase to ensure fire

department staff’s recommendations and
comments are included in the design of
this essential facility. While I understand
the importance of moving this phase
along as quickly as possible, I find myself
in a position of not having sufficient
information to make an informed
decision regarding your request.The
current pressure to meet the Sept. 29
deadline appears contradictory to an
earlier discussion at the CIP Action Team
meeting (Sept. 3) regarding the need to
have realistic schedules. My concern is
particularly high in light of the fact that
both your staff and mine have comments
that have not been seen or addressed
regarding 95 percent CDs. Please
schedule a meeting between yourself,
the team, Jim and myself at your earliest
convenience.
So the bottom line here was I was
able to have the bollards removed. But
you can see it took weeks. If you can
follow the thread through the emails
you will see that the Design Architect
skipped a design phase and dropped the
95 percent drawings on us when the last
version we saw was 50 percent.There
was a ton of new information that we
were seeing for the first time. When we
questioned it and tried to correct them
they said we were triggering changes
and they sent an “Additional Services”
funding request. We were able to beat
back some of it but the city rolled
over on some of it in order to keep
the schedule moving. Below is what it
looked like.
Estimated A/E Design Fee
Design Architect Firm
Task 1: Revised Project Schedule		
			$3,110
Task 2: Implement Reissued City 95% CD
Comments		 $9,040
Task 3: Implement City Initiated Design
Changes			$21,635
Task 4: optional City initiated Design
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Changes			$6,800
Task 5: Reissue 95% CD Set		
			$3,540
Task 6: New 95% Cost Estimate		
			$1,655
Task 7: Implement New City 95%CD
Comments		 $13,820
Task 8: Reissue 100% CD Set		
			$3,540
Task 9: Meetings		
$3,400
Subtotal Architecture
$66,540
Consultant Services			
Civil Engineer
$6,250
Landscape Architect
$3,300
Structural Engineer
$21,900
Mechanical Engineer
$3,200
Electrical Engineer
$14,770
Cost Consultant		
$6,500
Subtotal Consultants
$55,920
Total Services		
$122,460
Reimbursable Expense Allowance:
Reproduction, postage and delivery, travel,
computer plotting, presentation materials,
photographic expenses,phone and fax
expenses			$5,750
Total Estimated Fee
$128,210
Usually when you get robbed the
other guy wears a mask. I guess it wasn’t
needed this time.This battle started in
the month of August.The Additional
Services request above showed up in
December. I can hear all of you breathing
a sigh of relief for me. Not so soon,
things aren’t over yet.The following
exchange was the next year.
July 3, From: Design Architect,
New Project Manager — To: City
Architect
I have some questions regarding Fire
Station 36 comments:
1. J im requested we delete the utility
sink in the mechanical room, room
111. Please confirm. [City Architect]
Yes, take it out.
2.The access panels to the catwalks
right now are drawn at 2’x3’. We
spoke about this a while back.
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The one from the interior stairs
cannot be larger because of the
brace frame. Do you want us to
make the other one larger? Please
confirm. [City Architect] This came
in my comments as well, we want
bigger opening at the interior stairs
landing as much as possible!! And
also we want a full size door at the
outside landing.
3. G
 ilbane suggested adding a coat
hook to ADA bathroom. Please
confirm. [City Architect] Yes, add a
coat hook.
4. G
 ilbane pointed out that having the
fire department provide the trash
receptacles could be a problem,
the receptacles could be placed
in a location that encroach into
the ADA clearances. Please advise
since Jim did not want built-in
trash receptacles. [City Architect]
Comply with Jim’s directions.
5. I n the 95 percent specifications
comments from Jim McClure there
are some open issues:
a. Jim asks that 8331.5.2.04.A be
deleted. Does the City not want us to
provide the remote door operator (i.e.
delete the section completely) or does it
just want us to delete the manufacturer?
[City Architect] 1) the manufacturer
is fine. 2) No timer is needed and the
remote control is operated manually
only! 3) The signal must not be activated
by FSAS.
b. Jim asks in multiple locations
not to have any floor stops. How
will the door not hit
the wall or
the furniture? We prefer floor stops
to wall stops. Please confirm. [City
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Architect] The fire dept. wants no floor
stops; wall mounted is OK or other
methods.
c.The FRP molding can be PVC
or aluminum. We had specified PVC.
Jim seems to want aluminum or does
not realize PVC is available. Unless
the city directs us otherwise, we will
leave the PVC molding. Please confirm.
[City Architect] PVC is not acceptable,
change to aluminum!!
Even my project architect was getting
fed up and started using bold red letters.
The following text is from a meeting
dated Sept 2009, a year after the initial
“95 percent CDs” fiasco.
Minutes from meeting with
Design Architects
(City Architect) outlined the current
status of the bid documents so as to
establish future direction of remaining
parts of the project. A brief historical
background of the project progress
was given starting with the consultant
agreement in late 2006.The proposed
design solutions took inordinate time
and manpower resources causing
more money to be pumped in the
design phase. Approximately $50k was
re-allocated to cover unanticipated
schematic design phase expenses.The
‘Catwalk’ issue added another $17k of
unanticipated design cost.The sudden
change of the Design Architect Project
Manager at this critical stage of the
project delivery introduced further
concerns.There has been a consistent
lack of attention to the city’s review
comments and CFAS had to repeat the
“incomplete” comments.

(Design Architect #1) The comments
were being taken care of as submitted.
However there were times when CFAS
did not consolidate ALL the comments
at that particular stage and there was
irregular ongoing flow of comments.
(RR) Our review process discovered
that there were numerous items that
were not corrected at all.There were
instances when items were marked
as “corrected” but actually were not
corrected. At times there had been some
lack of comprehensive communications.
(Design Architect #2) I thought the
comments were picked up. However,
the previous RDC project manager may
have missed some of the responses.
(Jim) There were some mark up
comments raised in March, 2009 which
have not been addressed yet which
raises concerns.

So their MO never changed.They
tried to blame us and even threw their
staff architect under the bus in that one
comment. I, as my usual ornery self, just
kept picking away at them.
I hope this horror story motivates
you to educate yourself, do your
homework and keep meticulous
records.
See you in three months.
Jim McClure is the owner of Firehouse
Design and Construction (FD&C). The
mission of FD&C is “to help firefighters,
architects and government agencies design
and build maintainable, durable, and most
importantly, functional firehouses.” McClure’s
career in public safety spans almost 29
years. For more information visit, www.
firehousedesignandconstruction.com, call 408603-4417 or email jim@mcclure904.net.
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THE STATION HOUSE

We’ve always done it that way!
The most
dangerous phrase in
the English language
is “we’ve always
done it that way.”
How many times
have you heard
that in your life?
By Chris Goins
Most likely, you’ve
heard it at work and
probably at home too. It’s a common
phrase for someone to say, but we must
take a deeper look into that logic to
evaluate if it is a good enough reason to
do something.
Take for example, Henry Ford. Before
he invented the automobile, horses were
the best mode of transportation.There
is a famous quote from Ford that says,
“If I would have asked people what they
wanted, they would have said faster
horses.” It’s safe to assume people told
Henry Ford he was crazy to try inventing
the car, because the horse had always
been the primary way to travel. Perhaps
he heard the phrase “we’ve always done
it that way.” Imagine if Henry Ford would
have listened to those people, we may
still be using horse-drawn fire engines
today.
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The Traditional Way,
Design-Bid-Build

effective way to build a station, and it’s
design-build.

Throughout my years in the
construction industry, this phrase has
been repeated to me over and over
again about building fire stations
the traditional
way — “we’ve
always done
it that way.”
The traditional
design-bid-build
approach, which
involves hiring
an architect
and sending it
out to bid, is
not the only
way to build
a fire station.
If someone
says,“we’ve
always done
it that way,” it
doesn’t mean
it’s the best way
to do something.The design and
construction industry has evolved.
There is now a quicker, more cost-

The New Way, Design-Build
Over the past 15 years, use of designbuild has greatly accelerated in the
United States, making this delivery

method one of the most significant
trends in design and construction today
according to the Design-Build Institute
of America (DBIA).Your ancestors may
have ridden horses everywhere, but
that doesn’t make it the best way to get
around today.The same goes for your
new fire station.
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DBIA reports that design-build versus
traditional bid-build reduces unit costs
by 6.1 percent; increases construction
speed by 12 percent; accelerates
the entire project by 33.5 percent;
decreases cost growth by 5.2 percent
and schedule growth by 11.4 percent.
Design-build has advantages
over Construction Manager at
Risk projects as well.
Another important aspect of
design-build is dealing with a
single-source of responsibility
for your entire project. No
more finger pointing between
the architect and general
contractor (GC). Everyone is
on the same team, working
together to deliver a quality fire
station, without all the stress.
Who wants to play referee
between the architect and GC?
Why not choose the approach
that gives you the best overall
experience with the least
amount of stress, while staying
within budget.
Recently, a fire chief discussed his
latest experience trying the traditional
bid-build way for a new station. He
ran into a HUGE problem. A reputable
architect had designed a station that
they would never be able to afford.The
chief said he spent over $250,000 on
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plans that will never get built and will
probably end up in the trash. At our
design-build firm, we hear stories like
this quite often.
When selecting an architect to
design your building, it’s best to go with
one that has experience in designing
quality stations that fit in your budget
— not a station you can never afford.
With design-build, budgeting is done
during the design process to ensure the
station meets budget requirements. In
traditional bid-build, you won’t find out
the cost of your station until you send
it out to bid, and by then, it’s often too
late.

Volunteer Fire Departments
Let’s take a look at all the hardworking volunteer firefighters and
discuss how design-build can benefit
them. Many volunteers have fulltime jobs and may not have the time
or energy to put into the process of
designing and building a new station —
let alone dealing with all the issues that
may arise.The design builder is able to
guide you through the entire process
and there will only be a single-source
of contact and responsibly, unlike using
the traditional design-bid build process
where there are many points of contact
and responsibility. Who do you call if
something goes wrong? With designbuild, there is no confusion on who
to call, which enables the volunteer to
focus on his or her day job, while the
design-builder focuses on the building.

a new station, look into design-build.
Just because someone tells you “we’ve
always done it that way” doesn’t mean
it’s the best way to do it.Talk with others
who have utilized design-build for their
station, and find out how the process
benefited them. After all, if Henry Ford
would have listened to all the people
who told him horses were the best
solution to transportation, our fire
response times would be a LOT longer
using horse-drawn fire engines.
“We’ve always done it that way” is
a phrase that holds people back from
doing great things. Design-build is the
future of building fire stations.
Chris Goins is a Project Developer with
Bobbitt Design Build, who has worked on
multiple fire station design-build projects.
Bobbitt has been one of the pioneers in design
build for fire stations over the last 20 years
throughout the Carolinas. They continue
to be one of the leaders in the design-build
community and are recognized throughout the
industry for quality work.

Municipal Fire Departments
Design-build is now an acceptable
delivery method in most states, from
the state level all the way down to the
small cities and towns. North Carolina
and South Carolina are states that
recognize the design-build approach
as an acceptable building method
that can save money and time. Most
municipalities throughout the Carolinas’
take advantage of design-build today.
“We’ve always done it that way” can
sometimes seem like the motto for
government. However, government
entities are now seeing the advantages
of design-build and changing their
preferred method of building.

Selecting a Design Builder
When selecting a design builder, the
most important thing to consider is the
company’s experience designing and
building fire stations.Taking a chance on
an architect that has never previously
designed a station can be a costly
mistake, and the same goes for the
general contractor. Make sure the design
builder understands your department
and what you are trying to accomplish.
Always ask for references and examples
of how the design builder has worked
on projects similar to yours. Be sure
to check the credibility and stability
of both the architect and general
contractor — not just the company you
are signing the contract with. Every
department is unique and has different
needs, whether you’re a volunteer or
municipal department. Selecting the
right team for your new station is a
crucial part of the building process.

Do Some Research
If you’re thinking about building
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Securing our
SECOND HOME
As I’m sitting
here writing this
article most of you
are preparing or
have completed
next year’s budget.
Most budgets will
consist of monthly
By Joey Mares
expenses, personnel
and capital
purchases, but this is also the time to
improve on the things we already have
such as equipment or stations. For me
personally there is always one item
that comes up numerous times during
budget planning and that is security for
the fire house. No, I’m not talking about
security systems or cameras but physical
security. Shouldn’t the fire station be
secured as good if not better than our
own homes; I mean it is our second
home right?
Physical security is what eases our
minds into knowing that someone is
unable to make entry without having
valid access. Physical security is why
we install dead bolts on our homes and
lock our car doors. All of this brings up
the topic of access control and what it’s
capable of doing. Access control gives

you the ability to secure your fire station
or rescue squad while at the same time
control personnel coming in which
door, at what time and on what day.
These systems are not all about denying
your personnel access but about
accountability.
Fire departments now operate in the
world of very expensive equipment
such as thermal cameras, MDTs, rescue
saws, SCBAs and that’s just to name a
few. Not to mention those departments
that operate ALS medical services that
need to account for ALS equipment,
narcotics and patient information. If
you are accustomed to hearing the
term access control — your first mental
picture will be someone sliding a
credit card like card through a reader
on the wall and walking in the door.
That picture does depict a realistic
scenario and we will focus more on
the electronic version of access control
but that is not the only way to “control
access.”

Mechanical Access
The most budget friendly form of
access control is the standard lock and
key. In most cases people think of an

electronic lock when talking access
control.The term access control refers
to the practice of restricting entrance
to a property, a building, or a room to
authorized persons and is not limited
to electronic means only.There are two
ways to secure your facility using lock
and key.The first and most economical
way is to re-key your existing locks and
implement a master key system.The
only hold back you would encounter
while trying to do this would be if you
have a mixture of different keyways in
your building.
For a building to implement a master
key system the “grand” master key
would need to work every lock within
the system or it would somewhat defeat
the purpose. A good way to see if all of
your buildings locks are on one keyway
is to take your main key that gives you
access into the building and go to every
lock that has a keyway and see if the
key will slide in. Remember the key
does not have to work, just slide in the
lock. If one key will slide into every
keyway you are ready for the design of
your key system and do not worry if
you have a few mixed keyways in your
building since it may be as simple as

replacing the cylinder in the lock with
the correct keyway and not replacing
the entire lock.
So how can implementing a master
key system provide access control?
Master key systems gives the chief or
whomever the ability to have total
access to all doors using one key but
provide other personnel a key that only
allows entry into exterior doors.The
training officer can have a key separate
from the exterior door keys that allow
access into their designated area but
not into the captain’s office who has
his or her own key as well. Equipment
rooms can also be keyed to separate
keys to ensure limited access to turnout
gear and pagers all while placing
accountability on those who carry keys.
When creating a master key system
keep the system as simple as possible
while accomplishing your security
goal.This will keep the system running
smoothly; provide easier maintenance
and better record keeping of the keys.
As is the case with most things there are
negatives to using standard lock and key
methods. Keys are easily passed around,
duplicates made, no good accountability
of who is actually using the key and lost

Firehouse Furniture
• ONE-PERSON
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• Hydraulic Breaching
Tool and Battering Ram
• Multiple Quick-Change
Heads
• Built-In LED Light

If your firehouse requires
extremely durable furniture that
is both comfortable and stylish,
All A Board can take care of all
your needs.
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keys just to name a few. Also remember
if you need to restrict entry based on
days or times then mechanical locks
may not be the best option.The only
other option you have
to lighten the list of
negatives is to install a
key restricted keyway.
Restricted keyways
are available through
a locksmith and will
provide everything the
standard lock and key
does with the exception
of two things; a side
bar in the lock to help
prevent being picked
open using locksmith
tools and the duplication
of keys. With a key
restricted keyway most
lock shops will require
a name or list of names
that are authorized to
have duplicates made
of the building they
have sold the system
to. In most cases these
keys are only available
through authorized
shops and are not
available at your local
hardware or box store. Along with the
cylinders themselves the keys can be
quite a bit more money than a standard
key depending on the brand.

Push Button Access
So now you’re thinking, the station
should be secured but I don’t want to
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have to worry about keys.The next
best option is the push button lock.
Push button locks can simply fall into
two different
categories;
electronic or
mechanical.
Mechanical push
button locks have
been around for
years on fire and
EMS stations and
are still used today
by many. Just about
everyone in the
fire service has
seen the Simplex
1000 (Figure 2-1).
The Simplex lock
is all mechanical
which means no
dead batteries;
parts are readily
available and easily
replaceable which
explains why
they last so long.
They are also very
simple to use and
easy to change
the combination.
Another good
feature about this lock is if you’re in a
hurry and you enter the wrong combo,
you can simply turn the knob or lever
one time and the lock would reset.
Contrary to electronic locks you can
do this many times without forcing the
lock into a lock down mode.
Electronic locks are made so that if

someone is tampering with the keypad
and trying to make an unauthorized
entry the lock will shut down for a
preset amount of time and not allow
anyone entry even with a valid pin.The
major down side to the Simplex lock is
everyone shares one code that can easily
be passed around to non-members;
there is absolutely no accountability
as to who is using the code and every
time the code is changed everyone in
the department has to be contacted and
issued the new code.
I mentioned earlier push button
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locks could be mechanical or electronic.
Electronic keypads (Picture 2-2) can
fill in some of the security gaps found
with the mechanical locks. Electronic
keypads can be used with one pin
number but typically can hold hundreds
of different codes so that each member
or employee can use his or her own
unique code.The added benefits to
everyone having their own code is that
if you have multiple locks on a building
you can assign codes to only the doors
See SECOND HOME page 46

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

CAREER FIREFIGHTERS
• Access Control Systems
• Electronic door hardware
• Fire proof SAFES
• Amsec Narcotic SAFES
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Second Home
Cont’d from page 45

you want them to have access to. In the
event someone leaves the department
you can delete his or her code and
deny entry without having to contact all
other members and give them the new
code.The downside to the electronic
keypads are batteries can fail if not
changed routinely, electronics can quit
without any prior problems and like the
mechanical locks, pin numbers can be
easily passed around to non-members.

Software Driven Access
With everything around us going
electronic and controlled by computers;
locks are no exception. Software driven
access gives you full control of your
facilities doors at your fingertips.These
systems give you the ability
to manage doors using a
PC or laptop with control
of who uses what doors at
what times of the day and
saves an audit of use. In most
cases fire houses using these
systems allow access 24/7
with a valid credential on
exterior doors. With schedule
uncertainties it would prove
to be a nightmare trying to
set up time schedules for
exterior doors.
Proximity cards — known
as prox card for short —
are normally the credential
of choice but PIN can be
used as well. Prox cards are
favored simply because most
people will not loan out
their card knowing when
used it will leave an audit
trail with their name on it. Prox cards
are the size of a credit card and use a
small antenna built inside that powers up
when presented to a card reader or lock
(Picture 3-1) and sends a unique number
back to the system for verification. If
the card is verified the door unlocks
and allows entry. Prox cards can also be
printed on and used for identification
cards.
To visualize how software driven
access works imagine a department that
has a combination of firefighters, EMTbasics and paramedics. A firefighter’s

credential may give him or her access to
exterior doors only as compared to the
EMT-B who has access to exterior doors
and the EMS supply closet.To step it up a
notch a paramedic could have access to
the exterior doors; EMS supply and the
narcotics room while still only having to
carry one credential.This is an advantage
to carrying a ring of keys that must be
fumbled through until the correct key is
found.
The anatomy of software driven
access systems is actually quite simple.
There are two different styles typically
used; standalone and wired. Standalone
locks look just like a standard electronic
push button lock with the exception it
has the ability to be programmed with
a laptop or hand held programmer.
In most cases either device would
use an infrared cable or would plug
directly into the lock for programming.

pack of “AA” batteries as long as name
brands such as Duracell or Energizer are
used. Wired systems require that low
voltage wire be pulled from each door
back to a main data closet or mechanical
room where power and communication
can be provided. Wired systems
use a 12 or 24v DC power
supply to power up each door
controller which is where the
brains of each door lays. A card
reader mounted at the door
would be wired to the controller
along with the electric strike
that unlocks when a valid
credential is presented (Picture
3-3). Most modern software
driven access systems are made
to run on a network but do not
require an elaborate setup and
can be set up using a standard
network switch from your local
computer store. Wired systems
allow the administrator to make
all changes and updates from
their computer without ever
leaving the office and is available
on demand. Wired systems can
be the most costly but can be
installed one door at the time as
the budget allows.They also usually prove
to be the most user-friendly to manage.

Conclusion

Standalone systems provide the ability
to perform everything we have talked
about with the biggest downside being
someone must physically go to each
lock to program, which can be time
consuming if there are multiple locks, or
time is an issue.These locks are battery
operated and do not require wires to
be pulled over a building which can cut
down on the cost of installation.
One popular question about these
locks is about the life expectancy of the
batteries. Most of the lock manufactures
advertise two or three years using a four

As mentioned earlier this is not to
give the feeling of a prison but provide
accountability for equipment and
supplies while also providing a safe
and secure work environment.There
are downsides and flaws with any
security setup but it is our job to not
only protect our community but also
protect ourselves.The chief of a local
department who has been with the same
department for over 30 years told me
about the day he walked into the station

and saw someone tossing ice into a
large fishing cooler. He walks over to the
gentlemen and politely asks,“hey how
are you doing, and who are you?”And
the guy looks back at him and just says
“who are you?” It was at that time he

thought maybe he should do something
different with his locks. As with all
purchases do your research and make
sure the product fits your needs and
requirements.
Joey Mares has been a career firefighter
with the City of New Bern Fire-Rescue for the
last 10 years and currently holds the position
of fire engineer. Mares has a Degree in Fire
Protection Technology, is a certified North
Carolina Fire Instructor, a member of the
North Carolina Task Force-10 team and is
also a licensed North Carolina locksmith. If
you have any questions, contact him at Joey_
mares@hotmail.com.
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Real Life
Leadership Lessons
Are leaders born
or is leadership a
skill that can be
learned? That seems
always to be an
age old question.
For me, leadership
is something that
By Ken Farmer
you learn.You learn
by watching.You
watch mistakes; you watch people who
are masters at it and you watch and
read lots of different sources.
“Scandal” is a political thriller
television show on ABC. Interestingly
it is based on a former White House
insider who clearly has some

level of your government to the very
top, politics is reality.The good news is
that most of the time, it works well and
we, the people win.The bad news is
that sometime we lose. Most of the time,
we never fully know if some of these
issues are a good or a bad thing.
I have always been a student of
the political scene. I took courses in
government in college; I have worked
at the local, state, and now national
levels in government. It remains a
large learning curve and I will never
complete the full learning cycle.The
reason for that is that just about the
time you think you have it figured out,
things change. Elected officials change,
appointments change,
the political climate —
sometimes the political
“stomach” changes.
Regardless of why or how,
no one stays in power but
for so long.
We often think of
politics as negative. I
believe it’s not. We would
all like to think it should be
pretty, neat, and wrapped
in a big red bow. That may
be the way it is displayed
and that is the way it is
often written about in
history books.The real
truth is that it is often
brutal and disappointing.
Our job is to understand
this and learn from the process. Where
we can, we should change it and make
it better.That said, I remember reading
a saying, we have three choices in a
difficult situation:
1. L eave and walk away.You give up
your power and your control of the
results and the end game.
2. G
 ive up and choose not to play
anymore.You are no longer a player
in the game and you are now an
observer and no longer a player.
3. C
 ontinue to stay in the game or
play on the team. Make changes
and improvements where you have
control and impact.You can make
more of a difference inside than
outside.

bad. Accept it.
3.You must be a fixer — first, second
and last.
4. A leader “knows” things about other
people.You should not always use
that knowledge. Sometimes you
must. Be very selective.
5. P
 olitics and life may sometimes
be dark and dirty.There are always
casualties and injuries in a political
process.
6.There are highs and lows in life.
They often come in waves and
sometimes knock you down to your

knees. Both the highs and the lows
hurt, but in different ways. Get back
up and go to work. Staying down
does not solve anything.
7.You are the leader of your team.
They need you. Keep your pain
and hurt inside at all times while
you are in front of them. Never let
them see your pain.They need you
to be strong and you need them to
succeed.
8. S peeches are one thing. Reality is
See LEADERSHIP LESSONS page 69

You must have one to
two people you trust
1000 percent or you
will implode from the
tension. As a leader you
must pick these people
very carefully.
keen insight into what happens in
Washington. From what I can find on
various television show sites on the
web, it debuted on ABC on April 5,
2012.The main character is an amazing
actress named Kerry Washington.
Her character, Olivia Pope, is partially
based on a former George H.W. Bush
administration’s press aide Judy Smith,
who serves as the show’s co-executive
producer.
The show takes place in Washington,
D.C. and focuses on Ms. Pope’s crisis
management firm, as well as the staff at
the White House. As of this writing, the
show is ongoing and has been renewed
for the 2015 season. Many of the plots
are taken from recent news.The story
is fictional, of course. Nothing like this
ever happens in Washington D.C. But it
makes for great thriller TV, as you never
ever know what will happen next.
I admit to being a bit of a political
news junkie. I read four news sites the
first thing of every day and listen to
two to three different news broadcasts
during the day and evening. I did not
even discover this show until about a
year ago.This was when the show was
well into its fourth season. I now admit
that I watch it for the entertainment
and learning factor alone.
I have lived near Washington D.C.
for over eight years. As a kid, I came
to D.C. and did the tourist tours. I was
fascinated with the town — including
both the history and the power.
Politics is the bread and butter of
this town. It’s on the news 24/7 and it
determines many issues. From the local
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Your choice now is which one will
you choose?
Now, back to the show! Recently
I took some time and watched three
seasons back to back thanks to Netflix.
Many things jumped out at me. For
what it is worth, here are some lessons
learned by me about leadership from
the show:
1.The main character is a very strong
person and a very weak person,
both at the same time.This makes
her real. As a leader, you have both
sides inside of you.
2.You must solve problems. People
bring their problems to you for
a reason. Step up and figure out
a solution.That is why you were
selected for the job. Sometimes the
solution is good and sometimes
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3 Steps for a successful

Active Shooter Plan
At 0039 hours
July 20, 2012, the
first units were
dispatched to the
Century 16 Theater.
The short report
stated someone
By Andrew Rowley is still shooting
in the theater.
The first officers
arrived in two minutes after dispatch,
followed shortly by the first engine
companies. With no knowledge of what
was happening, officers rushed in,
and firefighters begin treating the first
patients they encountered. On this night,
not one person on shift thought they
would be involved in one of the nation’s
worst active shooter incidents to date.
A total of 70 individuals were shot and
12 fatally. What did we learn from this
event? What can we do to prepare our
community for a similar event? These are
questions that are asked by community
officials daily.
Following are three components of
having an effective active shooter/mass
violence response plan.

Planning
Entering and treating patients in a
less than secure scene goes against
all previously taught practices for fire
and EMS responders. Proper planning
and policy writing is critical to the
effective implementation of an active
shooter/mass violence policy. One of
the first considerations is that this is not
a single agency plan.This will require
coordination between law enforcement,
fire and EMS. Having representatives
from all agencies will allow for a better
overall outcome.
The roles of each agency must be
clearly outlined.These situations require
individuals to make quick and effective
decisions based on their expertise.
Crossing roles ultimately leads to
confusion in situations as dynamic as an
active shooter event. Law enforcement
focuses on threat neutralization and
force protection. What does this mean?
The first officers will enter the building
looking for the assailant and “clearing”
rooms or portions of the building.
These officers will move towards the
“sound of gunfire or screams.”As they
clear areas moving towards the assailant,
those areas will then be deemed
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“warm” allowing for others to enter the
building to treat and evacuate patients.
The other officers will be involved in
“force protection.”These officers have
the primary responsibility of protecting
the team treating and moving patients
found in the “warm zone.”This places
an extra layer of protection between
the assailant and those treating the
wounded. Ideally all officers involved
in these operations should have a long
gun available.
Fire and EMS then take the
responsibility of treating and moving
patients. While the organization of
these agencies varies from department
to department, ultimately this will be
a team effort between the two. As the
team finds patients they will begin to
triage and treat life threats.These are
your HABCs — Hemorrhage, Airway,
Breathing and Circulation. Minimal
and simple treatments are performed
to allow the most patients the best
chance of survival. With the exception
of one procedure, all of the “expected”
treatments are of the basic life support
level, allowing for more people to
treat more patients.These teams are
also responsible for the movement of
patients back to a Casualty Collection
Point (CCP), for further treatment and
evacuation to higher care.
As you can see there are a lot of
moving pieces to this puzzle.This
means they will need a great deal of
planning and training to make sure it
runs smoothly on game day. A football
team doesn’t wait until they are in the
Super Bowl to make their plays. It takes
a great deal of planning, practicing
and revising months and years prior to
perfect their plan.The same is true for
these situations; it must be thoroughly
planned, rehearsed, revised and nailed
down.
Primary considerations should
include the initial type of assets to be
dispatched, radio channels to operate
on, which will call initial command,
how will teams be made up and what
additional protective equipment is to
be used. Creation of a committee or
working group for this topic will make
the continued update and revision of
the plan fluid and rapid. Pre-planning
for certain “critical infrastructure” is
essential.The fire department routinely
plans their attack of large buildings.
Where are the hydrants, stand pipes,

etc.The same makes sense for these
events. Planning for where any large
group of people congregate would
prove beneficial should the event ever
take place. While there is much more
to consider, this covers enough to help
fuel further conversation within your
departments.

Training
Training is an essential component
of all careers in the fire service, EMS or
law enforcement. We routinely practice
turning out, starting IVs or firearms
manipulation.These our common tasks
to our respective fields. So shouldn’t
we routinely practice something that
requires coordination between all of
our skillsets? Logistically this proves
quite difficult for many departments
based on schedule, manpower or
a number of other reasons. With
that, the first time these teams work
together should not be on the scene
of an active shooter. As Lt. Col. Dave
Grossman said,“We do not rise to
the occasion, we fall to our training.”
As one of the world’s leaders in
understanding the psychology and
physiology of high threat/high stress
situations he makes an incredibly
valid point. We must give the victims
of these incidents the best possible
chance of survival by being able to
recognize and treat victims based on
training.The current best practices for
trauma treatment contradict many of
the previous teachings.
For instance, the use of a tourniquet
first rather than as a last ditch effort, or
considering massive bleeding before
an airway procedure.This may sound
odd to some, however from military
operations and data gathered, these are
the priorities in ways to prevent life
loss in the moments following massive
trauma.Tactical Emergency Casualty
Care (TECC) is a committee created
to address and maintain procedure
and currency.They have created the
Tactical Emergency Casualty Care
guidelines that create a basis for
medical treatment in high threat
environments.This is a close relative
to Tactical Combat Casualty Care that
has been adapted by the military, with
minor differences such as wording and
removal of some medications used.
Training should occur on a regular
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basis. Whether it is at the agency
level or company level. Everyone
should routinely perfect his or her
performance of skills to be conducted
when the call comes. Inter-agency
training should occur as often as
feasible.There is a need for all involved
to build a level of comfort with those
they may end up working with.The
officers should feel comfortable
protecting the providers while they
treat and the fire and EMS personnel
should feel comfortable with those
protecting them so they can provide
proper care.They should “know and
trust” who has their back.
We have to remember that these
types of events introduce a new
stressor that fire and EMS have
previously made attempts to avoid.
Historically, fire and EMS would both
stage until the scene has been deemed
safe. It is now being practiced not to
stage.This alone has caused a great
deal of debate and concern within the
public safety community.This again
is the reason training is so critical. It
allows those involved a chance to gain
a level of comfort, as well as being able
to feel safe performing their duties.
Adding protective equipment such
as a helmet or ballistic vest adds a
rather new component. Skills must be
practiced in these items. It would be
the equivalent of practicing fighting
fire without wearing your turnout
gear. It is a disservice to you and your
team to pick up bad habits. Follow the
common phrase “train like you fight.”
For more information with regards
to training there are many resources
available. Seek TECC training and train
to a plan that works for your agency.

Equipment
“Tools of the trade” continues to be
a major subject regarding innovation
within our field.The evolution of
products and tools has been a driver of
change within public safety.This is no
exception. Responding to and treating
victims of an active shooter requires
a new set of tools. With the primary
objectives of protection, treatment
and evacuation the tools had to be
simplified and streamlined to meet the
need.
Protection from ballistic threats is
a must for those entering a “warm”
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zone. It can provide the wearer with
an increased feeling of protection,
and allow them to focus on treatment.
Protective wear should include at least
a protective vest, helmet and protective
eyewear.There are variations in helmets
and vest.The availability for a “one size
fits most” is great, if stocking for a unit
rather than a personal asset. If sizing
for personal issue, make sure the vests
are properly fitted. With helmets, the
same considerations should be made.
There are now ballistic helmets that
have a ratchet style harness allowing for
different head sizes to fit correctly. New
tools exist for the trade. We should at
least be aware of what is available.
Treatment tools should be simple and
effective.These tools can get expensive.
However, this is no place to scrimp on
price.These tools have been proven to
work when it counts.There will be grant
funding available in the coming years
for new and proven equipment. As for a
treatment bag, less is more. Having a few
tools to treat the major threats rather
than an ALS ambulance on your back.
Consider a commercial tourniquet since
there are multiple options available.
Look for one that utilizes a “windlass”
or a bar for tightening since these have
consistently proven most effective.This
is the number one consideration for
treatment of hemorrhage.
Next, for basic airway adjuncts, usually
the NPA is all that is carried.Treatment
for breathing should remain simple as
well. Stock a vented occlusive dressing if
only a BLS service and consider adding
a needle for chest decompression if
ALS. Vented seals are again the primary
choice of both TECC and TCCC.
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Circulation is the next link in the
chain.This encompasses the control
of less severe bleeding. A pressure
dressing, and hemostatic agent should
suffice. Multiples of each of the above
mentioned should be carried to cover
multiple patients or multiple injuries.
Utilizing an effective triage system will
help aid in the continuation of care for
victims.This allows for the next care
providers to have an understanding
of injuries and severity, as well as
treatment.
Many communities have an
established triage system and all
communities should implement such a
system to your plan. Lastly an evacuation
device is necessary.There are many
options out there but what works
best for your department is a personal
choice. Look at their availability to be
dragged, reused and weight rated. Some
training and trial should occur prior to
choosing an evacuation platform.
This is a very basic overview of
some of the components needed for
an effective plan. As your department
begins to create and implement a policy,
there will be many more considerations
to take into account.
Andrew Rowley began his career as a
firefighter/EMT at a volunteer fire department.
He joined the Army as a medic and is now
teaching combat medicine and sustainment
at the unit level. He worked in Charlotte, North
Carolina for Mecklenburg EMS Agency, as a
paramedic. Rowley’s current position is flight
paramedic with Wake Forest Baptist Health
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. He is the
president of Special Operations Aid and Rescue,
LLC.
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FIRE STATION PROFILE

Anderson City Fire Department

Chief R. Dale Horne

Department Name: Anderson City
Fire Department
County: Anderson, South Carolina
Type Department: Municipality
Structure: All Career
ISO: 2
Number of Stations: 3
Number of Apparatus: 9 Pumpers: 3
front line, 2 reserves. Aerials: 1. Specialty:
1 Battalion Chief,Two Technical rescue
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trucks.
Do you provide EMS? Yes
What type: BLS, ALS,First Responder
Specialty Operations: County
wide Technical rescue, host to a FEMA
Type III IMT, home of Anderson County
Hazmat Truck.
Annual Budget: 3.2 Million
Area Covered Square miles: 14
Population: 25,000
Total Runs: 1649
Chief: R Dale Horne

Chief Officers: Asst Chief Randy
Bratcher
Other Officers: Minimum staffing is
three officers per shift each station
Number of Members: 61 Paid: 61
Volunteer:
Address: 401 South McDuffie Street
Anderson SC 29624
Web site: Andersonfd.com
Phone: 864-231-2256
Community Outreach: After a
structure fire personnel go door to door
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four houses each way asking if they
have a working smoke detector. If they
don’t we provide one free of charge and
properly install it if needed.
Top Two concerns in your
community: Smoke Detectors,
What are you doing for
fundraising? We do fundraising for
MDA.
What upgrades will you make in
your department this year? Hopefully
a new engine and 100 foot aerial.
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Congratulations on Your Promotion,
Now What?
You put in
the work, filled
your resume with
education and
experience, you
passed the exam
and congratulations
are now in order.
By Joe Mancos
You have just
been promoted to
the next level. Savor the victory but
now is no time to rest on your laurels.
Promotion into the officer ranks in any
arena of public safety is about more
than getting new collar brass, a gold
badge, new title and a pay raise. Now
the hard part starts.You are now in the
spotlight and everyone in the trenches

and the brass above you is watching to
see if you are truly officer material. No
pressure, right?
This discussion will cover some of
the things you will need to do and a
few things you will need to avoid as a
new officer.These are lessons learned
by reading books and journals, listening
to mentors, going to lectures and asking
questions. Some of these tips were
learned the hard way by falling flat on
my face and getting back up and some
are things I still struggle with.

Things to avoid:
Sudden Changes
George Bernard Shaw once said,
“Progress is impossible without

change,” but as humans we are often
resistant to change.You are now in the
position someone else was in a short
time ago and this is a change for the
crew. Add the fact that you are managing
folks who may or may not have been
part of your peer group just a few days
prior. Let the crew get to know you and
your values, then slowly implement the
changes you need to run things the way
that works best for your shift. Don’t be
afraid to make changes for the good of
the crew, but be mindful that change
equals stress, so go easy.
Micromanaging
It can be tempting to keep doing
all of the little things that got you to
where you are. If you are at the company

officer level it is important to show that
you can still get your hands dirty but it
is now your job to delegate the work to
others. Give work assignments and let
your troops show you how well they
can do the job. It is now your job to step
in, when needed, and give guidance,
advice and leadership, but not to do
every little job.The good news is, you
probably have a proven track record.
Motivate others by sharing your mojo
for getting the job. If you are going to
do all of the work, why do we need
crews? Get into the habit of looking
at the big picture and not managing
every little detail of a job. Don’t “take
back” assignments unfinished if they
make one little mistake. Promote a
“thinking ahead” and a “think for
yourself” atmosphere and not a “mother
may I” thought process. A true leader’s
worth is measured on what his or her
crew accomplishes and not what you
accomplish on your own.
Fraternization
Realize that you are now standing
on a slippery slope.Your old buddies
and rivals are now under you in
the department chain of command.
Don’t fall into the trap of trying to be
everyone’s buddy.You and your crew
are here to do a job and they are looking
for leadership, not friendship. If you
are their buddy all the time, it will be
difficult to correct them if they step out
of line.This promotes either a laissez
faire or a “Jekyll and Hyde” style of
management.The laissez faire style can
mean that you just let the shift run itself
and what happens is what happens.The
“Jekyll and Hyde” management style
means that you are their buddy one
minute and a tyrant the next.
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It is also easy to make the mistake
of being overly friendly with some
crew members while ignoring others.
Everyone must be treated fairly.You
must also be careful about socializing
with employees outside the workplace.
There are a few theories on this, and
entire books have been written on
the subject. Proceed with caution;
even your best intentions can alienate
members of your shift. A shift outing
that includes the member’s families or a
group team building experience can be
helpful but you must be careful not to
exclude anyone.Your new position may
cause a strain in some pre-promotion
relationships but those who are your
true friends will understand that you are
now the officer and give you the respect
not only the office demands, but more
importantly, the respect you earn from
being a good leader.
Ignoring the concepts of rewards
and discipline
Don’t hide behind your new
shiny badge.The well-known author
and expert on leadership, Kenneth
Blanchard, once wrote,“Help people
reach their full potential. Catch them
doing something right.” Be sure and
tell them when you do. Motivate your
achievers with positive feedback.
Without feedback, your crews will not
know if their work is up to par or if it
needs improvement.
Don’t shy away from pointing out
problems and providing negative
feedback. Problems and negative
feedback should be dealt with on a one
on one basis. I have always heard the
best practice is to,“praise in public and
criticize in private.” Follow up negative
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feedback with training and improvement
plans.
If you fail to praise good behavior
it will go away. If you fail to correct
the bad it does not go away, it just gets
worse, usually much worse.This is one
of those lessons I had to learn the hard
way.

Things to do:
Set the example
As stated earlier, people are watching
you.“Do as I say, not as I do” doesn’t cut
it. If you want your crews to do the right
things, prove it by setting the example.
If you promote good customer service,
operate in a safe manor, show respect,
and strive to do the right things, so will
your crews. If you follow these rules
some times and ignore them other times,
it will send mixed messages and you lose
creditability. What you allow to happen
on your watch is your standard.
Think before you speak
Know the effects of your words and
communication skills. When you are in
a position of leadership your crews are
looking at a good deal of what you say
as either affirmation or criticism even if
it is not meant to be.Your words have a
powerful effect on people, so be careful
of what is said even in “idle chit chat.”
Express your expectations
Don’t assume folks know what you
expect of them.“Just continue what you
are doing the way you have,” is a cop out.
Let your folks know your expectations.
If everyone knows the rules to the game
and knows how to keep score, they
can use this knowledge to be part of a
winning team. Hold a group meeting

to let your crews get on the same page
and find out what they expect of you.
Follow up the meeting (or meetings)
with one on one conversation with your
members and occasional follow-ups to
measure progress.
Be honest
Admit when you don’t know
something. Even the best in the business
can’t know everything. Being a great
leader comes from a lifetime of learning.
The best response I have ever heard
from a leader or mentor when asked a
question they didn’t know the answer
too was,“I don’t know, but we will find
out together.”
Guys and girls in public safety are
pretty smart and will call your hand.
Trust can be hard to come by. If you
ruin it, you will probably never get
it back.There are some things at the
management levels you cannot share
with the troops due to good taste,
human resource laws and personnel
policies. If you acknowledge and share
this fact, people will understand and
will respect you for your honesty, but
never lie to your crews.
Along the same lines as being honest,
when you make mistakes, and you will
make mistakes, admit it.You will gain
much more respect by admitting to and
owning a mistake than trying to come
up with an excuse. I have found that
things work out better when I am open
and up front about my mistakes. Most
mistakes you will make as an officer are
not easily hidden from your troops or
your superiors, so just come clean with
it, learn from it, ask for understanding
and move on.
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Keep learning
The job is ever changing and growing,
as you should change and grow as well.
Some of the best officers are often the
first ones to admit they don’t know it
all and are willing to learn new things.
Continuing your education on best
practices about the job is important
due to the changing technologies
and frequent changes in emergency
medicine.Your education goals now
need to include management skills,
customer service and leadership skills.
Think ahead to where you want to be
and train to that level. We should also
encourage our crews to train to be our
replacements.
Take a deep breath, — “you’ve got
this.”These tips will help those of you
who are new officers as well as those
who just made chief. Will following
these tips make you the perfect leader?
Probably not, but keep improving
yourself. Use the things you have
learned from leaders in your past, both
good and bad. Keep looking for ways
to improve your department and your
shift. Most of all remember that being
an officer is a position of servitude.You
are serving your crews, your department
and the public entrusted to our care.
Joe Mancos has served over 25 years in
emergency services. He is the Assistant EMS
Chief and Quality/Education Coordinator for
Moore County Public Safety in North Carolina.
A longtime volunteer, he serves as a captain
with the Pinebluff Fire Department and a parttime firefighter for New Hanover County Fire/
Rescue. Mancos is an EMS, fire and rescue
instructor. He is a cofounder of Mancos and
McNeill Fire and Rescue Training Services. He
can be reached at joemancos@gmail.com.
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THE FIREGROUND

What is a SOG without preparation?
and meaningful training.This particular
On Feb. 18, 2015
incident is a testament to preplanning,
the Salisbury Fire
solid operational procedures, training
Department was
and dedication of the City of Salisbury
dispatched to a
firefighters.The members of our
reported structure
department often work tirelessly to
fire in one of our
make this the best department possible.
historic downtown
EMERGENCY SERVICES PROGRAM
However, they deserve much more
properties,
Oakey
By David Morris
The Degree Completion Track is designed for students
praise and recognition for their actions.
Dokey General
Routinely the men and women of
Store.The City of
already working in the field of Emergency Services seeking
the
Salisbury Fire Department establish
Salisbury
has
always
prided
itself
with
to complete a bachelor’s degree.
the historic buildings in our community water supplies on reported structure
fires — even with nothing showing
and Oakey Dokey formerly known,
as O.O. Rufty is
one of the city’s
most iconic
buildings. As the
alarm sounded
and the call was
dispatched many
thoughts began
running through
the minds of
every firefighter
on duty. However,
every firefighter
responding was
• COMPLETELY ONLINE
prepared to
perform his and
• Finish in as few as 3 Semesters
her job without
• Grants and Scholarship Available
hesitation.
• Private Institution
TO ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER!
As firefighters
(Figure 2) Crews transition to a defensive operation.
• Regionally Accredited
we always
Students are required to
discuss the
To Learn More Contact Program Director
meet specific prerequisites
— and practice quality engine and
importance of being prepared and how
John Cook (540) 985-8317 JCCook@jchs.edu
in order to qualify for entry
ladder placement, always expecting and
in to this track.
preparation starts with preplanning,
Visit: www.jchs.edu/degree/bachelor-science-emergency-services
preparing for the worst.The training
daily apparatus and equipment checks
officer works hard to provide realistic
and meaningful training and requires
chief officers to be an inclusive part of
training exercises. Crews participate in
inspections as well as preplanning on
a weekly basis, which allows them to
become very familiar with the buildings
in our community.These important
aspects as well as many more daily
The Fire EMS and Rescue Program at ECC is designed to provide full time and volunteer fire departments with the opportunity to gain knowledge,
operations led to a safe and productive
practical skills, and certification in modern firefighting, rescue, officer development, and fire department management skills with a variety of
operation at Oakey Dokey.
emergency medical and rescue programs as well.
The fire at Oakey Dokey falls within
A broad range of specialty classes, based on both department needs and new training standards, are offered during the year. Fire Service or EMS classes
the primary fire district (downtown)
that require physical exertion and use specialized departmental equipment are offered to credentialed fire service and EMS personnel only.
area of Salisbury.This district is set up
with a heavy box alarm on reported
AVAILABLE COURSES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
fires that includes four engines, two
• Firefighter I & II Certification
• Land Search Rescue
• High Level Rescue
ladders a battalion chief, safety chief and
(Includes Skill Assessment &WrittenTest)
• Arson Detection
• Confined Space / Trench Rescue
division chief from the City of Salisbury.
• Basic Firefighter Training
• Emergency Vehicle Driving
• Spanish for Fire Service
In addition to these on duty units we
(Non-Certified, no written test)
• Clandestine Drug Lab Awareness
• A wide variety of Fire Service
• Live Fire Burns (Both Structural and LP Gas) • Water Rescue
Refresher Programs based
automatically receive four additional
• Emergency Rescue Technician
• First Responder / CPR / Basic First Aid
on need and
engines, one ladder and chief from the
• National Incident Management System
• NC Fire Incident Reporting System
departmental request
surrounding departments, all on the
NIMS
/ Computer Basics
initial alarm.
• Incident Command
• Rescue Technician / Extrication
On this day as the battalion made the
• Rapid Intervention
turn toward downtown they noticed
• Special Rescue Operations
heavy smoke in the area and requested a
• Wildland Fire Management & Safety
second and third alarm, which included
• Hazardous Materials Awareness
four additional engines and another
and Operational Level
ladder from surrounding departments
• Hazardous Materials/Terrorism
as well as a request of off duty Salisbury
• Weapons of Mass Destruction
Fire Department personnel.The heavy
alarm and the quick call for additional
FOR MORE
resources by the battalion chief allowed
INFORMATION
for added companies without delay
CONTACT:
and included a total of 12 engines, four
Vincent Hunter
ladders and multiple chief officers, in
(252) 823-5166
addition to off duty personnel to staff
Ext. 120
eccpublicsafety • www.edgecombe.edu
hunterv@edgecombe.edu

Offering Classroom-Based, Hybrid and
Online Courses for Fire Service, EMS and Rescue

See PREPARATION page 64
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SAFETY

Work Place Safety ... As
Simple as a Seat Belt
By Bill Starr
Risk Management Safety Manager
Emergency Services Insurance Program
As emergency
service providers
you have all seen
the difference
be- tween injuries
sustained by
drivers and
passengers who
are involved in
motor vehicle
accidents who
are wearing seat
belts compared
to those who are
not wearing seat
belts.Traffic safety
facts provided by
the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) have confirmed that seat belt use can reduce
serious crash-related injuries and
deaths by 50 percent.
As operators and passengers in
emergency apparatus, the risk of an
accident is even greater than with
the general public. Surprisingly, even
though this is a commonly known
fact, many emergency responders
still do not use their seat belts when
answering an emergency call. As
recently as June of this year we
reviewed two emergency vehicle
accidents where a fire apparatus left
the highway and rolled over. In each
case the equipment was a total loss.
In one case all of the emergency
personnel were wearing seat belts,
resulting in minor injuries to the
occupants. In the second case the
operator of the fire truck was not
wearing his seat belt and was killed
after being ejected from the vehicle
and crushed by the apparatus. Many
line of duty deaths in the emergency
services industry are caused by
vehicle accidents which could have
been prevented with the use of a
seat belt.
As an emergency service
organization it is your responsibility
to establish and promote a culture
of safety for your community, fellow
members and coworkers. Standard
Operating Procedures that address
requirements for wearing seat belts
are in place within most organizations.
Enforcing these policies is crucial
to the safety of your organization.
Your insurance provider has a vested
interest in your safety and some may
have resources available to aid you
and your organization in promoting
the use of seat belts.They typically
include sample seat belt policies,
procedures and on line courses to
name just a few. For more information
contact your insurance company.
Be safe and buckle up!

As operators and passengers in
emergency apparatus, the risk of an
accident is even greater than with
the general public. Surprisingly,
even though this is a commonly
known fact, many emergency
responders still do not use their
seat belts when answering an
emergency call.
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8 Attitudes of a Servant Leader
True leadership
begins with serving.
No role, position,
job, task or calling
of leadership in
emergency services
can be effective
By Douglas Cline unless there is first a
willingness to serve
by the individual.
Many want successful positions, ranks
and roles in leadership, but not everyone
wants to serve. Proper serving in
leadership begins with a proper attitude.
History’s greatest achievements have
been made by individuals who excelled
only slightly over the masses of other
individuals in their respective fields. I am
reminded of this when I study athletes.
Most have significant levels of talent.The
same is true for the fire service. Most of
our personnel have strong predicated
skills, abilities and knowledge. So what
puts the people excelling in front of the
others? Most times that small difference
is attitude. Over the years I have had
the opportunity to spend time with
many different fire departments, the late
Ralph Jackman, fire chief in Vergennes,
Vermont, captured this difference. In a
conversation standing in the apparatus
bay of the Vergennes Fire Department
he commented that his department
did not have the greatest equipment
or the newest fire apparatus. In fact, he
stated they sometimes struggle with

the financial end of keeping up. He did
quickly point out that his personnel had
passion, desire and the right attitude
to serve, which was the critical factor
in the success of the organization.
He went on to further reiterate the
importance of having a positive attitude
and what that brings to the formula of
success. He stated,“Give me someone
who has a good attitude and I can work
with them on the other things.”
Certainly aptitude is important to
our success in life or the success of an
organization.Yet anyone who has been
around the fire service for more than
a few days knows success or failure is
precipitated more by mental attitude
than by mere mental capacities. We
have to recognize the true importance
of the total equation I.Q. (Intelligence
Quotient) + A.Q. (Attitude Quotient)
= Success or Failure. We have all
witnessed individuals with an extremely
high I.Q. and their performance was
low and the opposite of low I.Q and
high performance.The difference in
each of these formulas is the attitude
quotient.There is very little difference
in people, but that little difference,
attitude, makes a big difference.
So how do we become successful
organizations excelling in all aspects?
First we must have talented personnel
in place. We must foster positive
attitudes.This fostering is critical and
it is not just the responsibility of the

fire chief. Sure it may begin there but
the critical dimension is within the
officers, especially company officers.
It is paramount that officers maintain
a strong and positive attitude.The
true leaders and trainers of today’s
fire service are the company officers.
In many organizations it is glaringly
apparent that the company officers
don’t possess the correct attitudes.This
is a serious issue because they begin to
affect the troops, as their leadership is
mostly what these individuals see. Just
like cancer growing, attitudes spreads
very quickly whether it is positive or
negative.
Some individuals would look at a pile
of rubble and say “what a mess” while
others will look at the same pile and
say “what an opportunity.”Which one
of these individuals would you want
leading the fire department in your
community? Most would say the one
who has a vision of what that “mess”
could be.This is an excellent example of
a positive attitude.
With all this said, how is your
attitude? Before you answer, what would
others say if they had this opportunity
to answer? I encourage you to take a
true examination here. As a chief officer,
I hope my personnel have excellent
minds and outstanding attitudes. But if
I have to choose an “either-or” situation,
without hesitation I would want their
A.Q. (attitude) to be high!

This article will provide eight
essential attitudes every leader needs.
These eight concepts are attributed
to the work of Pastor Tim Gill with
Advancing Ministries. I have taken
Pastor Gill’s excellent work, utilized
the concepts from his blog and
metamorphosed them into the fire
service realm.

1. Servant Fire Officers
Express Encouragement
“There should be consolation in a
servant leader…” Consolation means
providing solace, comfort, exhortation
and encouragement. Servant leaders,
aka servant fire officers are encouragers.
They seek to raise the confidence
level of others. This concept refers to
coaching and mentoring.
A mentor is more than just an advisor;
they are a coach to the “mentee” in
the various aspects of development.
An individual who is a servant leader
and mentor provides you with wisdom,
technical knowledge, assistance,
support, empathy, opportunity, criticism,
leadership and respect throughout, and
often beyond, your development years.
Mentoring helps individuals who are
youthful in their position understand
how their ambitions fit into professional
development, training, higher education,
department mission and career choices.
An effective mentoring relationship
develops over time.The mentee benefits
from the mentor’s support, knowledge,
skills, wisdom and coaching. Later, both
individuals deepen their working/
mentoring relationship, perhaps
collaborating on projects, in positions or
in afforded opportunities, in which the
mentee develops into a junior colleague.
After a while, the mentee may need
some separation from the mentor to test
his or her own ideas.This distancing is
a sign that the mentoring relationship
is maturing and providing the mentee
with the skills needed to function
independently. Finally, both mentee and
mentor may redefine their relationship
as one of equals, characterized over
time by informal contact and mutual
assistance, thus becoming true
professional colleagues.
The important component in this
process is that the mentee must begin
from day one paying it forward.Yes the
mentee will become quickly a mentor
to someone junior. If the mentee does
not become a mentor or pay it forward
throughout their career this becomes a
failure in the system.
I challenge you as a leader to be a
servant leader that possesses this quality
of encouragement to the fullest.

2. Servants Have
Genuine Empathy
“Servant leaders should have bowels
and mercies…” Bowels and mercies
mean to feel deeply. It describes the
compassion that moves a man to the
deepest depths of his being. Servant
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leaders are not detached emotionally
from those they serve.Your officer,
if they are a servant leader should
be touched with the feelings of our
infirmities.
Servant leadership empathy, you
know when you’ve felt it. It opens
your heart and pulls forth emotion
and makes you want to not fail the
leader as you appreciate the leader
for their leadership.This empathy
creates a strong bond and strengthens
understanding between the people,
you as the leader and your subordinate
communicating.
The definition of empathy is the
intellectual identification with or
vicarious experiencing of the feelings,
thoughts or attitudes of another. For
some, this skill comes naturally while
others must work to develop it. Within
high performance organizations
practicing servant leadership,
empathy will start one person at a
time, extending outward through the
organization until this practice carries
ripples of energy to others — both
personnel and leaders — growing and
expanding throughout the organization.
Often times it seems that officers are
not connected with their personnel.
This is a critical component of being
a good servant leader. It is important
that you know who your personnel
are and things about them. One of the
ways that I get to know the personnel
underneath me is spending time with
them and having conversation. In that
conversation I do a lot of listening and
make many mental notes, which I later
write down to help me remember
little details. I know the names of their
significant other, kids names, when
birthdays are and what is going on in
their lives that they are sharing.
Here is a good way to get to know
the families and the personnel and gain
respect — have them spend time at the
firehouse. We used to do family nights,
outings like cookouts and we celebrated
whatever we could find to celebrate.
So why is this important? It helps
you understand them as a subordinate
and helps you to see things in their
lives that can cause stress and affect the
way they perform. It may also give you
an opportunity to coach and mentor
as well — leading them to a whole
new level in their personal life and the
endeavors of their career.
People need to be accepted and
recognized for their special and unique
individualism. One must assume the
good intentions of coworkers and not
reject them as people, even when forced
to reject and/or correct their behavior
or performance.
Empathy is a key practice for
the servant leader — and also a
responsibility. It entails active listening
and truly feeling the emotions of the
other person and doing so without
judgment and criticism. Empathy begins
with listening — truly being present in
the moment with someone and listening
with your whole self. Being able to do
this is not easy; it takes a lot of work and
is an “art.” Listening not only with your
ears but also with your heart. Slowing
down to feel what they are saying and
intuit the meaning between the words.
It is important to know that if you are
forming your response while listening
during a conversation, then you are not
truly present with the individual and
you are not truly listening.Therefore
you cannot have true empathy as you
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have missed so many components in the
conversation.
As a fire officer I challenge you to
work on this area. I know it does not
come easy but I am confident if you
are truly embracing the servant leader
attitude then this is something you can
master.Your mastery of this ability will
enhance your ability to lead others and
organizations.

for the servant leader to remember
that their focus is on the individuals
you serve and helping make them
successful and in turn making the
organization successful by having
a unity between the member and

the organizational team.This is often
difficult, as many times we don’t want
to have controversy. As a servant leader
you are often faced in this component
See 8 ATTITUDES page 62

3. Servant Leaders Maintain
Unity of the Organization
“Servant leaders must be likeminded, having the same love…”
Servants are not keepers of the peace;
they are peacemakers. Peacemakers
are not appeasers; they seek to
please the mission and vision of the
organization bringing subordinates
into harmony with the organizational
culture. Peacemakers don’t just stop
complaining, misconceptions, bad
attitudes and personal wars; they replace
the causes of these with reconciliation,
organizational focus and unity. Servant
leaders lead by creating a like-minded
culture; becoming one based on the
same love for the job.
As a servant leader you are focused
on subordinates being a critical part
of the team. If we explore TEAM as an
acronym it can represent “Together
Everyone Accomplishes More.”As a
servant leader it is import to recognize
that the organization is like a complex
gear system where each component
is dependent upon the other for the
mechanism to operate effectively.
In the position as a servant leader
often times you are faced with bringing
personnel into harmony with the
organizational culture.This means that
you will need to tell the subordinates
what they need to hear not what
they always want to hear.This often
means showing the subordinate their
deficiencies. Even doing this it is critical
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What is V02 max and why is it
important to your total fitness?
As I do 12 lead
EKG with O2
uptake testing for
firefighters, I often
hear comments such
as,“I don’t have to
be fit enough to run
By Karen
a road race like an
Leatherman
athlete” or “we are
taught as firefighters
never to run.”While these comments
may be correct, it still is important to
understand why firefighters should
strive to have a certain VO2 max.

What is VO2 max?
VO2 max is the maximal oxygen
uptake or the maximum volume of
oxygen that can be utilized during
maximal or exhaustive exercise. It
is measured as milliliters of oxygen
used in one minute per kilogram of
body weight. VO2 max is one factor
that can determine an individual’s
capacity to perform sustained work
and is generally considered the
best indicator of cardiorespiratory
endurance. It is often expressed in
MET (Metabolic Equivalent):The
ratio of the work metabolic rate to
the resting metabolic rate. One MET
is defined as 3.5 ml/kg-1·min-1 and
is roughly equivalent to the energy
cost of sitting quietly.Therefore a VO2
max of 35 ml/kg-1·min-1 = 10 METs.

Why Is It Important?
The first and foremost deals
with what is a healthy value.The
number one killer in the U.S. is
cardiovascular disease.This is the
same for firefighters. According to
the U.S. Fire Administration, 47.2
percent of all fatal events are a result
of heart attacks. Often the quick
response to stress is considered the
cause. However the low fitness levels
among firefighters complicate this.
Increasing cardiovascular fitness is
the biggest change that an individual
can do to decrease this risk.This has
been documented by Dr. Steven Blair,
a professor at the University of South
Carolina and a leading epidemiologist
on the relationship of aerobic fitness to
health. His research has proven that low
cardiorespiratory fitness (VO2max) is
a greater risk factor for cardiovascular
mortality than any of the more
traditional risk factors that our medical
profession typically focuses on. (eg.,
obesity, hypertension, diabetes, high
cholesterol, smoking). (Blair SN. 2009).
Often firefighters are overweight
and have low fitness levels.This is
a double whammy. See the chart to
understand how fitness protects even
if overweight but notice as a person
becomes overweight, if they are
unfit their risk increases very fast.
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So what is the value that has been
shown through research to protect
against cardiovascular disease? Values
in the low fitness category (VO2 max<
27 ml/kg-1 min-1) place an individual at
greater risk than those at intermediate
category (VO2 max 28-38 ml/kg-1
min-1) with the greatest protection at
highest fitness level (VO2 max > 38
ml/kg-1 min-1). (Lowry, Prevention 2009)
The second reason to increase
VO2 max is job specific. Andrew
Kirkham Sheaff evaluated determinants
of a successful CPAT in 2009. He
divided subjects into those that
passed and those that did not pass.
Passing as defined by International
Association of Firefighters (IAFF)
is less than 10 minutes 20 seconds.
The data looked at upper body
strength, lower body strength,
VO2 max and anaerobic fatigue.
Upper body strength was a better
predictor than lower body strength,
however VO2 max and anaerobic
fatigue were the best predictors.
A joint task force of the IAFF and
International Association of Fire Chiefs
developed the Fire Service Joint
Labor Management Wellness-Fitness
Initiative (WFI) in 1997. Revisions
in the 1999 and 2008 WFI recognize
the firefighter as the “most important
asset” in the fire service, and its intent
is to improve firefighter function, onduty effectiveness, and overall quality
of life, while reducing morbidity and
mortality related to fire fighting.The
maximal exercise test is intended to
measure max VO2.They proposed for
fire fighting a max VO2 range of 33.6
ml/kg-1 min-1·to 49 ml/kg-1·min-1.
As recently as 2014, Raymond
Thompson, PhD, Clinical Assistant
Professor at the University of South
Carolina Department of Exercise
Science has conducted research
into the relationship of VO2 max
to firefighter job specific tasks. His
findings show that,“VO2 max is
definitely related to firefighter job
performance and equally important to
recovery after performing job tasks.”
All of this supports NFPA 1582-138.2.2.1.2 — At levels below 12 METs
(42 ml/kg-1 min-1), a firefighter shall be
counseled to improve his/her fitness. At
levels at or below eight METs (28 ml/
kg-1 min-1), a prescribed aerobic fitness
program shall be required, and the AHJ
shall be advised to consider restriction
from essential job tasks one, two, four,
five, six, seven, eight, nine and 13.

studies of athletes forced to reduce
their training load.These studies have
shown that a high VO2 max can be
maintained on as little as two or three
workouts per week if the intensity of
training is kept high. However, if the
training intensity wanes, VO2 max tends
to decline as well. If you are currently
doing long slow workouts (quantity),
then change this up at least two days a
week to short, more intense (quality)
workouts.Today the common term
for these types of workouts is High
Intensity Interval Training (HITT). One
example is a Tabata workout. Grab
a stopwatch, because this workout
method is all about timing.The basic
formula for Tabata training is 20 seconds
of work followed by 10 seconds of
rest, repeated between six and eight
times (between three and four minutes,
total). No cheating — the 20/10 ratio
has been shown to work both aerobic
and anaerobic metabolic pathways
harder and more effectively than longer
bouts of exercise.The intervals force
the body to keep moving before it

actually recovers from the previous
set. So to get the full benefit, those 20
seconds need to be serious business —
doing as many reps as possible is key.
After the four-minute workout, take a
minute break and repeat with a different
exercise.You can use weights or body
weights in each four-minute segment.
A few examples include Burpees,
Kettelbell Swing and the Russian Twist.
Karen Leatherman is president/owner
of Fitness Forum Occupational Testing
Services. She received a BS in Biology from
Francis Marion University and a MS in
Exercise Physiology from the University of
South Carolina. She started the first hospitalbased fitness center in South Carolina where
she started cardiac and pulmonary rehab
programs. She has over 30 years performing
exercise stress testing and has been testing
firefighters for over 20 years. In addition,
she was on the American College of Sports
Medicine (ACSM), Health and Fitness
Certification Committee where she travelled
with a team from the U.S. to India and Hong
Kong to teach and administer ACSM exams.

How Do You Increase VO2 max?
VO2 max is affected by the
interactions of intensity, frequency
and duration of exercise training.The
importance of workout quality, as
opposed to quantity, can be found in
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Your fitness will save
Accept it or
not but fire-rescue
and EMS is a 100
percent physical
job.The only way
to manage and
maintain your
wellness is through
By Bryan Fass
constant attention
to your fitness
and nutrition.You are a highly trained,
medically/fire educated, power lifter.
You lift, push, pull, carry and transfer
heavy objects in awkward and often
dangerous positions every day. So this
more than qualifies you as an athlete or
in this case a power lifter.
A professional athlete would never
begin their sport without a thorough
warm up, stretching and soft tissue
work. Since many of you are paid to
do your job that qualifies you as a
professional athlete. But the parallels
end there. Most responders do not
stretch pre-shift which has been proven
without a doubt to reduce injury
in other labor and awkward lifting
jobs. Most responders do not have to
“qualify” to make the team by passing
a physical ability test, athletes do. As a

your life one day

coach, trainer and therapist it amazes
me that so many departments test on
hire and never again. What are we afraid
of? The data is there; cardiac arrest
on scene, cancer, metabolic diseases,
career ending injury to name a few.Your
fitness will save your life and that of
your crew every day!
Professional athletes, power lifters in
this case, go through a well-practiced
series of steps to get their body ready
to lift and move.They position their
feet to generate maximal power and to
improve balance.They “set” their hips
to take load off the spine and maximize
power generation.They follow a
specific breathing pattern to allow the
abdominal wall to “brace” the core and
spine further reducing spinal torque
and reducing soft tissue load.
Responders on the other hand often
go out of their way to cut corners
and lift in the most inefficient and
dangerous ways. Responders rarely
follow a process to prepare to lift safely,
instead it often just gets done as fast
as possible. So the parallels between
professional responders and proathletes are quite a contrast to say the
least.

So it begs to ask the question what
can be done to get medics, firefighters
and even our brothers and sisters in law
enforcement to take better pride in and
more responsibility in their own health
and wellness?
Some departments are turning to
high deductible medical plans to make
employees have some skin in the game
and force them to be responsible.
Some departments are implementing
pre-hire physical abilities testing so they
no longer hire their potential unfit and
injurious employees, instead fielding a
more fit and agile workforce.
Some departments are investing huge
sums of money in powered tools, trucks
and gear to address the problem.This
methodology will reduce injury but,
it is expensive and the tool still needs
to be used properly. If responders still
cut corners and use lazy mechanics
injury will still occur and the bottom
line is you still have to get the patient
on and off the transport tool! A prime
example is if you are called out on EMS
calls (which are now out numbering
fire calls) you will most likely have to
lift or transfer the patient on to the cot.
If you decide to move the patient over

on a bed sheet it can place between
1300 to 1700 pounds of torque on your
back. Sound like a lot? It is; most people
can only handle around 800 pounds of
torque/load before injury occurs. In
fact if you pick up a 51-pound tool off
the floor it will place over 700 pounds
of force on your back. Folks, movement
matters.
The question you have to ask yourself
is what is your own personal health
and wellness worth to you? Do you
want to live with pain and disability?
Is a disability a good thing? Sadly fireEMS is a high risk job, you owe it first
to yourself, second to your partner and
thirdly to your team, to go out of your
way to stay injury free.Think about
what happens when a team member is
injured, someone has to pull overtime
which costs more for the team and your
risk of injury is much higher when you
are working overtime. When running
short the call volume increases, which
also increases your risk of injury. So
while one injury does not seem like
much, the trickle down is significant
and effects everyone.
What steps can you take right NOW?
1. Stretch pre-shift and on duty

North Greenville Fitness has a tremendous track record and reputation in serving
over 13,000 public safety personnel annually throughout the Southeast.

• North Greenville Fitness has over 34
years of health screening experience.
• North Greenville Fitness provides
its services in ten states in the United
States.
• All Exercise Physiologists are fouryear college graduates with a
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree
prepared in Exercise Science.
• All Exercise Physiologists are Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) certiﬁed.
• All phlebotomists are state or nationally certiﬁed.
The OSHA/NFPA Firefighter Physical consists of the following services:

• 25 Panel Bloodwork
• Pulmonary Function Evaluation
• 12-Lead EKG Ergometer Graded Exercise Test
• Monitored by a Board-Certiﬁed, State Licensed Physician
• Additional Services Available On-Site
North Greenville Fitness is the premier health
enhancement/health screening clinic in the U.S.

Proudly serving the Southeast since 1979
P.O. Box 606 • Travelers Rest, SC 29690

888.348.8911 • 864.834.9078 • www.northgreenvillefitness.com
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2. F
 ollow the five keys to safe
patient and equipment handling
a. Wide stance or split stance
with your feet flat at all times.
b. R
 eady stance, flex slightly at
the hips NOT the back.
c.Tighten your abdominal wall;
push your abs down and OUT.
d. H
 ead up on ALL movements
ALL the time.
e. S houlders back: never lift
with a round back.
3. Stay hydrated as this can reduce
your chance of injury and reduces
concentration errors. Another data set
that has come out specific to the fire
service is that many career firefighters
are deficient in vitamin D, magnesium
and have low testosterone levels.This
occurs in firefighters because of the
shift schedules/altered sleep patterns,
excessive sweating, circadian rhythm
disruption and chronic activation of the
stress response.
Bottom line equals GET your yearly
physical with blood work and make
sure the doctor orders the appropriate
labs to test for these things.
4. Exercise: We often make exercise
far too complicated and to be honest
difficult. Many of the best exercises do
not need to be that hard. Sure your job
dictates that during a working fire or a
difficult extrication you will drastically
increase your heart rate. It’s often this
extreme exertion where your heart rate
will increase well above 200 beats per
minute and that is thought to cause
many of the cardiovascular issues faced
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by firefighters. So you need to train for
it; just not on duty.
Training excessively hard on duty is
a common mistake many firefighters
make.They destroy themselves on
the clock and then “the big call” is
dispatched.This leaves nothing in the
tank and sets you up for injury. On duty
exercise is all about mobility, flexibility
and cardio. Save the tire flips and HIIT
training for the second day after your
shift.That’s right the day after your shift
your body is shot; tired and stressed.
NOT the time to kill it in the gym. Rest.
To end this article I want to give you
a sample firefighter routine that I really
like. It can be done off duty or on as it
will not fatigue you too much yet will
improve anaerobic, aerobic and overall
fitness. Please follow the rules.
After your thorough warm up with:
the foam roller, active stretching, some
light cardio, you are ready to start.
Rule 1: Only do what you can, this
workout will break you if you disobey
the rules.
Rule 2: Never begin the next set until
your heart rate is back to 120 or below.
Rule 3: Only do upper body and core
exercises, never legs.
Rule 4: Sprinting is about as primal
a movement as you can do at full speed
and that’s the key … full speed.
Rule 5: Just do it; this is the only
case where we want you to just get the
resistance movements done. Don’t get
sloppy, but this is not the time to focus
on slow and controlled.
Rule 6: Do not progress into the

Sample Workout
Priority 1 set 1: Treadmill at 9.5 MPH at a
9.5 percent grade.

Priority 1 Set 2: Treadmill at 10.5 mph, at
an eight percent grade.

Priority 1 set 3: Treadmill at 11.5 mph at a
seven percent grade.

next response level until you are able to
recover during the intervals. This means
that your heart rate must be 120 or
below within the allotted time of each
response level.
Rule 7: Some days you just will not
have it, so do not force it.
Rule 8: Avoid alcohol, fatigue or bad
foods the day prior to your priority
response training.
Rule 9: Although already stated,
warm up thoroughly as stated above.
Exercise should not cause injury.
Rule 10: You will be VERY hungry
the 24 hours after these workouts, plan
to eat well.
Rule 11: It’s probably a good idea to
take the next day off from training.
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30 second sprint, rest 20 seconds, 20
seconds of crunches, 20 seconds of pushups. Go back to the TM and repeat once
your heart rate is below 120. Do 3 sets.
30 second sprint, rest 20 seconds, do
15 dumbbell curl to press followed by 15
warrior rows (push up position on the DB,
do rows). GO back to the TM and repeat
for 2 more sets once your heart rate is below 120. Do 3 sets total.
30 second sprint, rest 20 seconds, do
pull-up’s to failure followed by 15 kettle
bell swings. Go back to the treadmill and
when your heart rate is below 120 repeat
for 3 total sets.

Bryan Fass is a leading expert on public
safety and Industrial injury prevention. As the
president and founder of Fit Responder Fass’
company works nationally with departments,
corporations; state and local governments to
design and run targeted injury prevention
and wellness programs. He authored the Fit
Responder book used by departments and
schools plus writes for numerous Web and
peer-reviewed. He holds a bachelors’ degree
in sports medicine with over 17 years of
clinical practice, was a paramedic for over
eight years, and is certified as an Athletic
Trainer (ATC, LAT), Strength Coach (CSCS) and
the Functional Movement Screen (FMS). Fit
Responder developed the nation’s first mobile
fitness program. For more information, visit
www.fitresponderfitness.com.
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8 Attitudes

Cont’d from page 56
with controversy and must embrace it
as opportunities not problems.

4. Servants Understand Purpose
“Servant leaders being of one accord,
of one mind…” Servants see the “Big
Picture.”The trademark of a servant
leader — aka fire officers — is their
passion for purpose! They breath as one
with the vision, mission and values of
the organization focusing their efforts
on these.Their intent is organizational
not individualism. Will they be without
conflicts … absolutely NOT! But, a
servant leader in one accord with

the mission, vision and values of the
organization will not stop serving until
they have accomplished the mission.
A servant leader’s mission is taking
care of the customers, both internal
(personnel) and external (the public).
Servant leaders don’t serve out of
compulsion, rather out of intention,
purpose, passion and the love of the
job!
I have to ask what would your
passion meter show if it were
measuring your passion for the job?
If you are thinking that may not be a
good thing it may be time to get a tune
up.Your motor or drive for the job is
not on track.The power of your engine
is short a few horsepower and that
needs to be fixed.This is easier said
than done, I know. Where you focus is

on the organization and making it and
the people in it better, not on your self.
I can promise that when it is about the
organization then all systems will be on
go and you will be amazed as to what
power you will have as a leader.

5. Servants Are Not Politically
Motivated
“Let nothing be done through
strife…” Honor, integrity, structure
and order are essential parts of the
organization and the leader’s focus.
Strife, mudslinging and salacious smear
campaigns erode the character of the
leader and the organization.You have
to have pure intentions and not riding
a hidden political/personal agenda to
be a servant leader.Your efforts must be
pure and focused on the customers you
serve both internal and external. Strife
here means “electioneering or intriguing
for position; a desire to put one’s self
forward, a partisan and fractious spirit.”
Aristotle used this same word (strife) to
denote “a self-seeking pursuit of political
power by unfair means.”The thing about
servant leaders is that while they may
serve in a leadership position, they don’t
need a leadership position to serve.
The above concept is where we
see leaders who emerge that are the
informal leaders. It is important to
remember that rank has nothing to do
with leadership but rather the traits and
following one has that is attributed to
their leadership ability.

6. Servants Are Not Conceited
“Let nothing be done through…
vainglory” Servant leaders do not have
an excessively favorable opinion of
their own importance.Their focus is
upon the team and the other members
of the team. Servant leaders do not feel
the need to attract attention to them
and will hang out in the shadow or the
bushes allowing others to be in the
forefront and support from behind.
Servant leaders look to the needs of
others first.They look to meet the needs
of others with a focus on Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs to push others to
self-actualization and recognition.
It is important to note that there is
nothing wrong with having a proper
sense of pride as long as it sits on a
proper base.That base is the pride of
the organization and being proud of
the accomplishments of others. Servant
leaders do not desire the spotlight but
prefer to see outcomes not seeking

credit but enjoying what has been
accomplished.They use discretion when
posting their exploits on social media.
Vainglory is essentially empty glory.
There is only one way to gain glory and
that is to give it to others.

7. Servants Are Humble
“Servant leaders in lowliness of
mind let each esteem others better
than themselves.” Genuine humility
is not bemoaning how low you are,
it is about elevating other people.
Servant leaders are about developing
and showcasing others.They enjoy
putting others in the spotlight for their
talent, knowledge, skills and abilities.
Leading with humility is investing in
others. Servant leaders are mentors,
coaches and facilitators. Servant leaders
recognize it is about rejoicing over
the fact that those you lead can do a
better job than you. Lowliness of mind
or humility indicates, not a merely
moral quality, but the subjection of self
under the authority of, and in response
to, the love of the organization.The
organization is the primary focus of the
servant leader recognizing that the most
valuable resource of the organization
is the personnel who make up the
organization.

8. Servants Work Well With Others
“Look not every man on his own
things, but every man also on the
things of others.”Working with others
may be the servant leaders most
difficult task, but servant leaders
must strive to be team players. As
a fire officer being a servant leader
you should not be concerned about
celebrity status, instead focus on paying
everything forward through sharing of
experiences, knowledge and affording
opportunities. It is important that a
servant leader be the facilitator of other
individual’s successes and recognition.
Your success will come from other’s
accomplishments.
Working with others is a choice, but
it is paramount in the success of servant
leadership and compels commitment.
Organizations alone do not ensure that
people will work together.The group
dynamics, which are associated directly
to interpersonal dynamics, help you
determine and work within the group.
The goal is teamwork! Teamwork
requires servanthood fostered by
servant leaders through a servant
culture. Each of these components is
critical and must exist or is developed in
order to have a successful team.
In an effort to focus in on the critical
topic of attitude and servant leadership
I hope that this article will serve as a
guide for current and future leaders
as we focus on returning to the roots
the emergency services were founded
upon. Remember we are standing on the
shoulders of giants, capitalize on what
they accomplished and demonstrated.
Your additions will help create more
giants and will further strengthen the
foundation we already have as a fire
service.

Douglas Cline is a 32-year veteran and
student of the Fire Service serving as Assistant
Chief of Operations with Horry County
Fire Rescue. Chief Cline is President of the
International Society of Fire Service Instructors
(ISFSI) and the Immediate Past President of
the Southeastern Association of Fire Chiefs
(SEAFC).
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The National
Fallen Firefighters Foundation:

SERVING THE SURVIVORS OF THE FALLEN AND THE ENTIRE FIREFIGHTING COMMUNITY
By Chief Ronald J. Siarnicki, Executive Director of the NFFF
When a tragedy strikes in the community – day or night – firefighters
respond without hesitation to protect and save the lives of others.
When tragedy strikes in the fire service – and a firefighter dies in the line
of duty – the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation responds to assist and
comfort the loved ones of the fallen.
The United States Congress created the National Fallen Firefighters
Foundation to lead a nationwide effort to honor the memories of all U.S.
firefighters who died in the line of duty and to provide support to their
loved ones. As part of this mission, each October the Foundation hosts the
National Fallen Firefighters Memorial Weekend, the official national tribute,
in Emmitsburg, Maryland. The survivors of those being honored meet others
who have walked this path a little longer and understand their grief in a
way many may not. Through activities offered during the weekend they will
find reassurance that their loved ones will not be forgotten and they have a
place to find comfort and compassion.
Beyond the Memorial Weekend, the NFFF helps families with similar
experiences and interests find each other through the Survivors Network.
We provide college scholarships for spouses, partners and children and
step children. We coordinate conferences where survivors can participate in
workshops for family members and coworkers.
Recognizing that children need and deserve special attention, the
NFFF introduced the Hal Bruno Camp for Children of Fallen Firefighters
in partnership with Comfort Zone Camp. This free, weekend bereavement
camp for children between the ages of 7 and 17 allows them to share
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their stories, learn skills to manage their loss and have time to reflect and
remember their parent in a positive, fun and nurturing environment. The
camp was named to honor the late Hal Bruno, chairman emeritus of the
NFFF Board of Directors.
Over the years, we have realized that the best way to honor the fallen
and support their families is to work with all branches of the fire service
to reduce line-of-duty deaths and injuries. And so the NFFF’s mission has
expanded.
In 2004, the first Firefighter Life Safety Summit was held in Tampa, Florida
to address a need to reduce the number of preventable line-of-duty deaths.
More than 200 fire service and industry leaders worked together to develop
the 16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives.
Out of those initiatives, the NFFF created Everyone Goes Home®. This
program provides free resources, materials and training opportunities to our
nation’s firefighters that underscore accepting responsibility for our health and
safety. We have provided funding for research that examines coronary heart
disease, stroke and diabetes prevention. In addition, the Foundation regularly
sponsors meetings and summits to address evolving needs of the fire service
community such as cancer prevention and behavioral health issues.
These are just a few examples of the services and programs offered by
the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation. Through partnerships like the
one with Fuel in a Bottle, we will always be ready to fulfill our mission
to honor the fallen, assist their survivors and work to prevent line-of-duty
deaths.
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Preparation
Cont’d from page 54

reserve engines and to maintain fire
protection within the city.
Upon arrival of the first engine
(Rescue Engine 1), the company officer
reported heavy white smoke pushing
from the second floor windows. He
quickly established a water supply and
selected a two and one-half hose line as
he communicated with incoming units
that crews would be in the offensive
mode of operation.The officer also
knew the best access to the second
floor was from a common stairwell
accessible from the exterior of the
building. Incoming officers evaluated
the scene and continued the size-up
by lapping the structure.The Battalion
ordered all companies to operate
the Tax Payer (Standard Operating
Procedures) and began confirming the
assignments of incoming companies as
he established command from the “A”
side of the building.
Ladder 1 (see figure 1) was ordered
to perform primary search as Rescue
Engine 1 proceeded to the second
floor for fire attack. Engine 2 quickly
established the secondary water supply
and assisted Engine 4 with rapid
intervention. Quint 3 arrived on the
scene and the company positioned on
the “Alpha” side of the building for aerial
operations and Ladder 4 was assigned to
the “Bravo” side of the building for aerial
operations.The Incident Command
(IC) ordered a special RIC alarm from
Charlotte, Concord and Kannapolis
fire departments due to the potential
complexity of the incident, which
included multiple retail units, ordinary
construction and possible residential
tenants.
As the back-up line and RIC team
took position Rescue Engine 1 and
Ladder 1 began ascending the stairs.

The officers led the crews using
their thermal imaging cameras and
encountered heavy fire extending from
the second floor door into the hallway
at the top of the stairs.The crew of
Ladder 1 stayed close to Rescue Engine
1 as not to get too far ahead of the hose
line.
As the fire was blackened down
the company officers using the
thermal imagers noticed a large
hole just over the threshold of the
hallway door.The two officers quickly
conversed and decided to back out
to the bottom of the stairs fearing
the structural components may have
been compromised. As this transpired
there was a report that fire was in the
basement and the IC quickly called a
“code red” and evacuated the building.
A quick PAR (Population At Risk)
was conducted and the IC advised all
crews that the mode of operation was
switching to defensive.
As crews transitioned to a defensive
operation, proper aerial placement
allowed them to immediately place
master streams (see figure 2) in the
second floor windows and darken down
the remaining fire. Crews ascended the
ladders and were able to evaluate the
stability of the floor from the ladder and
determined the floor was stable enough
to resume interior offensive operations.
Ground floor crews pulled ceilings
near the entrance as they proceeded
into main floor and confirmed the fire
had been contained to the point of
origin and had not spread horizontally
through the void of the first floor ceiling
and second floor. Multiple companies
continued working to overhaul the
building to insure the fire had not
extended beyond the second floor and
into the attic.
This fire had tremendous potential
to heavily damage an entire block of
our downtown. However, because
the members of the Salisbury Fire

Department train in areas such as the
“Art of Reading Smoke” and Fire Flow
Path Management they were able to
quickly determine this incident was an
offensive attack.The good leadership
demonstrated by company officers being
to the front and leading the interior

(Figure 1) Ladder 1 is shown here setting up.

crews, using thermal imaging cameras
to safely progress forward, recognizing
hazardous situations and backing out to
a safe area, is an example of mature and
disciplined leaders.
The training of engineers to
properly spot apparatus shows the
benefits of always expecting the worst
and provided the groundwork for
companies to make a smooth transition
from an offensive mode of operation
to a defensive mode of operation.
Additionally the quarterly training and
strong working relationship displayed
by automatic aid and mutual aid
departments created a seamless, safe
fire ground operation with a successful
outcome.
There were many other success
stories found in the operations of

this particular fire, including the
interoperability with regional fire
departments from Charlotte, Concord
and Kannapolis. In addition to the
operations with our support members
we work with routinely were sound
because of training and open dialogue.
We owe many thanks to the American
Red Cross, Salisbury Police, City of
Salisbury Fleet, Salisbury Transit,
Salisbury Public Works, Salisbury
Utility, Rowan County Emergency
Services and Rescue Squad as well
as the many Rowan County Fire
Departments who responded (see
figure 3).
The daily practices of the men
and women of the Salisbury Fire
Department to be the best and treat
every reported fire as a true fire
until proven otherwise and to train
with meaning, builds confidence.
The time spent checking equipment
and apparatus leads to a department
that is combat ready at all times. So
let us not forget these daily practices
become habit and habits become the
norm, and treat every call as if you
were responding to your own home.
Check your equipment thoroughly,
train with meaning and create good
habits daily. Everything else will fall into
place.
Battalion Chief David Morris began his fire
service career with the Salisbury Fire Department
in 1992. Chief Morris has served in all ranks in
Salisbury before his appointment to Chief of
Training in 2004. He is the past fire chief for the
Granite Quarry Volunteer Fire Department where
he was a member for over 20 years. Chief Morris
holds Instructor II certification as well as several
firefighter and fire officer certifications. He is a
2008 graduate of the Municipal Administration
program at University of North Carolina School
of Government in Chapel Hill and holds an
associate degree in Fire Protection Technology
from Guilford Tech as well as a bachelor degree
in Emergency Management from Western
Carolina University.
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THE HOMEFRONT

You do what you do for a reason
Welcome back.
Hope everyone’s
spring has been a
good one.
I had an
article ready to
send when I
was looking at
Facebook and I
By Dedra Cline
saw some things
none of us want
to see or be reminded that could be
my firefighter (FF). One was an article
about a fire truck accident. The driver
ran off the road and lost control
causing the fire truck to roll over.
The driver was either entrapped or
pinned under the fire truck. Another
was a firefighter that fell through
a roof. So, I decided to look on the
Internet. There was accident after
accident reported.
After looking at the Facebook post
and looking on the Internet, I was
reminded of a time when our DD
(Dear Daughter) and I had traveled
with our FF. When our FF would
teach we would go with him. And,
sometimes, if it was outside, we

would be able to watch. One day we
were there with our FF and he came
out of a window without a ladder. He
was inside when the fire had been
started. The department had someone
on the ladder truck who was going to
run the ladder over to the window to
pick him up. Well, that didn’t happen.
So, he did the only thing he knew to
do — which was come on out! I saw
it happen and tried to stay calm for
our daughter. While we were standing
there, all I remember her saying was,
“Tell him he can’t be a FF any more,
he can’t leave us.”
To this day, our FF has never heard
this. I never told him. Why? Because
of the dedication he has to his job.
We know that dedication is one of
the main characteristics of being a
firefighter. Dedication is the passion,
having the heart, pride or drive
to want to do the job. Firefighters
are hard working, hard training
people who take pride in the work
that they do. Firefighters strive for
excellence at all times. Our FF has all
of these qualities. And I don’t know a
firefighter who doesn’t.

But, while all firefighters have the
characteristic of dedication and they
are doing the job due to the need
to help the community, we must
remind them everyday of this. They
are doing a job that they love to do.
They are doing what they want to
do.
If any of this has you confused,

just remember this one thing: we
as spouses must remember all this,
while we are reminding our FF that
they are great at what they do, and
of their dedication to do the job.
Dedra Cline welcomes your questions
and comments. She can be reached at
dcline11@sccoast.net.
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BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Responding to your own
MENTAL HEALTH
A firefighter’s job is unlike any
other. We wear
our pride and
dedication to our
careers on our
sleeves, on the
windows of our
cars, tattooed on
our bodies. All my
By Mark Lamplugh
life growing up
I wanted to be
involved in the fire service. It helped
that my dad, grandfather, and greatgrandfather were all firefighters – not
to mention my uncle and two cousins.
I really didn’t have much of a choice.
I remember walking into the engine
room, running up and ringing the bell
on the front of the truck, smelling the
fire gear hanging on the racks, and
playing the pinball games.
I started as a junior in 1994. They
changed the bylaws that year and
moved the age up just so I could
join sooner. I worked the bingos
every Friday night and set up for the
weddings on the weekends. I took
every fire school that came available. I
wanted to learn everything as fast as I
could.
Looking back on all the trainings
available, there was a class they forgot:
how to respond to your own mental
health.
The trauma that we see as
firefighters on a daily basis will take a
toll. Understanding how to deal with
your body’s reactions to trauma may
put you ahead of the game. Taking
advantage of simple ways to recognize
that we’re starting to struggle mentally
with what we see on the job may be as
important as life or death.
Currently, the number of suicides
in the fire service is unprecedented.

Organizations such
The trauma that we see as firefighters on a daily basis will take a
as The Firefighter
Behavioral Health
toll. Understanding how to deal with your body’s reactions to trauma
Alliance are trying to
may put you ahead of the game. Taking advantage of simple ways to
tackle these issues.
Simple warning signs
recognize that we’re starting to struggle mentally with what we see
that you can look out
for in yourself are
on the job may be as important as life or death.
crucial for your career
and your overall mental
health. Would you know
a Treatment Consultant with American
then this may be the opportunity to
if you are struggling mentally? Would
Addiction Centers. He can be reached via
start putting resources in place for
you be able to tell if you need some
email at mlamplugh@contactaac.com and
your department so that when you or
simple mental health help? Here are
phone at 888-731-FIRE (3473).
someone in the department is having
some of the signs from Mental Health
an issue, your entire crew knows what
America that you can look for:
to do.
Seeking help through your
•C
 onfused thinking
department’s
EAP is a good step.
•P
 rolonged depression (sadness or
EAPs
offer
many
services that all
Organizations
irritability)
departments
can
take advantage of. If
•F
 eelings of extreme highs and
• N.V.F.C Member Assistance Program:
you’re a volunteer department then
lows
http://americanaddictioncenters.org/
look at the National Volunteers Fire
fire-services/
•E
 xcessive fears, worries and
Council’s “Share the Load” program.
• Life Safety Initiative 13: http://
anxieties
There are many resources at your
everyonegoeshome.com
• S ocial withdrawal
disposal that are free. Establishing a
• Firefighter Behavioral Health
•D
 ramatic changes in eating or
Peer Support Network throughout your
Alliance: www.ffbha.org
sleeping habits
• Firefighters Support Foundation:
department
is
a
good
way
of
having
• S trong feelings of anger
www.ffsupport.org
caring individuals willing to be there at
•D
 elusions or hallucinations
• Federation of Fire Chaplains: http://
a
moment
of
crisis.
The
National
Fallen
•G
 rowing inability to cope with
firechaplains.org
Firefighters Foundation also has the
daily problems and activities
• International Critical Incident Stress
16 Life Safety Initiatives. Initiative 13
• S uicidal thoughts
Foundation: http://icisf.org
focuses on Behavioral Health. They have
•D
 enial of obvious problems
• National Fallen Firefighters
many different tools that you can put
Foundation: www.firehero.org
•N
 umerous unexplained physical
into your behavioral health toolbox.
• The Code Green Campaign: http://
ailments
I personally would like to see
codegreencampaign.org/
• S ubstance abuse
required behavioral health training at
• National Volunteer Fire Council:
If you’re experiencing any of the
every fire-training center in the country.
www.nvfc.org
above symptoms it may be time to ask
• Share The Load Program: http://
These types of trainings should be as
for help. There are many resources at
www.nvfc.org/hot-topics/share-theimportant as any other training you’re
your disposal. If you’re reading this
load-support-program-for-fire-andrequired to attend. Take a look at the
ems
and you aren’t experiencing any of
resources below and don’t be afraid to
• Firefighter Close Calls: http://www.
these symptoms then ask yourself, if
reach out if you need help.
firefighterclosecalls.com/personalI were experiencing these symptoms
Mark Lamplugh is a former captain
survival.php
would I know what to do? Would
with
Lower
Chichester
Fire
Company
and
I know where to go? If you don’t,

Fire Rescue GPO Members are eligible to receive a discount
on select regularly priced Sprint monthly service through
the Sprint Discount Program.
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RUBBER BOOT WARRIORS

There is no superman!
The role of the spouse in the fire service
Over the years,
I have been very
fortunate to not
only instruct
firefighters, but
many of their
wives or partners
as well. When I
By Peggy Sweeney
would ask them
for comments,
questions, or feedback, I usually got little
or no response. Understandably because
spouses are very reluctant to talk in
front of their firefighters about their
feelings, their fears, or what is in their
hearts. Many spouses wonder why the
warm, loving, and carefree person they
married does not come home like that
anymore.
I will tell you that I know what
many of you fear: that your spouse or
partner may be struggling mentally and
emotionally with the traumas of his
or her job.You realize that what they
see, hear, taste, and feel on a recurring
basis is beginning to play a major role
in how they view life, living, and their
job. When the call goes well, life is good!
When their best efforts to save a life or
protect property from ruin do not end
positively, it is a BAD DAY!
Some of you may have even
witnessed THE CHANGE.The super
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heroes do not always return home with
their superman costume intact. It’s
tattered and torn.They try to make light
of their day, but you can see the hurt.
You reach out to give a welcome home
hug and they pull away.They may be
withdrawn and bad-tempered. Often,
they find comfort in alcohol rather than
family.The jovial personality is almost
nonexistent. Have I begun to paint a
picture of your relationship?
Becoming a firefighter, in my opinion,
is one of the greatest gifts you can
give to your community. It takes a
very special person to take on the
responsibilities to protect and serve.
Many of you have seen the brotherhood
that is fire service: a special bond that
is not taken lightly. What many people
fail to remember, because of their
seemingly herculean rescues, is that
this larger-than-life person is human.
There are no super powers.There is
no invisible life-protecting armor that
guarantees that they will return home
unscathed — mentally, emotionally, or
physically — from their duties.They
are vulnerable to addictions, mental
illness — including depression — posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and, in
some instances, violent behavior.Their
department may not offer emotional
support or training for coping with

these issues.You, as his or her partner,
are NOT the fairy godmother or Merlin
the magician who waves the magic
wand and makes their life better.There
is no magic that can erase what they are
thinking or feeling.
The good news is that there are steps
that you can take to help yourself, your
partner and your family:
• Step One: Take care of you. Eat
right, get exercise, and make time
every day for yourself and your
family.You must keep a positive
attitude!
• Step Two: Heart to heart. If you
have concerns about your spouse/
partner’s mental or emotional state,
sit down together and lay out your
fears and concerns. Most people
squirm in their seats when you get
close to touching their feelings and
emotions.That’s OK. Hang in there.
Your actions will reassure them that
you care.
• Step Three: Get Physical. Strongly
encourage them to have a thorough
physical as well as meeting with
a mental health professional;
preferably, a professional who
understands the culture of the fire
service. Firefighters, in general, are
very reluctant to seek any form of
counseling.They are fearful that
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they will be perceived as weak or,
worse yet, will lose their job. Keep
in mind that not all mental health
professionals are equipped to treat
a first responder. It may take several
visits with different therapists to
find the “right fit.” But don’t give up!
•S
 tep Four: Get educated. If you do
nothing else today, check out these
two websites that offer valuable
information. Don’t skim – read
everything! Share this information
with your spouse or print out the
important things if they are not
computer friendly.
— Grieving Behind the Badge blog
[grievingbehindthebadgeblog.net).
Read every article, especially those
under the headings: Addiction,
Post Traumatic Stress, and Suicide:
Let’s Talk It. Subscribe to the
newsletter!
— Station House Retreat
[stationhouseretreat.com]. A
treatment facility exclusively
for first responders coping with
addiction.
— Firefighter Wives Network
[https://www.facebook.com/
firefighterwives]
— Firefighter PTSD [https://www.
See NO SUPERMAN page 71
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Leadership Lessons Cont’d from page 47

them away, lock them in a box and lose the key. They only get in the way
of making the best decisions.

something else. Don’t ever mix the two.
9. Always police your brass. The shell casing for most bullets used to be
made of solid brass. Any soldier or police officer knows that you must
pick up your leftover shell casings after shooting your gun. In this case it
means you should pick up and clean up after a big event. Try to leave as
little behind as possible.
10. Technology will always give you up. Cell phones, the Internet, email,
social media, or something like it will allow things to come out you
don’t want to be seen or heard. Think analog, not digital.
11. You must have one to two people you trust 1000 percent or you will
implode from the tension. As a leader you must pick these people very
carefully. Oh, yes, don’t forget most people probably want your job.
12. S ometimes you are driven by basic primal urges. Do not betray yourself
or your true morals and standards. Ever.
13. When people decide they plan to win, they will say and do anything
and everything to win. Don’t be surprised at what happens.
14. L
 ie and you will be found out at some point. It will not be pretty.
15. As a leader, sometimes you don’t ask about why or how. Just say thank
you.
16. You will always be amazed at how things turn out in the end.
Sometimes you win and sometimes you lose. Either way you will be
amazed.
17. S ex is always a factor. It may not be the root cause, but it is always a
potential reason. Always consider it.
18. When you wear the white hat, you have the power. Use it but don’t
abuse it. It is a privilege and not a right.
19. I t does not matter how people find out the truth. Expect that to
happen and plan for them to find the truth.
20. Your duty as a leader is to deal with the truth. People expect and
demand the truth. It will not hurt as much as the lie.
21. E
 motions, however valuable to you, are not part of leadership. Put

This column has been a challenge to write. It brings up many memories and
experiences from my past. Some good and some bad. Some I would prefer not to
remember. Some of these are about me and some are about friends and enemies.
To every rule I have written, I can speak to a personal challenge I have faced.
Some were up close and some were from a distance. Each one has changed me
and my life in various ways.
Use this list as you see fit. Hang them on your wall, put them in a frame, put a
note in your pocket and pull it out when you have a tough decision to make. I
don’t have all the answers, just some of the same pain and past experiences.
Lesson to remember — leadership is something you learn. Good luck.

Ken Farmer is Section Chief, Leadership and Fire Risk Reduction at the National Fire
Academy, United States Fire Administration in Maryland. Email him at ken.farmer@dhs.gov.

Tim Hayes Cont’d from page 31
with life. I think part of my help was I have the Lord upstairs on my side. I have a
great wife that never left me. She stood beside me through thick and thin.We have
three wonderful kids. Life was great and we just didn’t focus on the sad parts of it.
We just wanted to focus on the future and whatever that future was going to be.”
CF: What a great outlook on life. I know many in your position have turned to
drugs and alcohol.
Hayes: “I have actually spoken with several amputees that have taken that road.
They have to understand that, yes, this was a bad thing, but something good will
come out of it.A lot of people can’t understand that.They just focus on the fact
that what happened was such a bad thing, and they can’t go on with life.That’s the
wrong attitude to have.You have to focus on the fact that there is life outside this
injury. For example in 2012, I went down to Haiti. I visited orphanages and clinics.
I wouldn’t have been able to do that if I had still been a paramedic at MEDIC. God
has blessed me. He has opened doors to go and speak to different individuals about
not only my situation, but also on how to go on with life and how to receive God.”
CF: What are you doing now?
Hayes: “I retired from Medic. Unfortunately I couldn’t get back out in the
field and be a paramedic. Basically now I’m a dad. I get to be with my family
and watch them grow. I’m a grandfather because I have three older kids from a
previous marriage. I have four grandchildren. Each one of the grandchildren has
their own personality. It is pretty awesome and I enjoy it. I do travel around to
various speaking engagements.This comes in spurts. From January to March it
is usually fairly quiet and then in April it starts picking up. I go to different EMS
and fire organizations. I speak at churches and schools. I’ve traveled, like I said to
Haiti, and to Canada. First time to Canada I spoke with an EMS group and they
were interested in the safety side of what I had to say. I’ve returned to do some
inspirational speeches at churches and I was asked to give a motivational speech at
a diesel refinery after an employee suffered an injury. In Canada you get a lot of EMS
training requests because many of their systems are run by the government and it is
not working for them.”
CF: What additional advice can you give our readers?
Hayes: “I guess this goes across the board, but we need to educate the public.
How do we do that? I am not sure. I think EMS, fire, police and other highway
workers – we’ve got it down.We know what we’re doing. But the public does not
understand. Some how we need to reach out to the public and educate them. If
we can do that I think our first responder injuries and accidents will dramatically
decrease. I don’t know if we need to go the route of trying to get into driver’s
education and start at the teenage level. I just don’t have an answer for it. In
February a Charlotte police car was hit in the emergency lane; other cars were
slowing down, but an 18 wheeler didn’t slow down, hit another car, veered off and
hit the police car and injured the two police officers.The proper education, I think
would have been appropriate, maybe educate those in the truck driving industry
through schools as well.”
Tim’s future plans include writing a book. He can be reached for speaking
engagements through his website, www.timhayes.org or call 704-400-9110.
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S.C. FIRE RESCUE CONFERENCE

111th Annual Conference at Myrtle Beach
The S.C. State Firefighters’
Association is proud to present
the 111th Annual S.C. Fire-Rescue
Conference to be held at the Myrtle
Beach Convention Center, June 8-13,
2015.
This training and education
conference features world-renown
instructors and keynote speakers
delivering programs that will impart

knowledge, provoke thought, and
revive your love for the job! The
conference also features a 100,800
square foot exhibit hall with over 150
vendors! Exhibit hall hours are June
11 from 11:00-4:00, June 12 from 9:004:00 and June 13 from 9:00-1:00.
This conference is FREE to our
members. Remember to bring your
association membership card, and you

will be issued a conference lanyard at
the check-in area. Guests of members
(family and children) will be issued a
guest badge for the conference.
Non-members can attend all
seminars and workshops and visit the
exhibit hall for a $150 fee. Exhibit hall
day passes are $10 per adult (children
get in free) and will be available
for purchase at the conference
registration desk.

H.O.T. Classes

No Superman Cont’d from page 56
facebook.com/FirefighterPTSD]. A closed group for firefighters with PTSD
as well as spouses who are looking for help.
There is no Superman in your home. Superman only lives on the big screen
and in the minds of children. If you remove this façade you will see the real
duties they perform as a firefighter.You are not alone in your struggles to help
with their daily traumas. Do your homework and use the information made
available here. Study it and share everything with your spouse. If you have
questions please feel free to contact me.
Copyright Peggy Sweeney. All rights reserved.
Peggy Sweeney is co-founder and Outreach Coordinator for Station House Retreat. She
has developed and taught countless workshops on coping with grief and traumatic stress
including the Grieving Behind the Badge program for emergency response professionals and
their families. Sweeney has written numerous award-winning articles and is the editor of
the Grieving Behind the Badge blog. She is a mortician and bereavement educator, a member
of the Comfort (Texas) Volunteer Fire Department, and a former EMT-B. For more info, call
830-377-7389 or email psweeney@stationhouseretreat.com.

Classes to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Myrtle Beach FD
Training Station (2108 S. Kings HWY,
Myrtle Beach, SC).
• All Hands on Training Classes
will take place at the Fire
Department Training Ground.
You are responsible for your
own transportation to and from
the training ground. We will not
provide Transportation.
• All H.O.T. Classes require you to
bring your own PPE. H.O.T. Classes
attendance is limited, you must
register for these classes online
and you must sign the liability
wavier.

Some Events at the Conference
• Monday, June 8 — The annual golf
tournament will be held at the Wild
Wing Plantation from 7 a.m. until.
• Tues.-Fri. 6:30 a.m. GET FIT
morning workout
• H.O.T. Classes at the Myrtle Beach
Training Ground and Professional
Development Seminars each day.
Topics include Basic Fire/Arson
Investigation, Sweating the Small
Stuff, Risk Based Response Air
Monitoring, Firefighter Safety at
Roadway Incidents, plus many
more.
• Firefighter BASH Thursday, 6 to 10
p.m.
• Explorer Competition Thursday, 6
to 8 p.m.
• Blood Drive Friday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Friday, June 12 — Wonderworks
Family Fun at Broadway at the
Beach, 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
• Friday, June 12 — Broadway at
the Beach Celebration – Celebrity
Square, 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
• Saturday, June 13 — 5K Fitness
Race
For more information on the South
Carolina Fire-Rescue Conference, visit
firerescuesc.org.
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To show our thanks, Surfside Beach Resort invites
first responders to enjoy time away at our oceanfront
hotel with amenities that include:
• Amazing ocean views
• Private balconies
• Local dining, steps away
• Close to area attractions

• Scotty's Beach Bar
• Beachside pool and hot tub
• Free access to Surfside Pier
• Wi-Fi and parking included

• Discounts to area restaurants and attractions

15 South Ocean Boulevard, Surfside, SC 29575 • (800) 533-7599 • SurfsideBeachResort.com/Everyday-Heroes
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Travel

Enter to Learn — Leave to Share
Tours and exhibits at the North
Charleston and American LaFrance
Fire Museum and Educational Center
allow visitors a glimpse into the life
of a firefighter and the changes and
advancements that have occurred
in fire fighting throughout time.The
museum is filled with one of a kind fire
vehicles and antique fire equipment,
which date back to the mid 1700s.
Kids of all ages will love the interactive
displays and hands on equipment.
The North Charleston and American
LaFrance Fire Museum proves to
be a remarkable experience and an
unforgettable destination for the entire
family, school group or other special
guests.

Exhibits
The North Charleston and American
LaFrance Fire Museum and Educational
Center offer its guests the opportunity
to get as close to a fire as possible
without getting burned. In addition to
the collection of antique fire apparatus,
the museum offers hands on and
interactive exhibits children and adults
will love. From the “Home Fire Hazard
Theater” complete with live smoke to
the hands on hose and hydrant, guests
will gain an enhanced knowledge
and understanding of the history and
science of fire and fire fighting.

Programs and Special Events
The North Charleston Fire Museum
plays host to several programs and
special events though out the year.
The museum looks to strengthen
community relations by forming
partnerships with other organizations
whose mission is fire and life safety
education.
For more information please contact
Max Sterling at 843-740-5550 x 221 or
email msterling@northcharleston.org

Our Collection
The North Charleston and American
LaFrance Fire Museum and Educational

Center are proud to house the largest
collection of professionally restored
American LaFrance fire apparatus in
the country. With 18 fully restored
vehicles dating back to early 1800s,
the museum’s collection has been
valued at nearly five million dollars.
From the 1886 Silsby Steam Pumper
to the 1969 “900-Series Dominion”
pumper all the apparatus in the
collection still run and can still put out
a fire.
List of Vehicles
1785 - Richard Mason Hand Fire
“Enjin”
1857 - Button & Blake 16-Man Hand
Pumper
1886 - Silsby Steam Pumper
1911 - “Type 5” Double Tank
Combination
1911 - “Type 8” Roadster
1912 - “Metropolitan” Steam Pumper
1914 - “Type 12” Pumper
1919 - American LaFrance / Ford
Model T Chemical Car
1920 - “Type 40” Combination
1920 - “Type 75” Pump and Hose
Car
1921 - “Type 10” Hose Wagon *
1926 - “Type 75”Triple Combination
1929 - “Type 270” Service Ladder
Truck
1931 - “Type 191” Pumper with
Water Tank
1932 - “Type 235” Pumper
1935 - 400-Series Pumper
1937 - Senior 400 1500 GPM
Pumper *
1940 - 500-Series Pumper
1941 - 65 Foot Aerial Ladder *
1956 - 700-Series Pumper
1956 - 700-Series Pumper *
1958 - GMC Snorkel
1969 - 900-Series Dominion Pumper
1973 - Century Series Pumper *
The museum also maintains a
“working” collection*.This collection
consists of fire apparatus that have
been donated to the museum or
have been purchased.These pieces
are currently housed off site and are
used for parades, festivals and other
functions.

About the Museum
The North Charleston and American
LaFrance Fire Museum and Educational
Center, conveniently located adjacent
to the Tanger Outlet Mall and only two
miles from Charleston International
Airport, houses the largest collection
of professionally restored American
LaFrance fire apparatus in the country.
The 26,000 sq. ft. facility opened to the
public in 2007 and currently houses
18 fire trucks and priceless, one of a
kind firefighting artifacts. Complete
with interactive exhibits featuring real
smoke, hands on displays, a 40 person
theater, children’s play area and fire
truck simulator, the North Charleston
and American LaFrance Fire Museum
proves to be a remarkable experience
and an unforgettable destination for
the entire family, school group or
other special guests.
The museum is located at 4975 Centre
Pointe Drive, North in Charleston, S.C. For
further information call 843-740-5550.
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CHESTERFIELD COUNTY FIRE & EMS
Pierce/Freightliner Dryside Tanker w/Detroit DD13 - 450 HP engine, 1000 GPM Hale QPak-100 pump, 2500 gal. poly tank, Zico
Quic-Lift hydraulic tank racks, 3000 gal. Fol-Da-Tanks.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

CLAREMONT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce/Peterbilt Pumper w/Peterbilt chassis, 1250 GPM Waterous
S100 pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, AMDOR roll-up doors, custom
paint by Pierce.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

CLEVELAND FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Saber Pumper w/Cummins ISL9 - 400 HP engine, 1250 GPM
Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Onan 10kW hydraulic generator, AMDOR roll-up doors.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

INDIAN BEACH-SALTER PATH FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Saber SLT PUC Pumper w/Cummins ISL9 - 450 HP engine,
1500 GPM Pierce pump under cab, 1000 gal. poly tank, Husky 3
foam system, Harrison 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

MOORESVILLE FIRE AND RESCUE
Pierce Arrow XT 105’ Aerial Ladder w/Detroit DD13 - 500 HP engine,
2000 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. poly tank, Oshkosh TAK-4 independent front suspension, AMDOR roll-up doors.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

NO. 7 TOWNSHIP FIRE AND RESCUE
Pierce/Freightliner FXP Pumper w/Cummins ISB - 360 HP engine,
Freightliner M2-106 chassis, 1250 GPM Hale DSD pump, 1000 gal.
poly tank, AMDOR roll-up doors.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

ODELL VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Velocity FR Pumper w/Cummins ISL9 - 450 HP engine, 1500
GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Oshkosh TAK-4 independent front suspension, Harrison 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

PALMER SPRINGS VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce/Freightliner Pumper-Tanker w/Cummins ISL - 350 HP engine, 1000 GPM Waterous pump, 1500 gal. poly tank, Onan 6kW
hydraulic generator, Gortite roll-up doors.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

PALMYRA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Ford ENCORE Rescue w/Ford F-750 chassis, Onan 25kW
generator, Whelen LED lighting package, Breathing Air Cascade
System, custom paint by Pierce.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

PATRICK HENRY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Saber Pumper w/Cummins ISL9 - 450 HP engine, 1250 GPM
Waterous pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Husky 3 foam system, Harrison 6kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

WARSAW FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Saber FR Pumper w/Cummins ISL9 -450 HP engine, 1500
GPM Waterous CSU pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Harrison 6kW hydraulic generator, custom paint by Pierce.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions

YOUNGSVILLE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Pierce Arrow XT 100’ Aerial Platform w/Cummins ISX12 - 500 HP
engine, 2000 GPM Hale QMax-200 pump, 300 gal. poly tank, Gortite roll-up doors, Harrison 10kW hydraulic generator.
Delivered by Atlantic Emergency Solutions
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BLACKVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 KME Challenger Pumper w/International chassis, Maxxforce engine, 1750 GPM Hale pump, 1000
gal. UPF tank, custom paint by KME.
Delivered by Safe Industries

FAIRFIELD COUNTY/MITFORD
2015 KME Flex Pumper w/International chassis, Maxxforce engine, 1500 GPM Hale pump, 1000 gal. UPF
tank, dump tank storage inside body.
Delivered by Safe Industries

SARDIS TIMMONSVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 KME Challenger pumper w/Kenworth chassis, Cummins engine, 1500 GPM Hale pump, 1000 gal.
UPF tank, custom paint by KME.
Delivered by Safe Industries

OREGON HILL VOLUNTEER FIRE DISTRICT, INC.
2014 KME Flex Service Unit w/International chassis, Maxxforce 9, 330 HP engine, 1250 GPM Hale pump,
1000 gal. poly tank, three ladders through the tank, Wilburt LED light tower.
Delivered by Safe Industries

INDUSTRY NEWS
Get Grant Assistance
for Exhaust Removal System

Hale Products Celebrates Two
Years Accident Free

Fire/EMS departments can rid their
firehouses of dangerous diesel exhaust
emissions and receive free grant assistance.
The program is provided by FireGrantsHelp.
com, which is an independent resource
sponsored by multiple vendors. It offers
personal assistance by grant experts,
including grant alerts (local, state, and
national), grant writing training, narrative
review, as well as optional grant writing at
50 percent discount. MagneGrip Exhaust
Removal Systems, one of the sponsors,
provides additional information at www.
magnegrip.com, with a Grant Assistance
form.The grant team contacts applicants
and provides help until a grant is found. Call
800-875-5440 for additional information.

Hale Products, Inc. is proud to announce
that the company has been free of workplace
accidents for the past two years. Bill Simmons,
Group General Manager of IDEX Fire
Suppression said,“This accomplishment is
not the result of any one individual. But rather,
our employee’s dedication to making our
work place safe for each other. I am especially
proud of the fact that we have developed
an organizational culture where people at
all levels of the business are empowered to
challenge unsafe behavior on the spot – and
regularly do so.”
Moving forward, Hale will continue to look
for ways to minimize work place hazards as
our employees are one of the most critical
parts of our business.
For more information on Hale’s complete
product lines, visit www.haleproducts.com.

Armor Tuff Supratile
Alcoa Fire Department of Alcoa,
Tennessee recently installed an ARMOR
TUFF SUPRATILE floor in their fire stations
engine bays. Chief Roger Robinson explains;
“We’ve researched and examined all the
different types of flooring that would stand
up to the rugged abuse and the wear and
tear that engine bay floors have to endure.
Research and tests have proven that the
Supratiles are not only indestructible, but
also provide a safe working environment
in a busy fire station.They provide a nonslip floor when either dry or wet, keeping
firefighters safe from the perils of a slippery
floor.The Supratiles do not chip, break,
crack, fade or stain from any liquids used in
the fire service.The single most beneficial
factor is that it’s maintenance free and only
requires washing with soap and water. Visit
www.armor-tuff.com for more information
and contact numbers.
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Open House/Customer Appreciation Day
May 12th & 13th from 8am to 4:30pm
Peach State & Affordable Ambulance
would like to invite you to our 1st Annual
Open House/Customer Appreciation Day.We
will have representatives on hand from each
of the major Ambulance Manufacturers we
represent.This will be a great opportunity
to join us and learn about the operations
and maintenance, as well as, the electrical
operations of the vehicles in your fleet and see
what we have to offer for the future. Please
consider bringing your shop service tech
along with you for the free Training Seminars
including latest tips and information on how to
maintain your fleet.
We’re looking forward to a great day of fun
and food.We can’t wait to see you – Please Join
Us!
For more imformation call 470- 955--5270

Hale Products Now Offering Free
Class 1 Electronics and Five-Year
Warranty with Purchase of Qtwo
Two-Stage Pump
In an unprecedented move, Hale Products,
Inc. is now offering free Class 1 electronics,
along with a five-year parts and labor warranty,
with the purchase of a Qtwo two-stage pump.
The free electronics include a Sentry Pressure
Governor and Twister throttle control.
“This offering is the perfect combination
of the reliable performance of our pumps
and the electrical innovations that are driving
our industry. It’s the complete package,” said
Bruce Lear,Vice President of Sales.“We’re
always listening to our customers and we’re
constantly looking for ways to provide not only
the best products, but the best solutions for
their needs.This delivers on both.”
To qualify for this promotion, the pump
must be purchased by June 30. For more
information, call 800-533-3569 or visit
haleproducts.com.

Minerva Campaign Focuses
on Firefighter Safety
Minerva Bunker Gear Cleaners, an
industry leader in the cleaning and repair
of firefighter gear since 2000, is unveiling a
bold new branding strategy that will not only
increase the company’s visibility but also
raise awareness of the potential health risks
associated with contaminated gear.
Medical research has indicated that a
firefighter’s risk of cancer is three times higher
than that of the general public as a result of
exposure to hazardous contaminants that
are in the air and embedded in the gear. In
response to these findings, Minerva has made
firefighter safety a focal point of its marketing
campaign.
“Our role as a solutions company has taken
on a new meaning,” says Joe Xiras, founder of

www.carolinafirejournal.com

Minerva.“We are urging firefighters to keep
their gear clean for their own health and safety
as well as that of their families.”
In addition, Minerva has introduced its
Project Clean Hoods program developed for fire
departments of all sizes. Membership ensures a
clean and sanitized hood once a month for each
firefighter, discounts on cleaning and inspection
and database tracking of each hood.
“Hoods protect during a fire, but also absorb
contaminants that continue to be a hazard,” says
Xiras.“Our message is “Use your head. Clean
your hood.”
For more information about Minerva Bunker
Gear Cleaners, visit www.bunkergearcleaners.
com.

Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks Expands
Service for Smeal Fire Apparatus in
North Carolina
Smeal Fire Apparatus Co. today announced
that Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks, the authorized
sales and service dealer for Smeal™, US
Tanker™ and LTC™ brand apparatus in
North Carolina, South Carolina and eastern
Tennessee, has opened a new service facility
in Denver, North Carolina.This 7,500 square
foot facility is located northwest of Charlotte,
North Carolina, and provides full fire apparatus
service, including preventative maintenance
programs, chassis service including brake repair
replacement, electrical and hydraulic system
repairs, aerial and pump repairs. It provides
expanded service capacity from the dealership’s
previous service center in nearby Mooresville.
The new service manager for the service facility
is Mark Hammill, master EVT and ASE certified
technician.
“We are extremely pleased to add this new
location and expand service capabilities for
our customers in our assigned territory,” said
Steve Dill, president of Atlantic Coast Fire Trucks.
To learn more, visit www.facebook.com/
ACFireTrucks or visit smeal.com.
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BETHANY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS 10’ Multi-purpose truck w/Ford chassis,
6.8 V10 gasoline engine, 300 GPM Hale pump, 300 gal. poly tank,
crew cab, Kussmaul battery charging system.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

MERCK
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS 3500 12 Ft. Wet-Rescue w/Ford chassis,
6.7 powerstroke diesel engine, 300 GPM Hale pump, 300 gal. poly
tank, Kussmaul battery charging system.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

NORTH CAROLINA FORESTRY SERVICE
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS Flatbed Brush Engine Truck w/International chassis, diesel engine, Wild Fire pump, 800 gal. poly tank,
custom compartments, Blizzard Wizard foam system.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

ROARING RIVER VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS 3500 Flatbed Brush Truck w/Chevrolet
chassis, 6.6 Duramax diesel engine, 300 GPM Hale pump, 300 gal.
poly tank, LED extendable scene lights.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

RHONDA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS 3500 Flatbed Brush Truck w/Ford chassis, 6.7 powerstroke diesel engine, 300 GPM Hale pump, 300 gal.
poly tank, under bed pull-out tray.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

UNION FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS F-450 Flatbed Brush Truck w/Ford chassis, 6.8 V10 gasoline engine, 245 GPM Hale pump, 300 gal poly
tank, 12,000 lb. Warn winch and stainless steel brush guard.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

DALLAS FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Spartan ERV Legend Custom Pumper w/Spartan chassis, 380 HP Cummins engine, 1500 GPM Hale
DSD pump, 1000 gal. poly tank, Whelen LED lighting package, custom shelving by Anchor-Richey, Q2B
Siren, illuminated hand rails.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

LEE COUNTY
2015 Spartan ERV Custom Rescue w/Spartan chassis, 380 HP Cummins engine, Whelen LED lighting
package, custom shelving by Anchor-Richey, Q2B Siren, custom front bumper extension tool storage.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

UNION GROVE FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey EVS F-350 Quick Response Vehicle w/Ford chassis, 6.7 diesel engine, LED extendable scene lights, LED light package, Kussmaul battery charging system, 12,000 lb. Warn winch and
stainless steel brush guard.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

WARRENTON RURAL VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
2015 Anchor-Richey Refurbish Rescue w/Kenworth chassis, 380 HP Cummins engine, added large front
transverse compartment, custom shelving by Anchor-Richey, rechassis, custom paint by Anchor Richey.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS
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HOBBSVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT

NORWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT

PLYMOUTH FIRE DEPARTMENT

RED SPRINGS FIRE DEPARTMENT

PARKER SEWER AND FIRE SUBDISTRICT

WADESVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT

2014 E-One Commercial Pumper w/Navistar 4400 chassis, 1250 GPM Hale pump, 1,000 gal. tank, 30
gal. foam cell, rear mounted booster reel, top mount pump controls, pull out tool boards.
Delivered by Fire Connections

2015 E-One International 7400 Tanker w/ 330 HP engine, 1250 GPM Hale QFlo pump, 1830 gal. tank,
center console, LED scene lighting, back up camera, Newton swivel dump, 2100 gal. drop tank.
Delivered by Fire Connections

2014 E-One Top Mount Typhoon Rescue Pumper w/E-One chassis, Cummins ISL engine, 1500 GPM
Hale pump, 1000 gal. water, 30 gal. foam UPF tank, 2001 Foam Pro system, Akron LED scene Hi Viz
48” LED brow light, custom shelves and trays.
Delivered by Fireline, Inc.
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2014 E-One Custom Typhoon Pumper w/E-One chassis, 1500 GPM pump, 780 gal. tank, 6kW Harrison
generator, painted steel wheels, LED emergency and scene lights, all pre-connects out the rear, extended
steel front bumper with booster reel.
Delivered by Fire Connections

2015 E-One International 4-Door Commercial Cab Top Mount Pumper w/330 HP Navistar engine, 1250
GPM Hale Qflo pump, 1000 gal. tank, booster reel, LED emergency and scene lights, lowered speedlay
module.
Delivered by Fire Connections

2014 E-One eMax Custom Pumper w/E-One Chassis, Cummins ISL 450 engine, 1030 gal. tank, Hi-Viz
LED scene lighting, upper storage compartment, 10 kW generator, light tower.
Delivered by Fire Connections
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CASTALIA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rosenbauer FX Pumper/Tanker w/MaxxForce 330 HP engine, International 7400 chassis, 1250 GPM Hale Q-Flo pump, 1250 gal.
UPF tank, back up camera, Foam Pro 2002.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

DRAKE’S BRANCH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rosenbauer Maverick Pumper/Tanker w/Cummins ISL 350 HP engine, Freightliner chassis, 1250 GPM Hale pump, 1800 gal. UPF
tank, OnSpot tire chains, internal drop tank storage.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

HALLS VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rosenbauer FX Top Mount Pumper Tanker w/International chassis,
MaxxForce 330 HP engine, 1250 GPM Hale Q-Flo pump, 1250 gal.
UPF tank, Booster hose reel, Newton Dump.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

LUMBERTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rosenbauer Commander 101’ Cobra Platform, Cummins ISL 400 HP
engine, 1750 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF tank, heated Aerial
Command seat, Smart Screen digital control screen.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

RAYNHAM-MCDONALD VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Rosenbauer FX Pumper/Tanker w/Freightliner chassis, Cummins
ISL 350 HP engine, 1250 GPM Darley pump, 2500 gal. UPF tank,
TFT Crossfire deck gun, Command Light light tower.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co.

AMBULANCE SERVICE OF BRISTOL
2014 Mercedes Sprinter 2500, 152x95x68, Ducted heat/AC, LED
lights, Medical Air, computer mounts, back up camera.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles

IREDELL COUNTY EMS
2014 Chevrolet 3500 4x4, Type I AEV Trauma Hawk, 145x92x66
headroom, Whelen LED Warning lights, ducted AC/Heat, 4x4 conversion, cooling drawer, custom cabinet design.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles

PRINCE FREDERICK VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD
2014 Chevrolet Type III X Series, 172x95x72 headroom, ducted
AC/heat, complete LED light system, VX1 electrical system, aluminum cabinets, Zico 02 lift, backup camera.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles

RUTHERFORD COUNTY EMS
2014 Ford E-350 Cutaway, 152x95x68 headroom, ducked heat/
AC, LED lights, emergency release doors, locking drug drawer, air
horns.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles

SEND US Information About Your Department!

YADKIN COUNTY EMS
2014 Chevrolet G-4500 Type III AEV Trauma Hawk, 172x95x72
headroom, ducted AC/heat, complete Whelen LED Warning lights,
custom interior cabinets, backup camera.
Delivered by Northwestern Emergency Vehicles
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SAFE INDUSTRIES
YOUR NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA KME DEALER

SAFETY IS OUR BUSINESS. SERVICE IS OUR PRIORITY.
FULL LINE KME DEALER

SERVICES AT YOUR FIRE DEPARTMENT

ENGINES
AERIALS
TANKERS
SKID UNITS
LIGHT AND RADIO INSTALLATION

PUMP TESTING
GROUND LADDER TESTING
HOSE TESTING
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
SERVICE CONTRACTS

SAFE

INDUSTRIES
www.safeindustries.com • 877.997.7233 • www.kovatch.com

Water is your

lifeline.
(Why trust a piecemeal solution?)

You never know what you are going to encounter when you respond to a fire. What you can
control is what’s on your truck. Hale engineers, designs, manufactures and tests the only
completely integrated system—pumps, foam, CAFS, Class 1 electronic controls, valves,
gauges and plumbing. Our total package provides you the power to perform at your best
when it matters most.
Call us at 1-800-533-3569 to find out more, or visit haleproducts.com.

PERFORMANCE

